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Abstract
The proliferation and vast deployment of mobile devices and sensors over the last couple
of years enables a huge number of Mobile Situation Awareness (MSA) applications. These
applications need to react in near real-time to situations in the environment of mobile
objects like vehicles, pedestrians, or cargo. To this end, Complex Event Processing (CEP)
is becoming increasingly important as it allows to scalably detect situations “on-the-fly”
by continously processing distributed sensor data streams. Furthermore, recent trends in
communication networks promise high real-time conformance to CEP systems by process-
ing sensor data streams on distributed computing resources at the edge of the network,
where low network latencies can be achieved. Yet, supporting MSA applications with a
CEP middleware that utilizes distributed computing resources proves to be challenging
due to the dynamics of mobile devices and sensors. In particular, situations need to be
efficiently, scalably, and consistently detected with respect to ever-changing sensors in
the environment of a mobile object. Moreover, the computing resources that provide low
latencies change with the access points of mobile devices and sensors.
The goal of this thesis is to provide concepts and algorithms to i) continuously detect
situations that recently occurred close to a mobile object, ii) support bandwidth and
computational efficient detections of such situations on distributed computing resources,
and iii) support consistent, low latency, and high quality detections of such situations.
To this end, we introduce the distributed Mobile CEP (MCEP) system which auto-
matically adapts the processing of sensor data streams according to a mobile object’s
location. MCEP provides an expressive, location-aware query model for situations that
recently occurred at a location close to a mobile object. MCEP significantly reduces
latency, bandwidth, and processing overhead by providing on-demand and opportunis-
tic adaptation algorithms to dynamically assign event streams to queries of the MCEP
system. Moreover, MCEP incorporates algorithms to adapt the deployment of MCEP
queries in a network of computing resources. This way, MCEP supports latency-sensitive,
large-scale deployments of MSA applications and ensures a low network utilization while
mobile objects change their access points to the system. MCEP also provides methods to
increase the scalability in terms of deployed MCEP queries by reusing event streams and
computations for detecting common situations for several mobile objects.
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Zusammenfassung
Heutzutage sind viele lokationsabhängige Daten für Anwendungen zugänglich. Milliar-
den an Nutzern fahren Autos oder tragen mobile Kommunikationsgeräte mit sich (bspw.
Smartphones), welche ein breites Spektrum an Sensoren bereitstellen. Zusätzlich verbrei-
ten sich weltweit weiträumig ausgelegete Sensornetzwerke, beispielswiese sind mehrere
hundert Kameras in der Innenstadt von Atlanta aufgestellt. Die Möglichkeit auf Ereignisse
zu reagieren ist für zukünftige mobile Situationsbewusstseinsanwendungen in vielen
Anwendungsbereichen wie Verkehr, soziale Netzwerke und medizinische Überwachung
unabdingbar. Eine Verkehrsanwendung kann beispielsweise Fahrer über nahegelegene,
aktuelle Verkehrslagen informieren.
Die Verarbeitung komplexer Ereignisse (engl. Complex Event Processing (CEP)) ist
ein Schlüsselparadigma um interessante Ereignisse (bspw. Unfälle) für mobile Situati-
onsbewusstseinsanwendungen zu erkennen. Diese Ereignisse werden in Sensorströmen
erkannt welche Änderungen in Sensormessungen beinhalten (bspw. Geschwindigkeiten
von Fahrzeugen). Dazu wird eine Menge von Operatoren auf die Sensordatenströme
angewandt. Jeder Operator nimmt Ströme an Ereignissen entgegen und verearbeitet diese
um neue Ereignisse zu erkennen, welche dann in einem Ausgangsstrom von Ereignis-
sen enthalten sind. Komplexere Ereignisse können erkannt werden indem Operatoren
Ereignisströme anderer Operatoren verarbeiten. Der Ereignisfluss wird üblicherweise
als Opratorgraph dargestellt, welcher alle Operatoren verbindet. Dieses einfache Modell
hat eine Menge an Vorteilen bei der skalierbaren Verarbeitung von Ereignissen. Ereig-
nisströme von Operatoren können wiederverwendet werden um mehrere Ereignisse von
Interesse für Anwendungen zu erkennen. Außerdem können Operatoren des Opera-
torgraphen flexibel in einem Netzwerk von Rechenknoten ausgebracht werden um die
Bandbreitenausnutzung von CEP Systemen oder andere Kriterien zu optimieren.
Überaschenderweise haben moderne CEP Systeme Schwächen, wenn es um die Un-
terstützung von hoch-dynamischen mobilen Konsumenten und Sensoren in mobilen
Situationsbewusstseinsanwendungen geht. Um die Konsistenz zu bewahren sind die
Sensorströme, welche als Eingabe des Operatorgraphen dienen, häufig fest zugeord-
net. Eingangsströme eines Verkehrsoperators können beispielsweise mit Bezug auf ein
Straßensegment ausgewählt sein. Das räumliche Interesse von mobilen Situationsbewusst-
seinsanwendungen ändert sich allerdings ständig mit der Lokation von mobilen Objekten,
in deren Nähe Situationen geschehen. In solchen Anwendungen wird das Interesse meist
über einen Brennpunkt ausgedrückt. Ein Konsument könnte so ein Brennpunkt sein und
Interesse an allen Unfällen, die in den letzen 30 Minuten in einem 500 Meter Umkreis
geschehen sind, haben. Für viele Situationen, die erkannt werden können, muss heutzuta-
ge hierzu die Änderungen der Lokation explizit von der Anwendung behandelt werden,
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was typischerweise hohe Ineffizienzen zur Folge haben kann. Beispielsweise könnte eine
der Folgen eine hohe redundante Verarbeitung von Ereignissen sein.
Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es Konzepte und Algorithmen für ein mobiles CEP System
bereitzustellen—das MCEP System. Dazu wird ein Operatorgraph kontinuierlich und
dynamisch an die Lokation eines Brennpunkts angepasst.
Als ersten Beitrag stellen wir hierzu ein Verarbeitungsmodell für Situationen, die mittels
einer sich ständig ändernden Menge an Sensoren erkannt werden, vor. Dieser Beitrag
beinhaltet ein allgemeingültiges, fenster-basiertes Operatormodell, welches effizient An-
passungen des Operatorgraphen an geänderte Lokationen eines Brennpunktes ermöglicht.
Ein weiterer Teil dieses Beitrags ist eine Menge an Algorithmen, welche bandbreitend-
schonend und berechnungsschonend Anpassungen des Operatorgraphen bezüblich einer
geänderten Lokation durchführen. Diese Algorithmen nutzen räumliche und zeitliche
Überlappe des Interesses von Anwendungen aus.
Als zweiten Beitrag stellen wir einen Algorithmus vor, welcher es ermöglicht mit
geringer Latenz auf historische Situationen zuzugreifen, sobald Situationen bezüglich
einer geänderten Lokation benötigt werden. Dieser Algorithmus nutzt vorhergesagte,
zukünftige Lokationen von Brennpunkten um relevante Situationen in der Nähe der
vorhergesagten Lokation zu erkennen, bevor ein mobiles Objekt diese Lokation erreicht.
Da zukünftige Lokationen großer Unsicherheiten unterworfen sind, werden hierzu parallel
Situationen bezüglich mehrere zukünftige Lokationen berechnet.
Als dritter Beitrag wird ein Ressourceneffizienter Platzierungs- und Migrationsalgorith-
mus vorgestellt. Der Algorithmus bestimmt wann ein Operator auf welchem Rechenkno-
ten in einem verteilten System ausgeführt wird. Dieser Algorithmus nutzt Wissen über
die Operatoren aus und basiert auf Lokationsvorhersagen um Migrationen zu planen. Der
Plan erlaubt es MCEP Migrationskosten zu amortisieren, indem Platzierungen gefunden
werden, welche eine geringe erwartete Netzwerkauslastungen erreichen.
Als vierter Beitrag wird ein Mechanismus für die fein-granulare Wiederverwendung
von Berechnungen und Strömen zwischen Operatoren vorgestellt um die Resourcen-
ausnutzung des MCEP Systems zu verbessern. Dazu werden zwei Charakteristiken von
Anwendungen ausgenutzt. Erstens müssen häufig ähnliche Situationen bezgülich mehrer
mobiler Objekte, die nahe beiander sind, erkannt werden. Zweitens benötigen Applikatio-
nen häufig keine akkuraten Sensordaten um bedeutsame Ereignisse zu erkennen.
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At present, we face an explosive growth of location-specific data that becomes accessible
to applications. Billions of users drive vehicles and carry mobile devices (i.e., smartphones
and tablets) that are capable of monitoring their environment with a broad variety of on-
board sensors [ZHBM07, CEL+08, PSA+13]. In addition, large-scale sensor deployments
are spreading all around the globe, e.g., a vast amount of video data is produced by
hundreds of cameras in the Atlanta metro area [Bla12]. The ability to monitor and react
to events detected with the help of such data is the key to enable future Mobile Situation
Awareness applications (MSA applications) in many domains such as traffic monitoring,
social platforms, and health care. For example, a traffic monitoring application can notify
drivers of nearby live road conditions, warning of traffic, accidents, or obstructions on the
road.
Complex Event Processing (CEP)1 systems [Luc01, BK09, AGKW14] offer tremendous
support for large-scale MSA applications by detecting meaningful events (e.g., the occur-
rence of accidents) from low-level data streams (e.g., streams that capture changes in
sensor measurements like vehicle speeds or camera frames). Consumers can register a
continuous query with the system that describes the events of interest. In return, the CEP
system will notify the consumers about any detected event that matches the consumer’s
query until the query is unregistered. In contrast to traditional Relational Database Man-
agement Systems (RDBMSs), where data is typically pulled from a disk and processed as
a result of issuing a query, changes in low-level data streams are pushed to the contin-
uous query and processed “on-the-fly” [CCD+03]. This way, CEP systems can detect
events of interest immediately when they occur. Since many existing applications, e.g.,
business processes [AKF+14], algorithmic trading [Hir12], or social networks [Twi14a],
are event-driven, CEP systems have gained a wide-spread interest by industry [Ora15]
and academia [AAB+05]. This interest has given rise to an abundance of optimiza-
tions [CM12a, HSS+14], e.g., bandwidth and latency efficient deployments of continuous
CEP queries in a network of nodes [LLS08, Riz13].
Surprisingly, state of the art CEP systems have significant shortcomings in their
support for highly dynamic mobile objects such as consumers and data sources of
MSA applications. Typically, in order to ensure the consistency of produced event streams,
the data streams selected as input to the processing of a continuous query are statically
defined, e.g., incoming sensor streams are selected with respect to a fixed interest like
a predefined road segment. However, the interests of MSA applications in situations
1 Following the results in unified models [CM12b], stream processing [BBD+02] and active data bases [CM94]
are used as synonyms to CEP in this thesis (its focus is on their similarities).
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constantly changes with the locations of mobile objects. In MSA applications, the spatio-
temporal interest in events is commonly defined with respect to the location of a focal object,
e.g., a consumer is interested in all accidents that happened within the last 30 minutes
in a 500 metre radius around its location. At present, changes in the location of focal
objects need to be explicitly handled by the MSA applications, for many situations of
interest. This can impose significant inefficiencies, such as a highly redundant processing
and streaming of events.
The goal of this thesis is to provide concepts and algorithms for a Mobile CEP (MCEP)
system, this is, a middleware that provides autonomous and dynamic adaptations of con-
tinuous CEP queries as mobile objects (consumers, data sources, and focal objects) change
their location. In particular, we present methods that allow the system to dynamically
change the data streams selected as input to the continuous MCEP query and ensure the
consistency of produced event streams. Moreover, the system provides mechanisms that
optimize and adapt the deployment of a MCEP query in order to reduce the detection
latency of events and the bandwidth usage to stream events. Furthermore, we present
methods to reuse partial detections of events to answer several MCEP queries in order to
save system resources.
A more detailed view on the motivation for the work presented in this thesis as well as
the background of mobile applications and CEP is given in Section 1.1. Section 1.2 will
shed more light on the research focus and goals of the work. Finally, Section 1.3 presents
the contributions and outlines the structure of this thesis.
1.1 Motivation and Background
This section covers the motivation and background for our MCEP system. Section 1.1.1
discusses the recent advances in mobile and utility computing that build the foundation
for MCEP. In Section 1.1.2 we discuss a specific class of applications that can be supported
by the MCEP system, MSA applications, and derive challenging requirements that stem
from this class of applications. Based on these requirements, we assess in Section 1.1.3 to
what degree existing middleware solutions can already support those applications and
what challenges still need to be addressed by MCEP systems. We conclude in Section 1.1.4
by giving a brief overview over the CEP in the Large (CEPiL) project that tackles the
unaddressed challenges and in whose context this thesis has been conducted.
1.1.1 Trends and Technologies
Large-scale MSA applications tremendously benefit from two major technological trends:
First, the rise of connected mobile devices (e.g., smartphones, wearables, and tablets) as
well as of sensors (e.g., GPS receivers and cameras); this allows applications to access
sensor data that monitor mobile objects (e.g., people, vehicles, and shipments) virtually
anywhere. Second, utility computing, e.g., cloud [AFG+10] and fog computing [BMZA12],
eases the deployment of large-scale middleware solutions.
14
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Connected Mobile Devices and Sensors
Nowadays, feature rich mobile applications, like navigation, can rely on powerful mobile
devices with immense computing and sensing capabilities. For example, the state-
of-the-art smartphone Sony Xperia Z4 has a 2 GHz Quad-Core processor and 3 GB of
main memory. Moreover, it comprises a multitude of sensors: a microphone, a GPS
receiver, a compass, a proximity sensor, an accelerometer, an ambient light sensor, and
more [XP115]. Such mobile devices are widely deployed. Nearly a billion smartphones
and over 250 million tablets were sold in 2013, which leads to over 1.9 billion smart
devices in use [RvdM14, vdMR14]. Even a vast number of vehicles provide on-board
computing capabilities. For example, nearly 13 million on-board navigation systems with
GPS receivers were deployed in 2012 in North America, which is expected to rise to 56
million until 2019 [Eis12].
Another recent trend is that large-scale sensor deployments are spreading all around the
globe. For example, hundreds of cameras are deployed in the Atlanta metro area [Bla12].
Hewlett-Packard (HP) aims with its Central Nervous System of the Earth (CeNSE)
project to deploy a trillion sensors that observe the entire earth (e.g., to collect seis-
mic data) [Pac09]. The Bluetooth low energy (BLE) standard raised the interest for the
widespread deployment of cheap BLE devices, e.g., iBeacons [ibe15] that broadcast simple
location dependent information.
Due to evolving and widely deployed wireless technologies (WLAN, LTE,. . . [Sch03])
and cheap flatrate billing options, mobile devices and sensors are always connected. This
means, mobile devices and sensors are capable of communicating with any server in the
Internet at nearly any time and from nearly any place over a nearby access point (e.g.,
a base station). Even the majority of vehicles is expected to be connected in the near
future [Cis13].
Following the vision of the Internet of Everything (IoE) [Cis14], future mobile applica-
tions and middleware systems can easily access and integrate data from connected mobile
devices and sensors—from virtually everywhere in the world. Within the IoE, virtually
everything is connected, in particular applications, sensors (and other physical objects),
data, and people.
The rise of connected mobile devices has drastically propelled the phenomenon of
Big Data [Lan01]. This phenomenon refers to the vast amount and variety of data that
is continuously produced or recorded by computer systems at a high velocity. Vehicles
produce three to four gigabyte sensor data per minute [Kre15]. Every second, several
thousand messages are produced by users of the microblogging service Twitter [Twi14b],
while at the same frequency one hour of video is uploaded to the video-streaming
platform YouTube [Smi14]; a dominating fraction of this data is already produced or
accessed by mobile devices [Lun13].
15
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Utility Computing
Cloud computing [Hay08, AFG+10] has emerged as an attractive solution for deploying
large-scale middleware systems, like a CEP system, due to the simplified infrastructure
maintainance for the middleware provider and the cloud’s elasticity. In particular, ad-
ministrators of a large-scale middleware can acquire on-demand computing or storage
resources from an external cloud provider, rather than maintaining their own dedicated
hardware. The external cloud providers are then responsible for many quality aspects like
the availability of the leased resources. Moreover, cloud computing allows middleware
systems to dynamically adapt the number of required computing resources to the current
workload. For example, a traffic monitoring system that counts the number of cars
on highways (i.e., that pass light barriers) can acquire more resources during the rush
hour and release unused resources during the night when noone is driving on a road.
Amazon’s EC2 [Ama14] or Google’s Compute Engine [Goo14] are prominent examples of
cloud computing services.
Yet, cloud computing cannot support latency-sensitive MSA applications because clouds
use data center resources that are geospatially centralized and typically far away from
users in terms of network distance. Moreover, data is typically transferred over many
hops and network resources like routers to cross the network distance between many
users and clouds. To this end, the resources of the whole network are strained when large
amounts of data are aggregated at cloud data centers.
Recent fog computing models, like the one proposed by Cisco Systems Inc. [BMZA12],
the Edge Cloud [CHML14], or cloudlets [SBCD09] present the idea of using resources at
the edge or in the middle of the network. This includes routers and dedicated computing
resources. The resources are heterogeneous, geophysically distributed, and hierarchical
since the resources are deployed from the edge to the core network. In contrast to the
cloud, fog computing allows applications that require low network latencies to perform
processing on computing resources near the edge of the network. Latency-tolerant, large-
scope processing can still be efficiently performed on powerful resources at the core of
the network, such as cloud data centers.
1.1.2 Mobile Applications and Requirements
One class of applications that tremendously benefits from highly accessible location-
specific data is Mobile Situation Awareness (MSA). These applications [Hon14, RHI+12,
SA11, MPVW05] are real-time applications that deal with timely decision making based
on knowledge that is extracted from sensed data. Note that we refer to soft real-time
applications where it is undesirable, but not critical to miss deadlines. A vast amount of
applications from various domains, such as traffic monitoring, social media, advertising,
entertainment, and health care, can be classified as MSA application. The rest of this
section will detail concrete traffic and transportation, monitoring and tracking, and smart
environment scenarios from those domains, in order to assess the application characteristics
and their requirements.
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Scenarios for MSAs.
• Traffic and Transportation: A traffic application can notify drivers of nearby live
road conditions, warning of traffic, accidents, or obstructions on the road. As a
specific example, consider a user who is driving from San Francisco to Los Angeles.
The user may have a vehicular application to automatically detect driving conditions
along the route and reroute the user around those problems. Recent investments in
the industry—Google purchased the navigation software provider Waze for $1.03
billion [FR13]—confirm the growing importance of such traffic applications. Waze
allows users to share real-time traffic and road information, e.g., a map can show
alerts about police, which are reported by other users. A transportation application
can inform train drivers about vehicles or people that recently moved onto the
rail-road ahead of the train’s location and not left the rail-road yet.
• Monitoring and Tracking: Another example for situation awareness applications
is a smart surveillance application [HSS+11] that can support police officers by
displaying video streams on their smartphones showing suspicious people who
were recently nearby. Social platforms can be enriched by incorporating automated
live-updates about activities of friends, e.g., by streaming a video of a friend when
she participates in a public sports event or when she was recently nearby and
entered a specific location. Health monitoring applications [SXSS14] can infer the
health status of a patient from sensor data like the heart-rate, other vital signs, or
sensors in the environment (e.g., sensors monitoring weather changes that affect a
patient with severe allergies).
• Smart Environments: A smart super market can change or highlight the content
of shelves based on the needs of a nearby customer, e.g., a shelf can highlight a
product that has been pointed at by a sales clerk while the customer was looking in
the other direction. A smart bus can change the language of its signs or attached
advertisements depending on the language skills of people walking towards the
bus.
Characteristics. A multitude of the aforementioned applications has considerably similar
characteristics. In contrast to many traditional applications, where a consumer receives a
finite set of results from individual one-shot queries, e.g., a street-map, MSA applications
have to be supported with continuous queries. Such continuous queries react to changes
in data and continuously push situational information like the occurrence of accidents to
the application. Consumers typically have a spatial interest in situational information, this
means that the situational information stems from sensor data in a confined spatial region.
Sensors and consumers of situational information are predominantly highly dynamic,
mobile devices.
For consumers, plain sensor data is often not expressive enough to represent situational
information. Events detected in the data are often of higher value and help to make
informed decisions. For example, the locations of all vehicles in the proximity of the user
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of a traffic monitoring application are not relevant to her. Yet, if a particular movement
pattern in the trajectories that are spanned by these locations indicate an accident on the
road segment ahead of her current location, she can react by selecting another route.
The spatial interest in sensor data and situational information is typically dynamic and
changes with the location of a focal object. For example, a vehicular navigation system can
display accidents that occurred in San Francisco when starting a trip from San Francisco
to Los Angeles and update its display with accidents that occurred close to the location
of the vehicle during the trip. Users, like the driver of the example’s vehicle, are often
interested in spatially consistent and spatially complete situational information. Otherwise,
some accidents are not reported (false negatives) or accidents that are not of interest are
reported (false positives) in the example. Situational information is spatially consistent iff
it is detected using only sensor data that matches a distinct spatial interest, e.g., accidents
that occurred in San Francisco are not reported after arriving in Los Angeles. Situational
information is spatially complete iff all sensor data with respect to a spatial interest is
considered for the detection of an event, e.g., a sensor data that would indicate an accident
in the vehicle’s proximity is not missed.2
A considerable amount of relevant sensor data is also historical since situational
information is detected over historical and current sensor data, e.g., a downwards trend
in the recent average speed of vehicles in a region indicates an upcoming traffic jam. In
many cases consumers even have a temporal interest in historical situational information,
e.g., a recent accident is still relevant to the consumer in the future when it is still blocking
the road. In particular, consumers are interested in temporally consistent and temporally
complete situational information, to avoid false positives and negatives that would be
detected otherwise. Situational information is temporally consistent iff for a sequence
of temporally ordered sensor data a distinct situational information is detected. For
example, the same accidents are detected in recorded sensor data streams after the user
of a navigation system arrived at her destination and live while driving. Moreover, it is
temporally complete [BGAH07] iff all situational information that can be detected within
a consumer-defined historical time span is delivered to the consumer, i.e., all accidents
that occurred in the last 10 min are reported.
Another important characteristic is that for many MSA applications approximate results
are often sufficient [BCD03]. For example, if accidents are reported to a consumer that
are detected in sensor data streams with respect to a spatial interest that overlaps in large
parts with the consumer’s spatial interest, the consumer is still informed about the closest
and most relevant accidents.
Requirements. Based on the previous observations regarding mobile devices, sensors,
utility computing, and MSA applications it is possible to generalize the following require-
ments for systems that support MSA applications—in particular MCEP systems. Those
systems should ensure the following:
2Note, that we will formally define consistency and completeness in context of MSA applications in
Chapter 2.
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• They should continuously detect arbitrary situational information on arbitrary sensor
data. A vision domain expert should be able to detect faces on video streams while
a vehicular domain expert should be able to detect traffic situations.
• They should continuously detect application-specific situational information on sensor
data selected from spatial regions relative to the location of a focal object, e.g., a
mobile consumer wants to query for recent and nearby accidents. Moreover, it has
to adapt the spatial interest and the detection of situational information according to
the location of the focal object.
• They should ensure an application-specific delivery semantic. This requires a notion of
completeness and consistency of situational information. For example, when detecting
a downward trend in speed sensor data within the last 15 min in a 500 m radius,
all situational information with respect to that time span and spatial range should
be delivered when the spatial interest is adapted to a new location. To avoid false
positives, the downward trend should not be detected on a selection of sensor data
that contains speed sensor data with respect to both a previous and the current
spatial interest.
• They should provide a notion of quality which expresses how closely the delivered
situational information matches the actual interest of a consumer. For example,
it can be sufficient for a consumer to be informed about traffic with respect to a
region that only partially overlaps with the spatial interest, if enough sensor data is
contained in the overlapping region.
• They should process in a bandwidth and computation efficient way, in order to be
scalable and thus be able to execute a huge set of heterogeneous queries in parallel.
For example, processing sensor data for spatial regions that are not of interest to
any consumer should be avoided.
• They should deliver situational information at low latency. For example, an accident
that happens in close proximity to a vehicle should be immediately detected and
reported to a driver to prevent harm. Moreover, when adapting the processing to a
new spatial range, the consumer should be immediately provided with historical
situational information that has to be delivered to ensure said completeness.
1.1.3 Continuous Query Processing
Two types of continuous queries that have been extensively studied in literature already
offer to support MSA applications. First, Event Processing Queries detect situational infor-
mation in selected data, yet are not flexible enough to cope with the dynamics of mobile
consumers and sensors. Second, Moving Range Queries allow expressing a dynamic spa-
tial interest in data, yet do not provide the means to detect situational information in
the selected data. We briefly discuss those continuous queries and then discuss their
combined support for MSA applications.
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Figure 1.1: Accident detection example: Each vehicle (vhA,vhB,vhC) is a source and contin-
uously reports its speed and location, including its identifier, to the operator
graph(s) that process events with respect to the vehicle’s current location. By
processing those events, two leaf operators detect a decreased speed and a
lane switch of each vehicle. The root operator incorporates the speed and lane
information to detect an accident if many vehicles reduced their speed and
avoided a specific lane around the same time and location.
Event Processing Queries
Complex Event Processing (CEP) [Luc01, BK09, CM12b] is nowadays a well established
paradigm to continuously detect events of interest from basic data streams. CEP systems
take atomic events (e.g., changes in sensor data) that are streamed by sources (e.g., sensors)
as input, detect events of interest (complex events, e.g., situational information), and
forward them to a consumer.
The detection is performed by a set of operators [PSB04, WDR06, CEB+09, NRNK10,
ZDI14]. Operators are typically considered as black boxes that process a continuously
changing selection of input events. Operators detect zero or more new events by applying
an arbitrary correlation function on the selected events and produce event streams as
output that include all detected events. For example, if a source is providing a stream
of location changes, then an operator can select the changed locations that happened
within the last 10 min as input and detect if the trajectory of the source indicates a
movement towards a landmark [TSBV05]. This operator produces an output stream
with information about landmarks towards which the source is moving. To consistently
indicate when a complex event occurs, it is stamped based on the times of the occurrences
of the corresponding atomic events, e.g., using a temporal interval or the maximal
timestamp [AC05]. The event flow is typically described by connecting operators to each
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other in an operator graph [ACc+03, AAB+05, GAW+08, KKR10] that connects individual
operators (nodes in Figure 1.1), sources, and consumers (vehicles in Figure 1.1) through
event streams (edges in Figure 1.1).
Moving Range Queries
Moving range queries (MRQs) [XECA07, GYGC09, ZJDR10, ARIC12] return mobile objects
like sensors in a consumer-specified range as a result and update this result depending
on the location of a moving focal object. For example, a moving consumer is always
updated with the nearest taxis in a 500 m radius. These queries can provide filtered
and aggregated data [XECA07, GL06, SPTL04] to support MSA applications, e.g., with a
count on the number of taxis in the range. In a nutshell, MRQs are highly adaptive to
the location of a focal object, however, they lack the expressiveness to detect arbitrary
situational information on the data from selected sensors.
Basic Support for MSA
In the remainder of this section we discuss how MSA applications can be supported by
continuous queries. First, a static range query approach that predeploys a fixed number of
operator graphs, each processing atomic events from a dedicated spatial region denoted
processing interest. Second, a moving range query approach, which defines a moving range
query as processing interest to an individual operator graph; sources selected by the
moving range query push streams to the operator graph.
Predeployment of Static Range Queries. Sources, operator graphs, and consumers are
often statically coupled. Therefore, a set of operator graphs has to be deployed that can
only process events of sources that are selected by a static range query which covers
a predefined spatial region, the so-called processing interest. This way, sources are
decoupled from operator graphs as shown in Figure 1.1. The consumer, who also poses
the focal object in the example, can fetch historical and live situational information
from a buffer. This buffer comprises detected situational information from an operator
graph whose processing interest bears the highest overlap with the spatial interest of the
consumer.
In such predeployment scenarios, the quality of situational information is unpredictably
degraded, since the consumer’s spatial interest is highly unlikely to match the processing
interests of the operator graphs. Moreover, two operator graphs process and stream events
in this example although only one query is deployed, which is inefficient in terms of
communication and computation. In general, depending on the required quality, the pre-
deployment of operator graphs can cause a significant amount of unnecessary processing
where none of the produced events are of interest to a consumer. For example, consider a
traffic monitoring system which guarantees, for each processing interest, an accuracy of
100 m maximum deviation from the actual spatial interest whereas each processing inter-
est covers a region of size 1 km2. Then approximately 23, 100, 000 overlapping processing
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interests (as well as corresponding operator graphs and buffer) have to be predeployed
to cover the core road network of Germany. However, due to the large variations in
traffic—from 5, 000 upto 180, 000 cars per day for the main road segments—we would
expect 40% of all buffers for processing interests to be idle and not answer queries 95% of
their deployment time.3
Moving Range Query Approach. As a second approach, MSA applications may choose
to deploy a single operator graph and couple it with a moving range query (MRQ) which
continuously covers the application’s spatial interest. The MSA application then informs
sensors that are currently selected by a moving range query to provide their data streams
as input to the operator graph, while not selected sensors are informed by the MSA
application to stop streaming. As a result, operator graphs are only processing and
streaming events when they match the spatial interest, this way avoiding the inefficiencies
towards the scalable detection of events of predeployed static range queries. However,
although operator graphs and MRQs have been individually well researched, there are
still drawbacks when coupling these techniques. In particular it can lead to spatial
inconsistencies, temporal incompleteness, high bandwidth and computational costs, and
a high latency.
Consistency and Completeness: CEP systems focus on temporal completeness and tem-
poral consistency, which can be addressed by making the operator graphs robust to
failures [SM11, KMR+13]. Moreover, it can be addressed by ensuring event order-
ings, i.e., blocking operators until all events of a selection have arrived and revising
events [BGAH07, MP13]. In contrast, MRQs provide spatially complete and consistent
results, i.e., by re-evaluating the range query with every clock-tick or using triggers like
safe zones [TS04, CBL+11]. However, when coupling these techniques, neither spatial
consistency, nor temporal completeness is ensured.
Note that operators are stateful [AE04], i.e., they keep a partial result of a correlation
step [PSB04, ABB+03] (processing state) or events from their incoming streams (mutable
state). Consider now an operator detecting a critical number of vehicles that reduced their
speed within the last 10 minutes in the spatial region that matches the spatial interest of a
consumer. This probably indicates an upcoming traffic jam. Unfortunately, the operator
is oblivious of changes in the spatial interest, say from a spatial interest Ri to a spatial
interest Ri+1, while the MRQ covering the spatial interest is informed about such changes.
As a result, the operator keeps both the state based on sensor data with respect to Ri and
with respect to Ri+1. This may lead to a spatially inconsistent situational information, e.g.,
when the operator reports two vehicles, say vhA and vhB, slow down, although vehicle
vhA’s location is only comprised in Ri and vehicle vhB’s location is only comprised in Ri+1.
Moreover, consider that the focal object is, from time t2 on, interested in events based
on sensor data in Ri+1. Since the MRQ that covers the spatial interest selects live sensor
3The traffic rates were obtained from a recent survey on the German traffic density [Ver12]. We assumed
an average speed of 25 m/s and that for 40% of all road segments 10, 000 vehicles are passing per day
and a large number of 10% of the traffic participants were interested in traffic events.
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Figure 1.2: Since Consumer 1 and Consumer 2 deploy the same operator graph to detect
traffic (see Figure 1.2), CEP mechanisms can automatically merge the deployed
operator graphs.
data—sensor data that was captured after t2—the operator graph will not consider the
speed of a vehicle, say vhC, from a time t1 < t2. As a result, it may not detect if vehicle
vhC slowed down within the last 10 min. Hence, the operator graph reports spatially
incomplete situational information.
Computational Costs: Event streams of operators can be reused in CEP systems to avoid
redundant computations when detecting events of interest for various consumers by
merging common sub-graphs of deployed operator graphs [CDTW00, HRK+09]. This
can lead to a highly degraded quality of situational information in MSA scenarios. For
example, since both Consumer 1 and Consumer 2 in the example depicted in Figure 1.2a
are both interested in the detection upcoming traffic jams, one merged operator graph
can be deployed. To avoid inconsistent results this operator graph processes events with
respect to either the spatial interest of Consumer 1 or the spatial interest of Consumer 2
as depicted in Figure 1.2b. However, due to the dynamics of focal objects, both spatial
interests only overlap which results in false positives and false negatives. For instance,
events are delivered to Consumer 1 that depend on sensor data from vehicle vhB although
vehicle vhB’s location is not comprised in the spatial interest of Consumer 1.
End-to-end Latency: Improvements in communication costs and end-to-end latencies are
achieved in CEP systems by placing operators on computing resources close to sources
and destinations of event streams connected to the operator. Placement algorithms [LLS08,
HLSD11, CSM11, CM13] automate the task of placing operators. These algorithms find
and implement an assignment of operators to computing resources which optimizes
a specific objective function, e.g., a minimal overall bandwidth-delay product over all
streams in the operator graph. However, most of the placement algorithms are tailored
for scenarios with infrequent changes, i.e., where sensors and consumers are not mobile.
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Therefore, placement algorithms are either neglecting the impact of migration costs on
the placement strategy or an amortization of these costs. Consider a focal object that
frequently changes the access point to the system, which would trigger a vast number
of migrations to keep the operators near the sensors. Operators can have a large state,
e.g., they can keep many events in their history or keep a large immutable state—the part
of the operator that is read-only and fixed in size, e.g., a street map or a database for
face recognition. If the state of operators grows to several gigabytes while only a few
megabytes of data are streamed to the operator before the next migration is triggered, then
the former costs outweigh the latter and the system suffers from a drastic performance
decrease. Since migrating operators requires to first stop the operator at its old host, then
transfer the large state to the migration target, before finally restarting the operator at the
target, the consumer also perceives a high end-to-end latency in this scenario.
1.1.4 CEP in the Large
The goal of the CEPiL research project was to enhance CEP systems by providing methods
for highly scalable, reliable, and secure event detection in dynamic and mobile environ-
ments, e.g., in order to support applications like MSA applications. The international
project CEPiL has been funded by the research program “Internationale Spitzenforschung
II” of the Baden-Württemberg Stiftung gGmbH and involved researchers from the University
of Stuttgart (Universität Stuttgart) and the Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech).
This thesis has been partially carried out within the CEP in the Large (CEPiL) research
project. The particular focus of this work was on achieving the project’s scalability goals
as well as to seamlessly integrate mobile devices into CEP systems. However, before
substantiating the concrete goals of the thesis in Section 1.2, the contributions made to
achieve supplemental scalability, security, and reliability goals are briefly summarized in
the remainder of this section.
Scalability. Many distributed systems are highly heterogeneous in their capabilities;
in particular, when they involve mobile devices, cloud, and fog resources. Placing
operators on these resources is subject to many constraints, e.g., latency constraints.
CEPiL provides placement algorithms for operators in a heterogeneous, heavy-constrained
environment [SKR11].
Reliablity. Due to hardware or software failures (e.g., induced by power blackouts or
bugs) operators might crash in distributed CEP systems. Even if the operator eventually
recovers, this might lead to event loss since other operators or sources still detect and
stream events. Recovered operators might also detect false-positive events, if the detection
relies on the internal state of the operator that was kept in main memory and thus is lost
during the crash. CEPiL provides mechanisms to ensure the reliable execution of operators
while ensuring a low recovery latency and a low streaming overhead [VKR11, KMR+13].
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Security. Coupling several domains into a large-scale distributed system induces the
threat of information abuse. In particular, event sources have no control over the usage of
their events in traditional CEP systems. A major contribution of CEPiL is a mechanism
that allows users to specify security rules that restrict the usage of events and enforce
them throughout the whole operator graph [SKRR13].
1.2 Research Focus and Goals
This thesis focuses on providing concepts and algorithms that support the efficient and
scalable execution of MSA applications with a MCEP system. To this end, the following
four goals, which are crucial to meet the requirements outlined in Section 1.1.2, need to
be addressed:
Expressive Query Model and Scalable Architecture for Mobile CEP
The first major goal is to provide an expressive MCEP query to consumers, that allows
them to specify their dynamic, spatio-temporal interest in situational information with
respect to a focal object. This requires clear spatio-temporal delivery semantics that clarify
which events are of interest to a consumer in terms of historical and live events. In partic-
ular, it requires concepts to formally define the quality, completeness, consistentcy, and
delivery order of situational information. The MCEP query needs to deliver situational
information and access sensor data at low latency while incurring low network utilization
in large-scale MSA scenarios. This requires concepts for a highly scalable, distributed
system architecture that can include fog and cloud resources.
Efficient Processing of Mobile CEP Queries
The second major goal is to provide methods to efficiently process MCEP queries while
ensuring the consumer-defined delivery semantics. Since it is inefficient and not scalable
to predeploy large numbers of fixed operator graphs, this requires concepts to deploy
individual operator graphs with individual range queries. To avoid inconsistent operator
states, concepts are needed for an efficient coordinated reconfiguration of operator graphs
and range queries depending on the focal objects location. This requires to decide at
which time and for which location to perform the reconfiguration in order to preserve
a desired quality. Moreover, individual operator graphs require concepts to efficiently
detect historical situational information for completeness.
Resource Conserving Placement and Migration of Mobile CEP Queries
The third major goal is to efficiently deploy MCEP queries within a large-scale network
of computing nodes. This requires not only to find a placement for the operator graphs
but also to efficiently adapt their placement through migrations depending on the access
points of mobile sensors and consumers. From a consumers point of view this means to
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continuously adapt the deployment to one that minimizes the end-to-end latency from
the sources to the consumer of an operator graph in order to deliver timely situational
information. The provider of a MCEP middleware, is highly interested in using adaptation
mechanisms that minimize the network-utilization, to increase the scalability and reduce
the costs of maintaining the infrasturcutre (e.g., monetary costs when leasing resources
from cloud or fog providers).
Avoidance of Redundant Mobile CEP Query Processing
The fourth major goal is to achieve scalability, in particular to support a large number
of consumers with timely situational information. Processing each MCEP query isolated
from other queries imposes a significant resource requirement on the system. Therefore,
a primary concern for the development of MCEP systems is to increase the resource-
efficiency when supporting a large number of consumers. This requires a method that
allows to find and avoid redundancies when processing individual operator graphs for
each MCEP query.
1.3 Contributions and Structure
1.3.1 Contributions
This thesis combines and extends the findings and contributions of the work presented
in [KORR12], [OKRR13], [HLR+13b], [OKR+14a], [OKR+14b], and [OMK14], towards a
large-scale Mobile CEP system. Note that the previously mentioned work is published in
cooperation, e.g., with Kirak Hong [Hon14] or David Lillethun [Lil15]. Therefore, the
author of this thesis contributed only a percentage of the individual contributions. In
addition, the contributions presented in this thesis profit from the inside gained from
large-scale video streaming applications [HOR14] and the programmability of on-demand
resources at the edge of the network [HLR+13a]—the author of this thesis claims 20% of
each of these contributions.
In particular, the contributions of this thesis are:
1. A novel query model for situational information that depends on an ever-changing
set of sources that were recently close to a focal object. This includes a general,
expressive operator model based on window semantics. Part of this contribution is
a mobility-driven reconfiguration algorithm that uses the dependency of windows
over several levels in the operator graph to ensure temporal completeness. To
ensure spatial consistency and event orderings, we utilize the concept of inducing
markers into event streams to isolate the processing of events for each individual
processing interest. This contribution is primarily based on work that has previously
been published in [KORR12]; the author of this thesis contributed about 45% of
the paper’s scientific content. It is supported by work published in [OKR+14a]
and [HLR+13a].
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2. Methods to minimize the bandwidth and computational requirements for processing
MCEP queries. These methods utilize the spatio-temporal overlap between event
streams for consecutive locations of the focal object to avoid unnecessary processing
and streaming of events. Moreover, we propose methods to gracefully degrade the
quality and reduce the completeness of situational information in order to reduce
the overhead of reconfigurations. This contribution is primarily based on work that
has previously been published in [OKR+14a]; the author of this thesis contributed
about 70% of the paper’s scientific content. It is supported by work that has been
published in [KORR12].
3. Algorithms for a low-latency delivery of historical atomic situational information.
These algorithms predict future locations of a focal object and process situational
information with respect to the corresponding spatial interest before the focal object
arrives at that location. Furthermore, these algorithms utilize parallel resources to
(i) further decrease the latency by pipelining the processing for predicted future
locations in several discrete time-steps and (ii) increase the quality of the produced
result by opportunistically processing several the results for several future locations.
This contribution is primarily based on work that has previously been published
in [HLR+13b]; the author of this thesis contributed about 45% of the paper’s scientific
content. It is supported by work that has been published in [OKR+14a].
4. Methods that support the resource-efficient placement and migration in MCEP
systems. These methods exploit application knowledge of the MCEP system and
predicted mobility patterns to plan the migration ahead of time. This plan allows
the MCEP system to amortize the migration costs by selecting migration targets that
ensure a low expected network utilization for a sufficiently long time. Moreover,
these methods serialize the operator for the migration—which allows the system
to migrate parts of the operator a priori—in a way where unnecessary events are
not migrated and bandwidth is reduced. This contribution is primarily based on
work that has previously been published in [OKRR13]; the author of this thesis
contributed about 70% of the paper’s scientific content. It is supported by work that
has been published in [OKR+14a] and [OMK14]; the author contributed about 90%
of the paper’s content.
5. System mechanisms for fine-grained reuse of computations and streams between
operators to support scalable processing of consumer queries. These mechanisms
exploit two inherent characteristics of MSA applications. The first characteristic is
that many consumers have overlapping spatio-temporal interests because consumers
are typically interested in the same or similar situational information of their
surrounding areas. Another important characteristic is that most MSA application
do not require to process a perfectly accurate set of atomic events to generate
meaningful situational information. By reusing approximate processing results
based on slightly mismatching input streams, our system dramatically increases
system scalability in terms of consumer queries and input streams. This contribution
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is based on work that has previously been published in [OKR+14b]; the author of
this thesis contributed about 70% of the paper’s content.
1.3.2 Structure
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 details the basic MCEP query
model and the system architecture for the MCEP system. Chapter 3 discusses methods to
process individual MCEP queries and optimizations to save bandwidth and computational
costs as well as to ensure a low latency delivery of historical situational information.
Chapter 4 details our mechanisms for the latency-efficient adaptation of the deployment
of MCEP queries with a low network-utilization. Chapter 5 discusses methods for the
scalable and resource-efficient processing of multiple queries. We conclude in Chapter 6
with a short summary and outlook.
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This section details the MCEP system architecture. In Section 2.1, the system model is
discussed, including a formal definition of events, the operator graph, and the distributed
infrastructure model. In Section 2.2, the basic mobile CEP Query (MCEP Query) is
specified as well as the relevant mobility-aware delivery semantics. Section 2.3 details the
software components of our distributed MCEP middleware and their interactions.
2.1 System Model
2.1.1 Event And Operator Graph Model
Event Model. Events describe in a computer-processable way state changes in sensor
measurements or systems, such as location changes in a stream of GPS locations or newly
detected accidents. Formally, an event is a tuple of attribute-value pairs, i.e., an event
e is of the form e = {(α1, φ1), . . . , (αmaxα , φmaxα)}. Types of events ET allow for coarse-
grained filtering of events,1 by specifying a tuple of attributes, e.g., events that carry a
location attribute and timestamp are all of the same type “location event”. An abbreviated
formalism for events of the same type type ∈ ET is therefore e = {type, φ1, . . . , φmaxα}.
In order to be precise, this thesis refers to events that are directly emitted from sensors
or other data sources as atomic events. Events that are detected by a CEP system and
delivered to a consumer are denoted situational information.
Each event e has an attached timestamp (t(e)), determining when it occurred in order to
reason about temporal correlations. Moreover, each event has a location (l(e)), determining
where it occurred, which allows us to perform spatial selections (e.g., the location identifies
atomic events or situational information that occurred close to a focal object). To capture
their inherent uncertainty, e.g., introduced by GPS sensors, timestamps and locations
are often described by temporal intervals or spatial distributions in the literature [All83,
SGM09, LWG+09, MBESG10]. For brevity, but without restricting the generality of the
approaches presented in this thesis, timestamps and locations of atomic events are
represented by discrete points in time and space.
Operator GraphModel. The detection of situational information is modeled by a directed,
acyclic operator graph, G = (Ω ∪ D ∪U, L). Ω denotes the set of operators, D the set of
sources, U the set of consumers, and L ⊆ (Ω ∪ D×Ω ∪U) the event streams. Each stream
1Note that the fine-grained filtering of publish/subscribe [TKK+11] is out of the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 2.1: Basic CEP Operator Graph of a sample query Q3, which processes events from
sources in a processing interest.
(src, sink) ∈ L is composed of events of the same type and is produced at src ∈ Ω ∪ D
using arbitrary restrictions on the attribute values of its events. In Figure 2.1, three
operators ω1, ω2, and ω3 are connected by streams to an operator graph. The operator
graph in the example receives atomic event streams from all sensors in a specific spatial
area, denoted processing interest, as input, which are step-wise processed by operators,
before situational information is delivered to consumers.
The execution of each operator is characterized by performing a sequence of correlation
steps. In each correlation step, the operator takes as input a selection s of events from its
incoming event streams and applies its operator specific correlation function fω—which
implements the operator logic—to produce a set of outgoing events. The selection is
updated for each correlation step by means of a selection policy, resulting in a deterministic
sequence of selections S(E) for a distinct sequence of incoming events E. For example,
ω2 in Figure 2.1 has specified a selection policy in form of a sliding window to select
three subsequent speed events {e0, e1, e2} on its incoming stream. In the next correlation
step the operator ω2 will apply its correlation function to the updated selection {e1, e2, e4}.
Formally, let S be the universe of all selections and E be the universe of all events,
then fω defines a mapping from SI ⊆ S, which is the power-set of incoming events
(SI ⊆ 2E), to the power-set of outgoing events (2E); this means fω : SI 7→ 2E, e.g.,
fω({e0, e1, e2}) = {e9}. Hence, each correlation step produces zero, one, or more events
as output. Events are evicted from the incoming streams after each correlation step by
means of a consumption policy. For example, a sliding window specifies that events, like
e0, with smaller timestamps than the timestamps of events comprised in subsequent
selections, like {e1, e2, e4}, can be evicted. Observe, although the model of executing
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selections performs subsequent correlation steps, the processing of a selection can happen
asynchronously, i.e., the correlation function can start analyzing the events even if not all
events comprised in a selection were streamed to the operator.
Any selection s of an operator ω ∈ Ω depends on the processing of events in the sub-
graph G(ω) which is induced by operators and sources that can reach ω. For example s4
in Figure 2.1 depends on e0, e1, and e2 since they cause the detection of e9. Formally we
define depends on relations e vs e′, e vs s and s′ vs s for any ordered pair (e, s), (e, e′)
and (s′, s) of events e, e′ ∈ E and selections s, s′ ∈ S:
s′ vs s : (s′ = s) ∨ (( fω(s′) ∩ s) 6= ∅) ∨ (∃s′′ : (( fω(s′) ∩ s′′) 6= ∅) ∧ s′′ vs s) (2.1)
e vs s : (∃s′ : e ∈ s′ ∧ s′ vs s) (2.2)
e vs e′ : (∃s : e′ ∈ fω(s) ∧ e vs s) (2.3)
In the example e0 vs s4, e1 vs s4, e2 vs s4, and e9 vs s4. We can extend the definition
for a sequence E, such that E vs s iff ∀e ∈ E : e vs s. In particular, we denote the set of
atomic events on which s depends as A(s).
Timestamps and Locations. A complex event can depend on a number of events in a
selection with different timestamps. Common ways to perform the timestamping is to
assign the maximum or minimum timestamp of the events inside the operator’s current
selection of events, or to adopt an interval-based timestamp [SGM09, AC05]. Throughout
the thesis, a timestamping scheme is used that assigns the maximum timestamp of the
selection to each complex event. In general, timestamping can be considered a parameter,
which can be specified by the domain expert. The results of this thesis can easily be
adapted given that timestamps are assigned deterministically and in monotonously
increasing order. Using the same reasoning, the location of a complex event is the
bounding box of the locations of all events in a selection. In order to define a total order
over all events, sequence numbers and unique ids of sensors or operators are assigned
and can act as tie-breakers iff t(ej) = t(ej′).
2.1.2 Distributed Infrastructure Model
Operator graphs are deployed on a federation of maxb distributed computing resources,
denoted as brokers, {b1 . . . bmaxb}. Brokers support reliable communication and have
sufficient capabilities to execute operators and buffer historical events. The expected
network latency d(bi, bj,) between any pair of broker bi, bj is well known, e.g., by means of
Vivaldi coordinates [DCKM04].
The algorithms presented in this thesis are not tailored towards a specific topology
of brokers, however, we often refer to the following infrastructure: Similar to typical
mobile infrastructures, e.g., GSM networks or location services, brokers are organized in a
spatially-partitioned hierarchy [LR01b, dMLR07], as depicted in Figure 2.2. This hierarchy
implies that the communication delay to mobile consumers increases from the edge to the
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Figure 2.2: Example of a broker hierarchy. Operators are deployed on fog nodes at the
edge of the network. Those fog nodes promise low latencies to a consumer
who is currently accessing the system from the Georgia Tech campus.
core of the network [HLR+13a]. The spatial partitioning of such a hierarchy allows us to
efficiently match atomic events against a processing interest [TDSC07, LDR08].
We further assume that consumers and sources may determine their current time and
location, e.g., through a GPS sensor. In order to improve their expected link quality,
they greedily connect to the topologically closest broker denoted as leaf broker. Mobile
consumers and sensors share event streams over a wireless interface with the broker
infrastructure. Since processing tasks are deemed to consume a lot of energy,2 those
mobile devices are only thin clients, leaving all the processing to the infrastructure.
2.2 Mobile CEP Query Model
As a next step, the changes in the basic query model of CEP for dealing with dynamic
spatial interests and its effects on the delivery semantics are discussed. Note, in a
traditional setting, a change in the operator graph is in most cases performed whenever a
new query is added or removed. However, in a MCEP system, the interest in the events
provided by the operator graph change with the movement of a consumer. Therefore, the
sources and the corresponding atomic event streams require constant updates.
2Results of a bachelor thesis [Vet12] conducted in conjunction with the work of this thesis showed a high
energy consumption for a large spectrum of operators.
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Figure 2.3: MCEP Query for accidents: First, situational information with respect to Rpi is
delivered to a consumer, then with respect to Rpi+1.
2.2.1 Mobile CEP Query
To receive situational information relative to her current location, a consumer registers
a MCEP query, Q = {G, fo, R, δ, Pol} with the MCEP system. G denotes the application-
specific operator graph,3 fo the focal object of a consumer, R a function to determine the
spatial interest which is spanned by fo,4 δ a lifetime parameter—a temporal interest—that
controls the amount of delivered historical situational information, and Pol the delivery
semantics. When referring to a query we also refer to its imposed operator graph, whose
root is directly linked to the consumer.
In the context of the introduced accident example, a vehicle’s head-unit is the focal
object and registers a MCEP query with the CEP system for all accidents within a range
of 500 m around its current location (see Figure 2.3). To continuously receive situational
information while a consumer is moving, the vehicle provides discrete location updates
(l1, l2, . . .),5 resulting in a corresponding sequence of discrete spatial areas (R1, R2, . . .)
that represent the spatial interests. Note, when referring to the spatial interest, we
implicitly refer to the corresponding spatial area Ri = R(li). With a location update li+1,
the operator graph stops processing for the current spatial interest Ri and start processing
for the updated spatial interest Ri+1, which we further denote as interest switch. This way,
3Note, this operator graph does not necessarily need to be specified by the consumer. While giving high
flexibility to the consumer in specifying individual event streams, an administrator can also predefine
operator graphs for valid event streams.
4We treat the function to determine the spatial interest as black box which returns an arbitrary polygon or
circle.
5 As surveyed in [LR01a] there already exist numerous location update strategies.
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the operator graph is obliged to process live events which are currently of interest to a
consumer—events that occurred after the spatial interest switched to Ri at time start(Ri).
As a result, the consumer is informed about live situational information.
Definition 1 (Live event). We say any event e (including atomic events and situational
information) occurred live with respect to a spatial interest Ri iff it carries a timestamp
t(e) ≥ start(Ri).
The temporal interest δ allows consumers to specify situational information that oc-
curred δ time-units before start(Ri). Consider an accident that occurred 30 min before the
spatial interest includes the location at which the accident happened. This accident is of
interest to the consumer, as it can still block a lane. To this end, consumers receive not
only live situational information but also historical situational information.
Definition 2 (Historical event). We say any event e (including atomic events and situational
information) is historical with respect to a spatial interest Ri iff it has a timestamp
t(e) < start(Ri).
In summary, by issuing a MCEP query, the consumer is delivered a spatio-temporal
stream that comprises location-dependent historical and live situational information.
Definition 3 (Spatio-temporal event stream). A spatio-temporal event stream comprises
for each spatial area Ri ∈ (R1, R2, ...) a sequence of events E(Ri) = (e(1,Ri), e(2,Ri), . . .)
where each event of E(Ri) depends on historical or live atomic events with a location
in Ri. Moreover, with respect to the time interval [start(Ri), start(Ri+1)] during which
Ri represents a consumer’s spatial interest, the sequence E(Ri) comprises events with
timestamps from the interval [start(Ri)− δ, start(Ri+1)]
In the example of Figure 2.3, the spatio-temporal stream comprises historical situational
information (e1,e2, and e4) and live situational information (e3,e5, and e6) from Ri and
Ri+1. In order to distinguish situational information for changing spatial interests, they
are stamped with the corresponding area Ri from which they are detected.
2.2.2 Mobile CEP Query Semantics
The policy Pol of a MCEP query defines the delivery semantics for the spatio-temporal
stream of situational information. The policy specifies a quality—the accuracy with which
processing interests match spatial interests, the delivery order, the consistency, as well as
the completeness semantics. Since temporal consistency guarantees and event orders are
well known, see e.g., [BGAH07], we formally define the relevant mobility semantics in
the presence of interest switches, a spatio-temporal event order, a spatial consistency, and
spatio-temporal completeness which can be selected by a consumer in the policy Pol.
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Figure 2.4: Quality of Results
Quality of Results.
Recall that not all MSA applications require to exactly match the spatial interest with the
actual input to the operator graph. This observation allows us to decouple the actual
spatial interest Ri from the so-called processing interest R
p
j that selects the atomic events as
input to G to detect situational information with timestamps in [start(Rpi )− δ, start(Rpi+1)].
The consumer can specify with the Quality of Results (QoR) parameter a relaxation on the
overlap of Rpj and Ri.
Metric. We break the QoR down to two, well-known metrics from the information
retrieval domain: precision and recall. The precision describes how noisy the set of selected
atomic events is. Recall indicates how relevant the set of selected atomic events is.
Precision: When processing atomic events from a processing interest Rpj , which overlaps
in large parts with the spatial interest Ri, not all events that lie in Ri are included in the
detection of the resulting situational information. For example, event e1 in Figure 2.4 is
not included in the area of the processing interest. An interesting observation, however,
is that most of the relevant events in this example lie within the overlap. Our metric
captures such an inhomogeneous event distribution by giving a value close to one if most
of the relevant events are in the overlap, and close to zero if most of the events are not in
the overlap. Formally, if A(Ri) is a sequence of atomic events selected by Ri and A(R
p
j ) is
a sequence of atomic events selected by Rpj , then:
precision(Ri, R
p
j ) =
|A(Ri) ∩ A(Rpj )|
|A(Rpj )|
(2.4)
Recall: The recall considers that events can be included in the detection of resulting
situational information that are not relevant to the consumer, e.g., event e2 in Figure 2.4.
The recall is therefore represented by a value of the domain [0, 1], where 1 is the ideal
case where all events that are processed lie within the overlap.
recall(Ri, R
p
j ) =
|A(Ri) ∩ A(Rp)|
|A(Ri)| (2.5)
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Figure 2.5: The focal object’s imposed spatial interest changes form R1 to Ri+1. Due to
the order of the processing interests the event with t(e2) = 8:00 is delivered
after the event with t(e1) = 8:10.
The involved actual spatial interest of the consumer and the processing interest can
have a low overlap, but the resulting situations may still be meaningful to the consumer
when precision and recall are close to 1.
Quality of Results (QoR) is formally an ordered pair q = (precision, recall). For any
pair q1, q2 we define q1 < q2 iff precision(q1) < precision(q2) and recall(q1) < recall(q2).
Specifying a quality threshold qδ in the policy Pol, allows consumers and operators to
specify their desired QoR, which our system tries to fulfill at a best effort for each spatial
interest.
Spatio-temporal Event Order
In a distributed system, relevant events can arrive at operators or consumers in an arbitrary
order, e.g., due to different network latencies to different sources of events [PSB04]. To
this end, MCEP allows consumers and operators to choose between different event orders.
Note, these definitions apply to arbitrary event streams, they are not limited to streams of
situational information.
The temporal order of events has been established to be an important property of event
streams [GHAB07, MP13], e.g., to avoid misdetections at operators. Take for example an
operator that detects a linear drop in atomic speed events over the last 30 s. If delivered in
the right temporal order, e.g., {speed, t1, l1, 30 km/h}, {speed, t2, l2, 20 km/h}, {speed, t3,
l3, 10 km/h}, it is a sequential process to just compare the last two events with every new
event arrival. Delivered in the wrong temporal order {speed, t3, l3, 10 km/h}, {speed, t2, l2,
20 km/h}, {speed, t1, l1, 30 km/h}, means that the operator either detects an increase in
the speed or has to sort the events and look at each event again to check if it is now a
linear drop. In the worst case, a wrong temporal order can lead to a situation where those
events are not comprised in the same selection. However, other classes of operators are
resilient to event orders. For example, the result of an operator that filters events with
speeds lower than 50 km/h is not altered if events arrive out-of-order.
In a MCEP system, the order of events should also respect the spatial order of updates
of its processing interests. For example, to avoid effects like flickering, a navigation
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system should be able to display all traffic events that occurred with respect to Rpi before
displaying traffic events that occurred with respect to Rpi+1. Note, such a spatial order
does not necessarily result in a temporal order imposed by the timestamps of a stream’s
events due to the temporal interest in historical events. Consider the example depicted in
Figure 2.5. Two accidents occurred at time 8:00 and 8:10. However, due to the order of the
processing interests the event with t(e2) = 8:00 needs to be delivered after the event with
t(e1) = 8:10.
Therefore, this thesis proposes two new orders in context of CEP which are formally de-
fined in the remainder: a spatial order and a spatio-temporal order. For a processing interest
Rpi , let [start(R
p
i ), start(R
p
i+1)] denote the time interval between the location update that
leads to Rpi and the subsequent one R
p
i+1. Furthermore, let E(R
p
i ) := (e(1,Rpi )
, . . . , e(maxe,Rpi )
)
denote a possible sequence of temporally ordered situational information for which G
processes events selected from Rpi .
Definition 4 (Spatial Order). An event stream is spatially ordered iff all events with respect
to Rpi are delivered before events with respect to R
p
i+1.
To ensure a spatial order in the example of Figure 2.3 all events of E(Rpi ) = {e1, e2, e3}
must be delivered before events of E(Rpi+1) = {e4, e5, e6}. Yet, the temporal order of E(Rpi )
need not be ensured and e3, e2, e1 can be delivered in an arbitrary order.
Definition 5 (Spatio-temporal Order). An event stream is spatio-temporally ordered iff it
accounts for the sequence of processing interest changes and the temporal ordering within
processing interests. The system ensures that all events with respect to Rpi are delivered
before events with respect to Rpi+1. Moreover, all events for R
p
i are delivered in a temporal
order, i.e., all events e(j,Rpi )
with j < j′ are delivered before e(j′,Rpi ).
In Figure 2.3, events are delivered in a spatio-temporal order e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6.
Spatial Consistency
Spatial consistency ensures to an operator or consumer u ∈ Ω ∪ U that any operator
ω ∈ G(u) only processes selections s that depend on atomic events from the same
processing interest Rpi . This means that s comprises incoming events that are either atomic
events stemming from the same processing interest Rpi or are produced as a result of
processing such atomic events by their preceding operators.
Definition 6 (Spatial Consistency). A selection s is spatially consistent to Rpi iff @a : l(a) /∈
Rpi ∧ a vs s.
In Figure 2.3 it means that no operator processes a selection of incoming events that
comprises events stemming from vehicle vhA and vehicle vhB.
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Temporal completeness.
If all situational information is delivered and streamed in a spatio-temporal ordering with
respect to a processing interest and a temporal interest, the result is said to be temporally
complete. Intuitively, ensuring temporal completeness results in an increased latency if the
temporal interest δ is large, since a potentially huge number of events has to be processed.
We therefore discuss a strict completeness guarantee and a relaxation, which we call best
effort completeness.
In order to be able to formally define temporal completeness, we first introduce the
notion of a covering sequence. Recall, for each processing interest Rpi , a consumer is
interested in a sequence of situational information with timestamps from the interval
[start(Rpi )− δ, start(Rpi+1)].
Definition 7 (Covering Sequence). Given a query Q = {G, fo, R, δ, Pol} and a sequence of
processing interests (Rp1 , R
p
2 , . . .), E(R
p
i ) is a covering sequence of situational information for
Rpi iff for all e ∈ E(Rpi ) the temporal restriction t(e) ∈ [start(Rpi )− δ, start(Rpi+1)] holds.
Note, this definition can not only be applied to a sequence of situational information,
but any event sequence E(Rpi ) that is produced by an operator ω with timestamps from
an arbitrary temporal interval [start(E(Rpi )), end(E(R
p
i ))].
Observe, a covering sequence of an operator ω’s outgoing event stream can be the
empty set, e.g., if ω cannot detect any events covering Rpi . Moreover, it is not sufficient to
define temporal completeness (informally) as “a covering sequence comprises all complex
events that can be detected in the time interval [start(E(Rpi )), end(E(R
p
i ))]”. The reason
for this is that a covering sequence highly depends on the sequence of selections S(EI) of
ω’s incoming events EI as we detail in the following example.
Consider an operator graph that only comprises a sum operator ω(+,10). The operator
selects individual events that carry an integer value from two input streams IA and IB; as
a result ω(+,10) produces output events comprising the sum of the integer values, iff the
sum is greater than 10. Processed events are evicted from IA and IB. Moreover, consider
that a location update that leads to Rpi occurs at time t = 5 and a subsequent location
update that leads to Rpi+1 occurs at t = 9. If the temporal interest is set to δ = 2, a
covering sequence of Rpi produced by ω(+,10) only contains situational information with
timestamps in the temporal interval [3, 9]. Further consider that a MCEP system can
stream the following input event sequence comprising events of type A and B after the
location update of Rpi to R
p
i+1. Note, each event carries a timestamp besides the integer
value, e.g., e1 := {(timestamp, 1), (integer value, 5}):
{e1 := {A, 1, 5}, e2 := {A, 2, 8}, e3 := {B, 4, 3}, e4 := {A, 8, 5}, e5 := {B, 9, 7}}
Observe now that a MCEP system can consider to initialize the event sequence at e1
or stream less events by initializing it at e2; the above informal definition of temporal
completeness would apply in both cases. When using a selection policy that selects events
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as input iff they are at most 4 time units apart the following sequence S1 of selections
is generated starting from e1: (s1 := {e1, e3}, s3 := {e4, e5}). This leads to the outgoing
event sequence E1(R
p
i ) as described by Equation 2.6. Starting from e2 a second sequence
of selections S2 is generated: (s2 := {e2, e3}, s3 := {e4, e5}), leading to an outgoing event
sequence E2(R
p
i ) as described by Equation 2.7.
E1(R
p
i ) = (o2 := {(Sum, 12), (timestamp, 9)}) (2.6)
E2(R
p
i ) = (o1 := {(Sum, 11), (timestamp, 4)}, o2 := {(Sum, 12), (timestamp, 9)}) (2.7)
For both sequences, no other event with a timestamp in the temporal interval [3, 9] could
have been detected. Recall, detected complex events are stamped using the maximum
timestamp of events comprised in a selection. Since e3 is the first incoming event matching
the temporal interval [3, 9], processing either selection {e1, e3} or {e2, e3} would each
result in the first possible detection of an outgoing event comprised in the interval [3, 9].
Following the same argumentation, o2 is the last possible detection of an outgoing event
comprised in the interval [3, 9]. Moreover, in our example is E1(R
p
i ) ⊂ E2(Rpi ) while
S1 6⊆ S2 and S1 6⊇ S2. To be able to deal with these ambiguities, we introduce the notion
of a maximum covering sequence:
Definition 8 (Maximum Covering Sequence). Let S be a sequence of selections that leads
to the covering sequence E(Rpi ) and S
′ be the sequence of selections that leads to E′(Rpi ).
E(Rpi ) is called a maximum covering sequence of R
p
i iff there exists no further covering
sequence E′(Rpi ) 6= E(Rpi ) such that E(Rpi ) ⊂ E′(Rpi ) and S ⊂ S′.
Note, a maximum covering sequence is still not necessarily uniquely defined, i.e., both
E1(R
p
i ) and E2(R
p
i ) are maximum covering sequences. However, for each distinct sequence
of selections exactly one maximum covering sequence is defined.
Temporal completeness. Due to the previous observation about the ambiguity of maxi-
mum covering sequences we adopt a weak and strong formulation for the strict temporal
completeness:
Definition 9 (Weak temporal completeness). A MCEP system ensuring a weak tempo-
ral completeness delivers for every processing interest Rpi ∈ (Rp1 , Rp2 , . . .) all events of a
maximum covering sequence E(Rpi ).
Definition 10 (Strong temporal completeness). Let E1(R
p
i ) and E2(R
p
j ) be two max-
imum covering sequences for G w.r.t. two distinct focal objects fo1 and fo2. A
MCEP system ensuring a strong temporal completeness ensures for every pair of
processing interests (Rpi , R
p
j ), which refer to the same spatial region, that E1(R
p
i )
and E2(R
p
j ) will comprise exactly the same events within their temporal overlap
[max{(start(Rpi ), start(Rpj )}, min{end(Rpi ), end(Rpj )}].
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The strong temporal completeness assures to consumers that maximum covering
sequences of a specific processing interest Rpi are consistent to other maximum covering
sequences of that processing interest referring to different focal objects. In the above
example the strong semantics assures that if the location update of a focal object fo1 for
Rpi occurred at t = 5 all events e of a maximum covering sequence with t(e) ∈ [3, 9] are
generated. In the presence of a location update of a focal object fo2 for R
p
j at t = 6 which
is referring to the same range as Rpi , receiving all events e with t(e) ∈ [4, 10], consumers
will receive identical covering event sequences within the temporal overlap [5, 9].
Recall, a potentially large number of events has to be processed to ensure the strong
temporal completeness if δ is large, which can increase the latency. To this end, we define
a best effort completeness.
Definition 11 (Best effort completeness). The system delivers all situational information
E(Rpi ) with respect to the current spatial interest R
p
i that can be produced until an interest
switch occurs.
Best effort completeness can result in temporally incomplete data when not enough
resources are available to process all (historical) atomic events, e.g., e3 in Figure 2.3 could
be missing. Yet, consumers are typically only interested in situational information of their
current spatial interest.
2.3 System Components
We now discuss the logical structure of the MCEP event processing architecture as shown
in Figure 2.6. Upon registering a MCEP query Q for a mobile consumer, Q is directed to
the logically centralized MCEP controller component to bootstrap the deployment of the
query. The controller is then in charge of finding an initial placement for the operators of
the operator graph G on the set of brokers [Riz13]. As a result of registering a query, the
consumer is continuously updated with situational information.
MCEP’s main component is the MCEP server which runs on each broker. Operators of
the operator graph G and a range query for a consumer’s spatial interest R are executed
by the MCEP servers’ execution environments (see Section 3.2.3). Note, if the parameters R,
fo, and δ of Q are not provided, our system expects and executes a typical CEP operator
graph with respect to a fixed set of sources.
The system includes a spatio-temporal event storage in which atomic and complex events
are stored. By retrieving atomic events from the event storage our system can also detect
historical situational information. In addition, storing complex events allows our system
to reduce the latency in detecting historical situational information. All events in the
spatio-temporal event storage are indexed by location, time, and type attributes. To be
able to tune the index for different MSA scenarios, we do not dictate an implementation
but refer to the large body of related work [TDSC07, LDR08, AN08, LRM12]. Events are
evicted from the event storage when no operator graph is expected to request them, which
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Figure 2.6: MCEP software architecture overview: Consumers register queries with a
MCEP broker and receive a stream of situational information in return. A set of
MCEP broker perform the query execution and several run-time optimizations
for operator graphs. The logically centralized MCEP controller is responsible
for maintainence task, e.g., admission control.
is determined based on an dynamic time-to-live, specific for an event type.6 Moreover,
events can be persisted in an external spatio-temporal data-base for applications that are
interested in long term analysis of events. A streaming component mediates the event
streams between the event storage, consumers, operators, and range queries according
to the operator graph. Events can, for example, be streamed over a network link since
operators, range queries, and the event storage can be executed on different MCEP servers.
MCEP’s location and performance monitor continuously monitors the location of mobile
consumers and sensors, as well as the systems’ performance, e.g., current and predicted
event rates between operators, streaming latencies, and CPU loads. Changes in those
monitored parameters trigger the system’s adaptations and optimizations:
• Location updates trigger the query reconfigurator which initiates the reconfiguration
of an operator graph. The implemented adaptation algorithms ensure temporally
complete and spatially consistent results and trade-off QoR to communication and
computation costs (see Section 3.2.4 and Section 3.3.2).
• To reduce the communication and computation overhead during an interest switch,
the streaming optimizer prevents the streaming of events that have already been sent
for a previous spatial interest (see Section 3.3.3).
6This crucial parameter can influence the temporal completeness, since relevant atomic events might not
be persisted. We discuss, however, a bound for the parameter based on our execution model.
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• The query predictor is triggered with each location update to support the query
reconfigurator with preprocessed historical situational information and this way
reduce the latency during interest switches (see Section 3.4).
• Deviations in predicted locations and monitored performance metrics trigger the
placement and migration component. The component decides for each spatial interest
which MCEP servers host the operators of G and determines the time when a migra-
tion has to be initiated. The implemented algorithms preserve low communication
costs by constantly adapting the placement and preserve a low latency migration by
opportunistically starting the migration before the operator needs to be active on a
new MCEP server (see Section 4.3).
• Location updates and incoming events trigger the reuse manager, which allows our
system to scalably process many similar queries. The reuse manager reduces the
system’s communication and computational load by preventing multiple operators
that process events with respect to similar spatio-temporal interests from detecting
and streaming redundant outgoing events (see Section 5.3).
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CEP Queries
This chapter provides MCEP’s execution model for individual MCEP queries and its
support for latency-efficient and communication-efficient detections of situational infor-
mation. Recall that we opt for the deployment and execution of individual operator
graphs for each individual MCEP query to avoid the inefficiencies of predeploying large
numbers of fixed operator graphs. The individual operator graph is continuously recon-
figured by adapting its processing interest and operators to the successive spatial interests
with respect to the focal object’s location. For each distinct processing interest, MCEP
processes a (potentially empty) sequence of historical events and a sequence of live events,
this way delivering a spatio-temporal stream of situational information that satisfies the
spatio-temporal interest of a consumer.
Supporting communication-efficient reconfigurations and low latency detections of
historical situational information, however, comprises several challenges. With each
update of a query’s spatial interest, operator graphs that perform spatial interest specific
detections of situational information need to be linked to new atomic event streams with
respect to the updated processing interest. The operators of an operator graph are stateful
and require with every change in the processing interest also a reconfiguration of the
operators’ states in order to maintain spatial consistency. For instance, a reconfiguration
needs to account for new and obsolete events that result from a changed sequence
of atomic events. Furthermore, it is often unclear which historical atomic events may
contribute to the detection of a new historical situational information. To this end,
the sequence of atomic events that is the input to the operator graph for the updated
spatial interest during the reconfiguration has to be anticipated. This way, all situational
information of interest to the consumer can be detected, i.e., completeness is achieved,
with low overhead. Moreover, in order to provide timely historical situational information
with respect to a processing interest, this situational information must already be detected
when switching to the processing interest. This requires to start processing early for an
uncertain future location of the focal object.
In this chapter we are going to discuss several approaches to perform a reconfiguration
efficiently. Broadly spoken, those approaches can be divided into a reactive approach and
a proactive approach:
• The reactive approach initiates a reconfiguration after a changed location of a focal
object updates the processing interest of an operator graph. The system subsequently
stops streaming atomic events for the previous processing interest, starts streaming
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relevant historical atomic events with respect to the updated processing interest
from a buffer, and thereafter starts streaming live events. Consistent and spatio-
temporally ordered results are provided by injecting so called markers into the
streams which indicate that no further situational information will be detected with
respect to a distinct processing interest. Complete results are achieved by utilizing a
novel window-based processing model that allows MCEP to estimate the required
sequence of historical events to satisfy the consumers spatio-temporal interest.
Moreover, our system can reduce streaming and processing costs by degrading the
quality of situational information, i.e., by reducing the accuracy with which the
processing interest matches the spatial interest, and reuse state that depends on
atomic events from the spatio-temporal overlap of subsequent processing interests.
• The proactive approach extends the reactive mechanisms in order to provide timely
historical situational information. In particular, historical situational information is
already detected before the focal object’s changed location initiates a reconfigura-
tion. Historical situational information can then be streamed from a buffer to the
consumer, hiding processing delays for the detection. To this end, MCEP predicts
future locations of a focal object and starts to process historical atomic events with
respect to corresponding future processing interest. MCEP pipelines the processing
with respect to predicted locations at several future times. This avoids bottlenecks
that build up back-pressure. Such bottlenecks occur when the temporal distance
between subsequent location updates is longer than the time it takes to detect all
historical situational information. In addition, our system also deploys operator
graphs at other nearby locations. This way, we increase the chance that at least one
operator graph provides high quality situational information although the predicted
and real locations of a focal object might deviate.
In this context we provide several contributions: (i) a mobility-aware operator execution
model, (ii) methods to reduce streaming and processing costs (bandwidth usage and num-
ber of correlation steps) when establishing the previously established delivery semantics,
and (iii) methods to reduce the perceived latency by a consumer when establishing this
delivery semantics. Major parts of this chapter base on the work that has been published
in [KORR12], [HLR+13b], and [OKR+14a].
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. We will first discuss changes
to the system model (Section 3.1). We then discuss our mobility-ware execution model
using the reactive approach (Section 3.2), including the operator programming model,
before detailing corresponding optimizations (Section 3.3) and extensions to support the
proactive approach (Section 3.4). Our evaluation results of both, the reactive and proactive
approach, are presented (Section 3.5) before discussing the related work (Section 3.6) and
concluding the chapter with a short summary (Section 3.7).
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3.1 System Model
We rely on a similar system model as in Chapter 2. Operator graphs run on distributed
computing resources—the brokers. This allows us to serve a large number of operator
graphs in parallel while each operator graph potentially involves processing a large
amount of event streams. Each broker can deploy operator graphs on topologically
close computing resources that can be accessed with neglectable small latencies. A
dynamic number ρmax of unused resources (CPU, memory, . . . ) on nearby brokers is
well-known. These resources can be pre-allocated to ensure that the operator graphs’
expected workloads will not overload the brokers.
3.2 Mobility-aware Operator Execution
This section covers the concepts of MCEP’s operator programming model, execution environ-
ment, and the query reconfigurator [KORR12, OKR+14a]. The problem addressed in the
next sections is to establish an execution environment for a MCEP system that yields the
introduced delivery semantics by providing guarantees for temporal completeness, spatial
consistency, and a spatio-temporal event delivery order iff no quality is to be degraded
(qδ = (1, 1)). In Section 3.2.1 we give a brief overview over the concepts for the mobility-
aware operator execution. In Section 3.2.2, we introduce the basic concepts of MCEP’s
operator programming model and its API. In particular, we focus on MCEP’s expressive
window-based selection concept. In Section 3.2.3, we give a reference algorithm to clarify
the operator’s execution by determining and processing a sequences of selections. In
Section 3.2.4 we then detail the basic mobility-driven reconfiguration algorithm that uses
the dependency of windows over several levels in the operator graph to ensure temporal
completeness.
3.2.1 Overview
Recall, the execution of an operator ω ∈ Ω comprises a sequence of correlation steps
S. For each correlation step, a selection s ∈ S of events needs to be determined, for
which the correlation function fω can be applied to produce an outgoing event sequence
fω(s). To determine the sequence of event selections in subsequent correlation steps,
programmers need to provide selection and consumption policies as part of the operator
description. The selection policy specifies which events are comprised in a correlation
step, the consumption policy decides which events can be evicted from the incoming
stream after a correlation step.
The execution environment of the MCEP system controls these correlation steps by
managing the event stream and identifying selections on behalf of the operator to enforce
the delivery semantics with respect to s and fω(s). To this end, the MCEP system keeps a
buffer for each incoming event stream; for each processing interest events from preceding
operators are appended in a temporal order over all incoming streams to this buffer. In
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Figure 3.1: MCEP Execution Environment
the example depicted in Figure 3.1, e1 is appended before e2. This way, MCEP can enforce
a deterministic order over all selections and detected complex events with respect to these
selections, i.e., s1 < s2, as follows: A new correlation step is initiated at the end of the
previous correlation step by determining the next selection in the buffers matching a
selection policy. An operator is explicitly informed by the MCEP system about the start of
each new correlation step, which allows the operator to clean up stale processing state
from a previous correlation step. The correlation function can then start processing the
events comprised in the selection. When all events of a selection are streamed to the
operator, the MCEP system explicitly informs the operator about the end of a selection.
To ensure a temporal consistent processing, the execution environment receives as a
result a signal when the operator finished processing the events of a selection. Finally,
an optional eviction of events from the incoming buffers is triggered according to the
consumption policy. The MCEP system delivers and stamps the outgoing events produced
by an operator.
In addition, the execution environment is informed about an interest switch from
processing interest Rpi to processing interest R
p
i+1 through so-called markers in incoming
event streams. Markers ensure to the execution environment that no further event will be
streamed with respect to Rpi . Therefore, when selections are identified which comprise
markers, i.e., after s2 has been processed, the reconfiguration of the operator is triggered.
Events depending on obsolete historical events, e.g., events that depend on atomic events
with locations outside of the current processing interest like e1 through e3 in the example,
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are purged from the buffers. This way, markers ensure spatial consistency, i.e., markers
isolate the processing of individual temporally ordered sequences of events for each
processing interest. Markers are initially injected by the query reconfigurator with each
interest switch and propagated from the leaves to the root of the operator graph. To
this end, each execution environment injects a marker in its outgoing stream after the
reconfiguration of the operator’s state. Moreover, the query reconfigurator determines
historical atomic events to ensure temporal completeness for the subsequent processing
interest from the event storage (i.e., e4) and streams those historical events before streaming
live events (i.e., e6).
3.2.2 Operator Programming Model
In order to focus on domain specific solutions, operator programmers delegate the stream
management to the MCEP system by means of selection and consumption policies. More-
over, we show in Section 3.2.3 that exposing knowledge on the selection and consumption
of events performed by the operator bears a huge potential to reduce the overhead of
processing historical atomic events. At the downside, the programmer of a MCEP operator
now needs to implement the operator against a specific programming model that exposes
knowledge on the current state of an operator’s selection as detailed in the following
section. In the remainder we detail the concepts behind the selection and consumption
policies, the API an operator has to implement, and the resulting expressiveness.
Selection and Consumption Policies
In the literature, stream processing and CEP systems offer a variety of ways to model
selections and consumptions. Typical stream processing systems determine a selection by
means of a window that specifies a sequence of events on an incoming stream [ABW06,
KNV03, HFAE03]. A downside of these systems is that pattern detection, e.g., the
detection of a specific sequence of events, is out of their scope. CEP systems [CM10, PSB04]
often build on automata and are therefore suited for pattern detection. With each event
streamed to the operator a new automaton is created or a state transition is triggered
in existing automata until an accepting state is reached. As a result, automaton only
represent the processing state of an operator and additional steps need to be taken to
expose the operator’s selection and consumption.
To get the best of both worlds, we propose to use a partitioned window model for
the selection of events of incoming streams. Each incoming stream is associated with its
own set of selection windows SW implementing a selection policy. However, the sequence of
events on which the selection can be performed is restricted by five other mechanisms in
order to increase the expressiveness of a window-based model. First, a restriction window
rw which assures that only temporally relevant events can be selected, e.g., acceleration
events that date back one day do not indicate a recent acceleration pattern. Second,
dependencies dep between individual windows assure temporal orders between events
of different incoming streams, e.g., for the sequence ω→ on two streams EA and EB, no
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Figure 3.2: Example of a “happens before” operator which selects events from two streams
EA and EB using two selection windows that each select at most one event.
After a correlation step finished, the window swB is shifted to the future for
exactly one event. Window swA is allowed to shift for two events to the future
but is prevented from doing so by the windows’ <κ dependency.
selected event of stream EA should have a greater timestamp than a selected event from EB.
Third, consumed events should not be selected. Fourth, processing predicates which ensure
that only relevant correlation steps are executed, e.g., the processing of ω→ should only
be invoked if both streams EA and EB comprise events. Last, for higher expressiveness,
MCEP offers to partition incoming streams and group events according to a partitioning
policy. The relevant concepts are detailed in the remainder of this section. Note, such
concepts can easily be integrated with most existing CEP correlation engines, e.g., by
means of a wrapper [SKPR10].
Selection. To determine a selection in the MCEP system, the programmer is obliged
to specify at least one selection window for each incoming stream of the operator, which
determines zero or more events that are included in the selection. Consider Figure 3.2,
which depicts a simple “happens before” operator that selects an event from stream EA
before an event from stream EB. Note that a happens before operator can implement ωacc
of the accident example depicted in Figure 1.1. It detects those vehicles that were involved
in an accident and therefore drastically reduced their speed before several other vehicles
switched a lane to avoid the site of the accident.
Each selection window sw = (type, length, shift_policy) determines start and end points
in streams, where events in-between are selected for the correlation. In particular, the
type specifies if a window selects a number of subsequent events of the stream bounded
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by a maximal count (counting_window) or a sequence of all events of the stream where
the difference in the timestamps between the first and last event included in the window
is smaller than a fixed time span (temporal_window), e.g., swA and swB for the streams
EA and EB of ωacc are counting-windows. The length determines the respective length
of the time span or the count on the number of events, e.g., 1 for swA. MCEP allows
programmers to define a window with an infinite length length = ∞, which selects all
events after a distinct start point. The end point of such windows is then dynamically set
at run-time, e.g., by the operator’s logic.
The shift_policy determines how the start and end points change after each correlation
step. With the start of a new correlation step, the selection windows are shifted, according
to the shift_policy—new start and end points are calculated. The window, with respect to
either the start or end point, shifts to the history or future of the stream for a fixed amount
of non-consumed events, a specific time with respect to the time-stamps, the most recently
added event, the oldest non-consumed event in the stream, or not at all. The first window
swA in the example can shift one event to the future selecting the next event e3 (see the
second step in Figure 3.2). Note that the selection s of an operator comprises the set of all
events determined by selection windows SW.
Dependencies. It is often important to detect causal dependencies, e.g., to detect if an
accident was responsible for a traffic jam. A typical operator from the CEP domain that
detects such dependencies is the sequence operator “happens before” (see Figure 3.2).
To this end, MCEP allows programmers to define optional temporal dependencies with the
selection policy, which can indicate causal dependencies. Dependencies between start or
end points of a pair of windows sw, sw′ are defined in form of the binary ordering relation
<κ,>κ,≥κ and ≤κ, denoted κ-relations. For example, the relation end(sw) <κ start(sw′)
indicates that all events selected by sw have to comprise smaller timestamps than the
events selected by sw′. In our example Figure 3.2, no event of stream EA should have a
timestamp greater than a selected event of stream B. Hence, end(swA) <κ start(swB) is
defined by the programmer and the end of window swA should not shift further than the
beginning of window swB—the point indicated by the black arrow.
Temporal dependencies imply that other selection windows can limit the shift of a
selection window on an event stream. In the example, swA’s shift_policy indicates that it
should shift two events to the future while swB’s shift_policy indicates that it should shift
by one event to the future. If doing so, swA would select e4 with a greater timestamp than
e8 selected by swB. To ensure end(swA) <κ start(swB), either swB’s start has to be shifted
further to the end of swA and select e9 or swA has to end before swB by selecting e3. We
resolve this ambiguity through another binary dependency relation which is implicitly
defined by the programmer when specifying a κ-relation for an ordered pair (sw, sw′):
the first window sw depends on the second window sw′. Both windows are allowed to
apply their individual shift policies, however, if after the shift a κ-relation is violated, then
artificial window bounds are forced to the depending window. In the previous example,
if end(swA) <κ start(swB), then end(swA) = start(swB) and e3 is selected by swA.
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Figure 3.3: Example: Events depend on historical atomic events, Inc at t=10 depends on
30 km/h at t=5.
To avoid further ambiguities, any window is only allowed to depend on one other win-
dow. The exception are dynamic selection windows with length = ∞, which can depend
for each, their start or end point, on one non-dynamic window, this way determining these
points. Cyclic dependencies, e.g., end(sw) <κ end(sw′) <κ start(sw) ≤κ end(sw), over one
or more start and end points are prohibited.
Restrictions. Events are typically only relevant for a short time. For instance, an accident
will typically not block a lane for two days straight, hence all relevant events that indicate
an accident must occur within a shorter time window. Moreover, we argue that it is
important to be able to limit the temporal relevance of an event to ensure temporal
completeness. Consider an operator graph detecting if the traffic slows down or speeds
up in an area. A simplified version of such an operator graph is depicted in Figure 3.3.
The operator graph receives as input speed events from vehicles in the area, detects with
a filter operator (ω<50) outliers (i.e., events with speeds of above 50 km/h), and finally
detects if the average speed over the last three speed events dropped or increased with a
second operator ωinc. The latter operator selects the last three events happening within
a dedicated time-span, e.g., the last ten minutes, to ensure the recency of situational
information. However, without the notion of a relevance time for events, MCEP cannot
ensure temporal completeness. Intuitively, after an interest switch, MCEP cannot easily
decide if there have ever been three historical events detected by ω<50, without checking
a potentially large amount of historical speed events against ω<50. In theory an infinite
number of speed events have to be checked against the operator, which is not practical.
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To this end, we oblige that programmers define a relevance time span in form of a re-
striction window rw associated to a selection, a distinct temporal range [start(rw), end(rw)]
on the incoming streams which limits the shift of the selection windows. For example,
a selection window of operator ωinc in Figure 3.3 is not allowed to select any event that
has a larger timestamp than t = 10 and a smaller timestamp than t = 1. The restriction
window is updated whenever (i) no selection window will select new events within the
restriction windows bounds or (ii) the operator indicates with a flag that no event can be
detected with respect to the current restriction window. In the example the bound for
ωinc’s restriction window is updated after the outgoing event with t = 10 is detected. In
this case no shift of the selection window to the future is possible. The programmer can
specify how the restriction window is shifted when it requires an update. In particular,
the restriction window can shift by one event, a count of events with respect to a specific
buffer, or it can shift by a fixed amount of time. In the context of the example of Figure 3.3,
the next restriction window ends either at t = 11 or at a fixed time after t = 10. Selection
windows are always initialized after a shift of the restriction window by shifting to the
most recent event or the most historical event on their respective streams—other rules are
possible but not in the scope of this thesis. In the example, ωinc the selection windows
end is set to the restriction windows end (t = 11), the beginning of the selection window
is thus the event with t = 8. Note that the restriction window cannot depend on any other
window, since it can lead to ambiguities.
Processing predicates. The programmer of an operator can specify a set of optional
processing predicates which must be fulfilled in order to apply the operator’s correlation
function to a selection. This way the programmer can control if a potentially computational
expensive function needs to be applied to a selection. A processing predicate can be
defined for each selection window sw ∈ SW as a mapping PCsw : N 7→ {0, 1} that takes
the number of currently selected events by the selection window as input and returns 1
if the correlation function fω should be invoked or 0 otherwise. By default, events are
processed by the correlation function when the number of events in sw is greater than
or equal to zero (i.e., |sw| ≥ 0). The keywords all and none specify that either all events
that will eventually be comprised in the selection need to be selected or none at all. All
processing predicates of the selection s are combined in the function P(s) using the logical
operators ∧ and ∨. For example, processing predicatees for the selection windows in
Figure 3.2 might be combined to Equation 3.1 to indicate that if at least one event in each
window is present the operator may receive the events.
PC(s) =
{
1 if (swA ≥ 1) ∧ (swB ≥ 1)
0 else
(3.1)
Consumption. A consumption policy allows programmers to explicitly evict events from
incoming buffers, i.e., it allows the programmer to specify to evict a fixed number
beginning with the first (or last) of the selected events, all events before a time given in a
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signal from the operator, a set of events specified in the signal from the operator, or all
selected events.
Note that our system can implicitly evict events from a buffer iff the events’ timestamps
are smaller than the start point of the restriction window. Moreover, our system can also
evict events based on the smallest start point of corresponding selection windows, iff
selection windows only shift to the future and depend on selection windows that only
shift to the future.
Stream Partitioning. Operators often need to detect events on partitioned incoming
streams. Consider an operator detecting average speeds: the operator might want to
detect the average with respect to speed events from different street segments, with
respect to each individual vehicle within the spatial interest, or with respect to types of
vehicles. MCEP supports three optional ways to unburden the programmers of operators
from partitioning the streams themselves. In particular, MCEP allows to partition all
incoming streams by source, by region, or by a common attribute.
When partitioning a stream by source (i.e., using a unique source id), each partition is
supported with an individual set of buffers and windows, for each partition an individual
sequence of selections is determined, and fω is applied for each sequence individually.
Note that to be able to partition according to a source id, all predecessors of the operator
have to be sources (selected by processing interests), operators that process individual
events, or operators that are partitioned in the same manner.
When partitioning by spatial region, e.g., partitioning the spatial interest into fixed
spatial grid cells or according to a street map, each region is supported with an individual
set of windows, incoming buffers, and initialization points. Note that to be able to assign
events to (spatial) regions, a distinct location stamp is required, which is only ensured if
all predecessors of the operator are either sources (e.g., selected by processing interests), or
operators that process individual events (i.e., select one event from one incoming stream),
or operators that are partitioned in the same way by (spatial) region.
When partitioning by attribute, events are grouped by a common attribute, where each
group has its own set of buffers, windows and initialization points.
Expressiveness.
The MCEP system relies on a variety of windows with different consumption and selection
policies on each incoming stream for a high expressiveness. In contrast to many state-
of-the art systems, the MCEP system is expressive enough to support a hybrid system
that comprises typical stream processing [AcT08] and typical CEP operators [PSB04,
CM94] due to the partitioned window model. Yet, we constrain the expressiveness
with a restriction window. We will show, however, in context of the location-aware
reconfigurations, how temporal completeness is ensured through restriction windows.
In the remainder, we will show how the typical operators Atoms, Negation, Concatena-
tion, Sequence, Iteration, Alternation, Timing, and Parallelization as discussed in [PSB04]
can be realized using the MCEP system. Note, however, that the actual detection is done
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by the operator and not by the MCEP system, which only supports the operator with the
selection.
Atoms. The detection of (atomic) events, this is, filtering streams for specific types of
events, is a basic operation. In MCEP this is realized by partitioning the streams according
to the corresponding event type and selecting events using a counting window of length
1 that always shifts one event to the future and a consumption policy that removes the
contents of the selection after each correlation step. Moreover, the restriction window
always shifts one event to the future.
Negation. A negation operator detects that an event did not occur, e.g., during a time
interval. To this end, it can be supported by implementing a temporal selection window
sw, a restriction window of the same length, and a processing policy |sw| = 0.
Concatenation and Sequence. Concatenation and sequence are binary operators (i.e.,
they have two incoming streams EA and EB) and are closely related, both detect if
an event ea ∈ EA happens before an event eb ∈ EB. They differ in systems where
time intervals are assigned as timestamps. A concatenation is the weaker version of a
sequence: the first operator allows timestamps of ea and eb to overlap, where the second
requires non-overlapping timestamps. Interval-based timestamps in MCEP means for
counting windows of length 1 to have start and end points that relate to the beginning
and end of the interval. Therefore, the first, weak version is implemented using a pair
of counting windows (swA, swB) of length 1 on both incoming streams and defining a
dependency start(swA) <κ start(swB). A sequence simply has a different dependency:
end(swA) <κ start(swB).
Iteration. An iteration detects the repeated occurrence of a pattern. For the selection,
this means that all events from a specific stream need to be analyzed by the operator in
order to find patterns, which is best implemented by having a selection window of size ∞.
The consumption is then managed by the operator, e.g., by consuming all events before
the potential start of a sequence. When shifting the restriction window, it shifts to the
oldest event in the stream.
Alternation and Paralellization. Alternation and Paralellization are binary operators, with
two incoming streams EA and EB, that detect if either ea ∈ EA or eb ∈ EB are detected
(alternation) or if ea ∈ EA and eb ∈ EB are detected (parallelization). Both operators
are implemented using counting windows of size > 0. The processing predicate can
be set to swA ≥ 0 and swB ≥ 0 for the alternation and to swA ≥ 1 and swB ≥ 1 for the
parallelization.
Timing. The timing operator detects the occurence of events within a time span. Since
MCEP supports temporal windows, this operator is straight forwardly implemented.
Operator API
In order to interact with the execution environment, e.g., to be informed about the
correlation steps, each operator has to implement the API defined in Table 3.1 in addition
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Function Description
open() Operator is informed about a new selection
fω(Set_of_Events) Operator is informed about new events
close()→ Set_o f _Events Operator is informed about end of selection and
returns events that can be consumed
Table 3.1: API each operator needs to implement
to exposing the previously defined selection and consumption policies. The operator can
react to the start of a correlation step by implementing open(), e.g., to prepare relevant data
structures like instantiating an automaton. The correlation function fω() allows operators
to be informed about changed selections. It is called asynchronously whenever a new
event (or set of events) is added to the selection, e.g., values of received events can already
be aggregated. With close() the operator can react to the end of a correlation step, e.g., it
can clean up stale processing state. Note that MCEP assumes that the operator is stateless
in between correlation steps. Moreover, close() is a blocking API call, which allows the
operator to block the callee until all processing is finished and returns references to events
that need to be consumed.
3.2.3 Operator Execution Environment
We now discuss the operator’s execution environment by means of a reference algorithm.
This algorithm focuses on the correlation steps in between interest switches. At first,
to understand the basic principles, we detail the algorithmic steps of the execution
environment to process correlation steps sequentially (see Algorithm 3.1). A particular
focus is on the mechanisms to adapt selection and restriction windows (see Algorithm 3.2).
However, we also discuss in this section how MCEP can determine and process correlation
steps in parallel. We conclude by discussing properties of the algorithm.
Initialization. The setup of an operator ω’s execution environment is performed with the
deployment of an MCEP query Q = {G, fo, R, δ, Pol} (see Algorithm 3.1). The execution
environment ensures that references to the events for a selection s will be present locally
in a buffer B such that the correlation function fω can be applied.
To achieve temporal completeness with respect to the initial spatio-temporal interest,
the execution environment initially determines for each of its incoming streams I =
(in,ω) ∈ G an initialization point, a point in time ∆i(Rp1 , I) from which the event stream
needs to be processed in order to generate a maximum covering sequence of the initial
processing interest Rp1 . Recall that the timestamp of a complex event o ∈ fω(s) comprises
the timestamps of multiple incoming events of the selection s. Therefore, this point in
time needs to be individually determined for each input stream as well as for every
operator in G. To guarantee a maximum covering sequence for a spatio-temporal interest,
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Algorithm 3.1 Basic Execution Environment
1: Requires: Operator ω
2: Defines: B[(in,ω)]← ∅ //Event buffer for individual incoming streams
3: s← ∅ //Currently opened selection
4: upon initialization execution environment()
5: while execution environment is active do //Loop over correlation steps
6: determine_selection(s, B, selection_policy(ω)) //Open selection and inform ω
7: call open() of ω
8: s← find_matching_events(s, B, selection_policy(ω))
9: if PC(s) : call fω(s) of ω // (Incremental) changes streamed to ω
10: while ¬ closeable(s, B, selection_policy(ω)) do
11: e, I ← wait_for_next_event(B) //Wait until event e is added to B[I]
12: if match(e, I, s, selection_policy(ω)) then //Restrict selection using policy
13: s← s∪ {(e, I)} //Add event to current selection
14: if PC(s) : call fω(s) of ω // (Incremental) changes streamed to ω
15: end if
16: end while
17: deletes← call close() of ω //Inform ω about closed selection s
18: comsume_events(s, B, consumption_policy(ω), , deletes)
19: end while
20: end
21: upon receive event(Event e, Incoming stream I)
22: B[I]← B[I]⋃{e} //Concurrently add events to local buffer
23: end
this requires a coordinated decision of all operators in G, which will be introduced in
Section 3.2.4.
Correlation Step. A correlation step is characterized by three phases: opening, processing,
and closing a selection (i.e., one iteration of the loop in Line 4-Line 20). When opening the
selection, the system determines the constraints that need to be adhered to by the events
comprised in the open selection according to the operator specific selection policy, e.g., for
selection and restriction windows new start and end points are calculated. An operator is
then explicitly informed by the MCEP system about the opened selection (Line 6).
In order to process a selection, events in the local buffers are matched against the
windows of the opened selection (Line 8) and streamed to the corresponding operator
if they are comprised in the selection (Line 9). However, at the time when a selection is
opened, not all events that are eventually comprised in the selection might be available in
the local buffers, e.g., a relevant atomic event might not be detected yet by a sensor. Events
that arrive from preceding operators or sources are therefore asynchronously added to
the local buffers (Line 11), matched against the windows of the open selection (Line 12),
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Algorithm 3.2 Management of Selection and Restriction Windows
1: function closeable(Selection s, Buffer B, Policy sp = (SW, rw, dep))
2: return ∀sw ∈ SW : (is_full(s, sw, dep) ∨ ∃e ∈ B : t(e) > end(sw))∨ finished(ω)
3: end
4: function determine_selection(Selection s, Buffer B, Policy sp = (SW, rw, dep))
5: if ((@sw ∈ SW : can_shift(sw, rw, B)) ∧ (∃e ∈ B : t(e) > end(rw)))
∨ finished(rw) then
6: update_restriction(s, sp, shift_policy(rw) //Initialization of Restriction
7: else
8: update_selection(s, sp, shift_policy(SW)) //Change Selection
9: end if
10: end
and streamed to the corresponding operator if comprised in the selection (Line 14). This
way, the correlation function can already process partial selections asynchronously while
waiting for relevant events.
When all events of a selection are streamed to the operator (Line 10), the MCEP system
closes the selection and explicitly informs the operator about its end. The execution
environment blocks until the operator finished processing the events of a selection
(Line 17), which then triggers an optional eviction of events from the incoming buffers
with respect to the operator specific consumption policy.
Updating Selection and Restriction Windows. The operations determine_selection() and
closeable() in Algorithm 3.1 can be implemented using MCEP’s selection and restriction
windows. A selection is closeable when (i) all windows are filled (i.e., counting windows
have selected the maximum count of events), or (ii) arriving events won’t fit the temporal
restrictions of the window (i.e., counting windows have selected less than the maximum
count of events but cannot expand due to dependencies), or (iii) the operator indicates
with a flag that all relevant evens were detected on a partial selection (i.e., a specific
pattern cannot be detected by the operator’s logic) (Line 2, Algorithm 3.2).
The restriction window’s update of its start and end point is either triggered when no
selection window can shift within then restriction window’s bound and at least one event
in the incoming buffers has a larger timestamp than end(rw) (Line 6). The first condition
ensures that all possible correlation steps within the restriction window’s bounds are
carried out. The second condition ensures that no selection within the restriction window’s
bound is missed when not all events covered by the restriction window have arrived yet
over an incoming stream. Note that the update of a restriction window is a blocking
operation since not all events might be present in the local buffers that are covered by
the restriction window, e.g., the concrete bounds for a restriction window that shifts for a
certain count of events can only be calculated after all necessary events arrive. Otherwise
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new start and end points within the restriction’s bound are calculated for all selection
windows (Line 8).
Event Stamping. An operator asynchronously informs the execution environment about
detected complex events. For each successor of ω, i.e., out ∈ G, the execution environment
provides an individual outgoing sequence that matches the specified restrictions on the
attribute-value pairs of fω(s). The MCEP system delivers and stamps the outgoing events
produced by an operator with the largest timestamp comprised in the selection and, to
avoid ambiguities, with a sequence number. To ensure a strictly monotonically increasing
temporal event order of streams, when selection windows are shifted to the history, we
stamp events in those cases with the maximum timestamp of the restriction window. Note
that other timestamp mechanisms are applicable, but for the sake of clarity we rely on
this mechanism for the rest of the thesis.
Buffer Management. To ensure a temporal ordering of events in incoming streams, the
system relies on FIFO channels between operators. Moreover, to ensure the temporal
ordering over all incoming streams, the system queues incoming events before they
are actually inserted in the local buffers. The system only inserts queued events in the
corresponding incoming buffers if over all FIFO channels events with fresher timestamps
arrived. The system uses heart beat messages that are injected into the stream to ensure
progress. For other implementations we refer to the literature [MP13].
Events that are buffered in the execution environment are only evicted after a correlation
step finished and the selection is closed, in order to allow operators to process selections
asynchronously without interruption. For large selections, this may accumulate to a vast
number of events and may strain the available memory. Since memory is not in the focus
of this theses, we only outline a solution for this problem. In particular, each operator
has to acknowledge when an event e is processed for a selection s. Event e can then be
evicted when all selections that comprise e triggered a corresponding acknowledgment.
Parallelism. Algorithm 3.1 processes each correlation step sequentially, in order to pre-
vent disambiguities for dependent correlation steps. Consider, as an example, that an
event e is comprised in two overlapping selections s, s′. If an operator signals that after
processing s the event e needs to be consumed, it wouldn’t be comprised in s′. However,
if processing for s′ is started in parallel to s, it would comprise e. To this end, we restrain
our system to only process selections in parallel iff no consumption policy is defined.
The major differences for processing several correlation steps in parallel can be summa-
rized as follows. First, the system has to check with every event, if a selection needs to be
opened, instead of checking it after processing for a previous correlation step has finished.
For example, for a selection window with no dependencies, which shifts by one event,
each new event that arrives over the corresponding event stream opens a new selection.
Second, when processing all open selections s in parallel, Lines 8-12 of Algorithm 3.2 are
executed in parallel for each s. Moreover, to avoid inconsistencies, the programmer of an
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Algorithm 3.3 Basic Reconfiguration of Query
1: Requires: Dynamic Interest Query Q
2: upon update_operator_graph(Location l, Time t = start(Rpi+1))
3: stop_query_after(Rpi (Q),t) //Stop atomic events and situational information
4: Rpi+1(Q)← interest(Q,l) //Determine processing interest
5: ∀src ∈ D(Q) : send Marker(t, Rpi+1(Q)) to successor(src)//Inject marker in streams
6: trigger find_initialization_points(Q,Rp(Q),t)
7: end
8: upon initialization_point_found(Interest Rpi+1, Init. Point ∆i) for Source src
9: start_streaming(Rpi+1,∆i,src,Q) //First stream historical, then live events
10: end
operator must keep separate processing states for each selection, while MCEP informs
the operator about changed selections. Third, events can only be evicted from incoming
buffers if all selections that comprise them are closed.
3.2.4 Location-aware Adaptation of Operators
In addition to selecting and disseminating events—in order to account for the mobility-
aware delivery semantics—the execution environment also has to ensure a reconfiguration
of the operator’s state if updates of spatial interests for a MCEP query occur. To this
end, we first describe how the MCEP system reacts to location updates and triggers
the adaptation of the complete operator graph, before we describe how the execution
environment performs location-aware adaptations.
Initialization of Operator Graph Adaptation
Recall, that a consumer’s location update triggers the interest switch, which is performed
by the query reconfigurator. To clarify the basic reconfiguration steps, we now discuss
Algorithm 3.3 which performs the interest switch without relying on precomputed results
from a query predictor. When informed about the new location, the query reconfigurator
at the broker to whom the consumer is connected to ceases the streaming of a range
query that is deployed on behalf of the current processing interest Rpi (Line 3). The
query reconfigurator blocks until all events with smaller timestamps than start(Rpi+1),
the time associated to the location update, are streamed by the range query to ensure
temporal completeness. Subsequently, the processing of events at the operators for the
old processing interest Rpi is stopped by injecting a marker in each atomic event stream
(Line 5), which allows the system to isolate the streams for each individual processing
range and clearly identify the end of a complete stream for Rpi . The query reconfigurator
then updates the range query, which is similarly to [XECA07] distributed over all MCEP
servers that store relevant atomic events, with the new location. The query reconfigurator
then starts the processing of the operators for Rpi+1 by streaming historical atomic events
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to the operators from the event storage with respect to Rpi+1. Each historical atomic event
stream AE starts at a specific time denoted as initialization point ∆i(R
p
i , AE) (Line 9). When
all historical atomic events are streamed, the system seamlessly starts streaming live
events. Live events that arrive at the MCEP servers during start(Rpi+1) and the time the
system switches to the live stream are buffered to avoid event losses.
Adaptation of the Execution Environment
The marker messages inform the execution environments of the operators of G about the
timestamps start(Rpi+1) of the interest switch and a new processing interest R
p
i+1. Each
marker M implies that from now on the streams contain only events that are selected
and processed relative to Rpi+1. Note, that at this point in time the operator may still
need to produce events with respect to the old processing interest to ensure temporal
completeness, e.g., when the operator awaits events with a smaller timestamp than
start(Rpi+1) on a second incoming stream. The execution environment therefore prevents
selection windows from shifting if they would select a marker M in the next correlation
step or events after M in the stream. Furthermore, if all incoming streams comprise
a marker M, the execution environment will produce a marker for all of its outgoing
streams to initiate the reconfiguration of successors in G. Subsequently, all events of Rpi
are consumed, the operator is informed about Rpi+1, and processing on the events of R
p
i+1
is started by initializing the restriction window at an operator specific initialization point ∆i.
Note that best effort completeness allows our system to immediately cease processing for
a processing interest Rpi when at least one stream comprises a marker for R
p
i+1.
Finding Initialization Points
Consumers define with the MCEP query their interest in historical situational information
starting with timestamps greater than start(Ri+1)− δ. The initialization points of operators
and sources, however, do not coincide with this time, since situational information
itself depends on events that lie even further back in the history. The dependency of
complete situational information on historical (atomic) events is shown in Figure 3.3
where start(Rpi+1)− δ is t = 10. For temporally complete situational information about
smoother traffic, all atomic speed events with timestamps t ≥ 5 are required in order to
detect an increase in speed events with values < 50 km/h.
Therefore, to find initialization points, our system has to consider dependencies on
historical (atomic) events over several levels in the operator graph hierarchy. Note, due to
the dependencies of outgoing events on historical events in selections, the timestamps of
the temporally first event in a selection has to decrease in a consumer to source direction.
However, a selection comprises only events whose temporal distances are smaller than
the relevance time span. This observation allows us to formalize Lemma 1.
Lemma 1. Given a Q = {G, fo, R, δ, Pol}, a restriction window rw for each operator ω ∈ G,
and an interest switch from Rpi to R
p
i+1. Let psrc be a path in G from an operator or
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source in the processing interest Rpi+1 to the consumer of G. If each operator or source
(src ∈ ω ∪ D) produces an outgoing stream O for its successor in psrc with an individual
initialization point ∆i(src, O) which yields
∆i(src, O) ≤ start(Rpi )− δ−
 ∑
ω∈psrc\src
length(rw(ω))

then G will produce a maximum covering sequence of Rpi .
Proof. Recall that each operator assigns to each outgoing event o the maximum timestamp
of its selection s of incoming events. If the root operator ωroot produces an outgoing
event with timestamp start(Rpi )− δ, it requires at most the incoming events within the
restriction window, i.e., incoming events with greater timestamp than start(Rpi )− δ−
length(rw(ωroot)). All incoming events with smaller timestamps are, by definition, no
longer relevant for the correlation. Thus, any operator ω1 on the level below the root
has to produce outgoing events, starting from start(Rpi )− δ− length(rw(ωroot)). These
operators additionally require at most the incoming events within the time span of the
restriction window, hence, start(Rpi )− δ− length(rw(ωroot))− length(rw(ω1)). Thus, on
the path psrc = (ωroot,ω1, ..,ωmaxs , src) from ωroot to src it sums up to start(R
p
i ) − δ −
length(rw(ωroot))− . . .− length(rw(ωmaxs)).
Our basic approach to find initialization points is therefore to sum up the restriction win-
dow lengths of the operators as a lower limit for the initialization points. In Section 3.3.4
we will discuss several approaches to determine an infimum on this lower limit. To deter-
mine the initialization point for an outgoing stream O at run time, our system maintains
for each operator and processing interest the sum of lengths of the restriction window for
each possible path p through the operator graph to the consumer as additional time ∆a(p).
The initialization point for O produced by src ∈ ω ∪ D with a longest path pO, from src to
the consumer, is then simply calculated as ∆i(R
p
i+1, O) = start(R
p
i+1)− δ− ∆a(pO). In the
example of Figure 3.3, ∆a(ω<50,ωinc) = 9+ 1 and thus ∆i(R
p
i+1, speed) = 10− 10 = 0.
Realizing the Strong Delivery Semantics
Note that we always use an individual initialization point for the event streams for each
individual operator graph. Realizing the strong delivery semantics, however, would need
to determine an exact point in time from which any operator graph would consistently
initialize its event streams. It is difficult to find such points in time for an individual
operator graph, and sometimes even not possible. The current reconfiguration technique
needs to be extended, such that at all levels an initialization point is found where the
consecutive correlations do not depend on previous correlation steps. For example, we
have to make sure that none of the consecutive input events would have been consumed
in a previous correlation step. Such an initialization point may not exist, e.g., when events
in the overlap of two selection windows are consumed.
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Therefore, to realize a strong delivery semantics, MCEP queries need to be coordinated.
This can be achieved by (i) sharing the operator graph for two distinct queries with respect
to the same processing interest Rp (see Chapter 5), (ii) fixing the additional time ∆a and
the temporal interest δ to a predefined value ∆fix for all queries, and (iii) continuing to
process the shared operator graph for Rp for a time Tfix > ∆fix after an interest switch
from Rp to another processing interest Rpi occurred for any query. The time Tfix is large
enough to ensure that two maximum covering sequences of two distinct queries do
not overlap, otherwise consumers use the same operator graph that produces identical
covering sequences.
3.2.5 Properties
We now discuss several properties of the Execution Environment and the Query Recon-
figurator and the corresponding algorithms discussed in Section 3.2.3 and Section 3.2.4;
especially temporal completeness, spatial consistency, and the subsequent implications on
performance metrics.
Temporal Completeness and Spatial Consistency
The reconfiguration, performed after receiving the marker message, will produce a
maximum covering sequence of Rpi+1 and ensures spatial consistency. The performed
reconfiguration ensures that only atomic events from Rpi+1 are processed, because all
events of previous ranges are consumed. Recall, that the timestamp mechanism always
selects the greatest timestamp of the selection. Therefore, shifting the end of rw to the
initialization point ∆i of the succeeding operator makes sure that the first produced event
e is the first possible event with t(e) > ∆i. Further recall, that the reconfiguration is
delayed until the marker is selected by rw. Therefore, it is assured that all events e of
the outgoing sequence with t(e) ≤ end(Rpi ) are produced, otherwise events with greater
timestamps would be produced.
Comparison of Predeployment vs. MCEP
We analytically compare a predeployment strategy to a mobility driven reconfiguration
of operators (for practical evaluation results see also Section 3.5). Let np be the number
of predeployed operator graphs and let nq be the number of individually processed
dynamic interest queries per unit-time. Further let the average mobility-rate, i.e., the rate
at which the processing interests of an individual operator graph change, be denoted by
νm. The average number of received events at each level is νe(l) and the average number
of correlations at each level lv of the operator graph is νc(lv). The average overhead to
update the operator graph is the sum of Cev, for processing historical event stream s, and
Cup, for additional update messages. The operator graph has an average-path length of
νo. The cost for correlating with an operator graph is therefore ∑νo−1lv=0 νe(lv) νc(lv). In
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particular, the following inequation must hold for our approach to be better in terms of
bandwidth and processing costs:
np ∑νo−1lv=0 νe(lv) νc(lv) > nq (∑
νo−1
lv=0 νe(lv) νc(lv) + νm (Cev + Cup)) (3.2)
⇔ (np− nq) (∑νo−1lv=0 νe(lv) νc(lv)) > nq νm (Cev + Cup) (3.3)
Obviously, if the update costs are low and the number of MCEP queries is low compared
to the number of predeployed operator graphs we can save bandwidth and processing
costs. Note, that if νδ is the average length of all temporal interests of the deployed queries
and ν∆ the average additional time, then Cev = (νδ + ν∆) ∑
νo−1
lv=0 νe(lv) νc(lv) for the not
optimized reconfiguration. This clearly indicates that our approach benefits from small
life-time parameters.
3.3 Reconfiguration Algorithms for Minimal Streaming and
Processing Costs
In the previous section we discussed the reconfiguration of the operator graph with
every location update of a focal object by streaming historical and live events to ensure
temporal completeness. This approach, however, can result in a bottleneck, since a huge
number of historical atomic events potentially need to be streamed to and processed by
an operator graph G. For example, to detect traffic situations within the recent 30 min,
several thousand location events of vehicles on the same road may need to be streamed
and processed with each location update of the focal object [Ver12].
We propose to address this problem by exploiting characteristics of sources and atomic
event streams that cause the detection of situational information in the current spatio-
temporal interest. The first characteristic is the spatial distribution of atomic events,
e.g., when a focal object moves several meters, the spatio-temporal interest will typically
still capture an accident that happened within a perimeter of 1 km and depends on
atomic events covered by that interest. The second characteristic is the heterogenity
in the frequency of streamed atomic events for different event types. In the example
of Figure 1.1, speed and location events are both needed to detect accidents. Hence, no
processing has to be performed by an operator graph if only one of the two event types
occurred in a spatial interest. Since vehicles rarely change their speed when driving on a
highway, but constantly change their location, the frequency of speed events is lower than
the occurrence frequency of location events and it is possible to only perform the accident
detection when speed events occurred.
The contribution addressed in this section is a set of methods for optimizing the basic
reconfiguration algorithm based on the spatio-temporal overlap of interests that we
integrated in the proposed MCEP system. These methods save resources by reducing
the number of streamed events between operators and the number of processed events
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by operators. This section bases on previous work which is published in [KORR12]
and [OKR+14a].
The rest of this section is structured as follows: Section 3.3.1 details the problem,
Section 3.3.2 discusses conditions to dynamically reconfigure operator graphs, Section 3.3.3
discusses methods to reduce the number of duplicates in the system, and Section 3.3.4
discusses methods to approximate initialization points.
3.3.1 Problem Description
Our overall goal in the next sections is to establish methods to perform an optimized
reconfiguration of the operator graph that reduces the overall streaming and processing
costs. The supplemental goals in this context are (i) to preserve the introduced delivery
semantics at least with a best effort and (ii) to preserve a high QoR—above the user defined
threshold qδ. To achieve these goals, we address the following three individual problems:
the optimal reconfiguration frequency problem, the redundancy-free streaming problem, and the
optimal initialization point problem.
To reduce the resource requirements of the system in streaming and processing historical
events, a MCEP system can reduce the frequency of interest switches by ignoring location
updates. These savings, however, come at the cost of a reduced accuracy with which a
processing interest matches the actual spatial interest. By regulating how often a location
monitor informs the query reconfigurator about location updates of a consumer, the
MCEP system can decide to trade-off system resources against QoR for each individual
operator graph. The optimal reconfiguration frequency problem is therefore to find a minimal
interest switch frequency while preserving a high QoR.
Moreover, note that an interest switch between two subsequent processing interests
Rpi and R
p
i+1 implies overlapping maximum covering sequences. In particular, a spatial
overlap Rpi ∩ Rpi+1 as well as a temporal overlap for (at least) events produced with respect
to the temporal interest in the interval [start(Rpi+1)− δ, start(Rpi+1)]. This can lead to
duplicates, this means, the same event is streamed between operators multiple times, at
least once with respect to Rpi and once with respect to R
p
i+1. By omitting duplicates from
streams between operators, which are hosted on different brokers, bandwidth can be
saved. Moreover, by omitting correlation steps for an operator that lead to duplicates,
computing resources can be saved. The redundancy-free streaming problem is therefore to
efficiently identify duplicates in order to to minimize the number of duplicates in streams
with a low overhead.
Furthermore, an interest switch from Rpi to R
p
i+1 requires to determine for each ω ∈ G
the initialization points ∆i of all incoming event streams (in,ω) ∈ G in order to produce
a maximum covering sequence for each operator. However, the basic approach uses
the restriction window to determine initialization points, which makes it possible that
historical events can be processed and streamed unnecessarily. In Figure 3.3 the restriction
window of ωinc can include many events with timestamps smaller than t = 5, which
can lead to an over-provisioning of historical situational information, i.e., situational
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Algorithm 3.4 Timed and Spatial Update Condition
1: //Timed Reconfiguration Condition
2: Requires: Operator graph G, temporal
threshold tδ
3: upon receive Loction(Location lu,
Time tu)
4: if last_update + tδ < tu then
5: reconfigure_operator_graph(lu, tu)
6: last_update← tu
7: end if
8: end
1: //Spatial Reconfiguration Condition
2: Requires: Operator graph G, spatial
threshold l∆
3: upon receive Loction(Location lu,
Time tu)
4: if |last_update− lu| > lδ then
5: reconfigure_operator_graph(lu, tu)
6: last_update← lu
7: end if
8: end
information with smaller timestamps than t = 10. By carefully adjusting the initialization
points ∆i(R
p
i ) to a time ∆
′
i(R
p
i ) with start(R
p
i ) ≥ ∆′i(Rpi ) > ∆i(Rpi ) completeness can be
traded-off for less streaming and processing costs. The optimal initialization point problem
is therefore to minimize the number of streamed events while ensuring completeness.
3.3.2 Operator Graph Reconfiguration Conditions
We approach the reconfiguration frequency problem by employing additional recon-
figuration conditions that regulate how often a location monitor informs the query
reconfigurator about a location update of a consumer, the MCEP system can decide to
trade-off system resources against QoR for each individual operator graph.
1. The basic reconfiguration condition performs the operator graph reconfiguration as
soon as the focal object reports a new location. It maintains a high accuracy, as it
reflects all location changes, but at the risk of many unnecessary reconfigurations if
the underlying set of atomic event streams does not change.
2. A timed or spatial reconfiguration reconfiguration initiates the operator graph reconfig-
uration after some predefined time tδ has passed or when the consumer has moved
a predefined distance lδ.
3. A QoR-aware reconfiguration initiates the operator graph reconfiguration if the QoR
calculated on the most recent atomic events in the spatial and processing interest is
below the quality threshold qδ given by the MCEP query.
Algorithms for Reconfiguration Conditions
We now focus on the algorithm for the QoR reconfiguration condition (see Algorithm 3.5),
since the algorithms for the timed and spatial reconfiguration (see Algorithm 3.4) are
straight forward implementations. Each of these algorithms is called when a location
update lu occurs at a time tu and receives as an additional parameter a temporal, location,
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Algorithm 3.5 Event-aware QoR reconfiguration condition
1: Requires: Operator graph G, quality threshold qδ, historical time hδ
2: Defines: Rp ← R(G) //processing interest, initialized with spatial interest R1
3: upon receive Loction(Location lu, Time tu)
4: cn ← |{e|(e ∈ A(R(l))) ∧ (tu − hδ ≤ t(e) ≤ tu)}| //Count recent atomic events
5: cp ← |{e|(e ∈ A(Rp)) ∧ (tu − hδ ≤ t(e) ≤ tu)}| //Recent processing interest
6: co ← |{e|(e ∈ A(Rp ∩ R(lu))) ∧ (tu − hδ ≤ t(e) ≤ tu)}| //Atomic events in overlap
7: if ( cocn ≤ recall(qδ)) ∨ ( cocp ≤ precision(qδ)) then
8: reconfigure_operator_graph(lu,tu)
9: Rp ← R(lu) //Buffer spatial interest as current processing interest
10: end if
11: end
or quality threshold that can be set by the system, e.g., according to the defined quality
threshold.
The algorithm for the QoR reconfiguration condition initializes the reconfiguration of
the operator graph based on an anticipated future QoR. The QoR is anticipated using
recent historical atomic events, which benefits from the facts that (a) the most recent
atomic event patterns often resemble future atomic event patterns (e.g., vehicles will drive
along roads and provide sensed data with location stamps from those roads) and (b)
those historical atomic events directly affect the QoR, since they need to be streamed in
order to ensure completeness. To this end, our algorithm relies on a system parameter, a
time span, hδ which allows us to control the number of historical events selected for the
anticipation of a future QoR. In particular, the algorithm counts at the time tu of a location
update (Lines 4-6) the number of recent historical atomic events in the time interval
[tu− hδ, tu], for the current processing interest (Rp), the most recent spatial interest (R(lu)),
and their overlap (Rp ∩ R(lu)). Based on the counts, precision and recall can be estimated
and compared against corresponding thresholds (qδ, Line 7) in order to determine if
the operator graph needs to be adapted. In addition to monitoring the QoR with each
location update, MCEP can optionally monitor the QoR on live data and depending on
the monitored QoR initiate the reconfiguration.
Properties. Overall savings in streaming and processing costs are achieved if the cu-
mulative savings for omitted operator graph reconfigurations outweigh the cumulative
overhead for evaluating the update conditions. The processing overheads to evaluate the
timed or spatial reconfiguration conditions for each location update are neglectable (O(1)).
Algorithm 3.5 (QoR reconfiguration condition) opts for a simple count on recent atomic
events to ensure low streaming and processing costs. Counting recent events produces
three results co, cp, cn and can be performed by the event storage without streaming any
historical atomic events. Depending on the implementation of the event storage (e.g.,
[AN08]), the processing costs may differ, however, let Ac be the set of counted atomic
events and c f the amortized cost for fetching one event, it can be bound by O(|Ac| ∗ c f ).
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For all update conditions, the savings in processing and streaming costs depend on the set
At of historical events that are not streamed after an interest switch is omitted. Streaming
costs (in Landau notation) of ω(|At|) are saved, since not only the atomic events, but
also events that depend on them are not streamed. Moreover, at least processing costs
for finding selections in those atomic event streams are saved, which implies savings of
ω(|S(At)|). The savings for all update conditions grow linear with the number of omitted
interest switches.
Parametrization of Spatial Update Condition. We now analyze the relationship between
the expected QoR and the distance between the spatial interest R and the actual processing
interest Rp. This analysis considers circular spatial interests, an even distribution of events
in all regions, and perfect location fixes from the GPS.
Let rc be the radius of a circular interest and dc be the distance between the centers of
the circles of the spatial interest R and the processing interest Rp. We can determine the
area |Ro| of the lens that is formed by the overlap of both circles:
|Ro| = 2r2c cos−1(
dc
2rc
)− dc
2
√
4r2c − d2c) (3.4)
In this case precision and recall can easily be approximated as follows:
precision(R, Rp) = recall(R, Rp) =
|Ro|
|Rp| =
2r2c cos−1( dc2rc )− dc2
√
4r2c − d2c)
pir2c
(3.5)
Given the quality threshold and radius by the consumer, solving Equation 3.5 with
respect to dc would allow our system to parameterize lδ of the spatial update condition
(see Section 3.3.2). However, there is no closed form solution for Equation 3.5. Therefore,
we approximate the lens formed by the circles (Rp, R) to a circle (R′o) of the same area |Ro|.
The circle R′o’s radius r′c can then be determined using the quality threshold qδ ∈ (0, 1]:
r′c =
√
qδ ∗ r2c (3.6)
Since the lens-shaped overlap is a subset of the area of the spatial interest we can
deduct |Rp| = |R| > |Ro| and thus the following inequation holds: rc > r′c. Note, also
2r′c > |PSP′S| holds, since the diameter of a circle R′o is larger than the segment [PSP′S] of
the line between the centers of the circles of Rp and R that is bounded by the pair of
intersection points PS, P′S with the lens. The distance d
′
c between the centers of R and Rp
is then approximated by:
dc > d
′
c = 2 ∗ (rc − r′c) (3.7)
The error ec of this approximation is determined as follows using the area of R′o
(|R′o| = pir′2c ), Equation 3.5, and dc = d′cec:
|R′o| = pir′2c = 2r2c cos−1(
ecd
′
c
2rc
)− ecd
′
c
2
√
4r2c − ecd′2c = |Ro| (3.8)
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Class Example Operators Condition
Non-locality- pre-
serving
Aggregation (Sum, Count),
Binary Operators (Concate-
nation or Alternation with
consumption), ...
Independence Condition :=
∀E, E′ : (s = s′)
∧ s ∈ S(E) ∧ s′ ∈ S(E′)⇒
fω(s) = fω(s′)
Locality-
preserving
Filter (Values, Atoms), Pro-
jection, Vision (Face Detec-
tion, Face Recognition), ...
Independence Condition ∧
∀E, E′ : s ∩ (E ∩ E′) 6= ∅
⇒ (s ∈ S(E) ∧ s ∈ S(E′))
Table 3.2: Operator Classification for Duplicated Event Detection
In Equation 3.8 we can substitute r′c by rc − d
′
c
2 using Equation 3.7. Moreover, we can
use the approximation 2r2c cos−1(
ecd
′
c
2rc )−
ecd
′
c
2
√
4r2c − ecd′2c ) < 2r2c cos−1(ecd
′
c
2rc ) which utilizes
that 2rc > dc > 0. Also using the approximation (r2c − 2rc d
′
c
2 ) < (r
2
c − 2rc d
′
c
2 +
d′2c
4 ) leads to
the following inequation:
pi(r2c − 2rc
d′c
2
) < 2r2c cos
−1( ed
′
c
2rc
) (3.9)
The error bounds for ec are then determined by solving Equation 3.9 to:
− 2rc
d′c
≤ ec ≤ 2rc
d′c
for d′c ≥ rc > 0 (3.10)
− 2rc
d′c
≤ ec <
2rc cos pirc−pidc2rc
d′c
for rc > d′c > 0 (3.11)
3.3.3 Duplicated Event Detection
MCEP performs a duplicate detection on behalf of any operator ω of an operator graph
G to deal with the problem of overlapping event sequences. There are two directions
to approach the duplicate detection: (i) by finding duplicates of outgoing events in a
buffered outgoing stream or (ii) by finding duplicates of selections that cause duplicated
outgoing events in buffered incoming streams. The first approach, in comparison to an
approach where no duplicates are detected, trades-off memory for buffering events against
bandwidth for sending duplicated events. Observe, however, that this approach can only
be applied after a duplicated correlation step has been performed; this wastes computing
resources. In our example depicted in Figure 3.4a, a correlation function fω is applied
to a selection s1 with respect to R
p
i and a selection s3 with respect to R
p
i+1. However, a
pair-wise comparison with buffered events reveals that o′1, which is detected by processing
s3, is a duplicate of o1, which is detected by processing s1. The second approach can avoid
such unnecessary correlation steps and is therefore the chosen direction of MCEP. By
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event stream for 
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event stream for 
Rpi+1
o1
result of 
fω(s1) and fω(s3)
selection
o1
atomic events
(a) Since operator ωavg identifies duplicated selec-
tions s1 and s3, one with respect to R
p
i the other
with respect to Rpi+1, o1 is detected for both pro-
cessing interests.
ω 
sp.
ω 
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e1 e2 e4 e5
s1
e3
o1
buffered 
events for Rpi
buffered 
outgoing events 
event stream
 for Rpi+1
reuse
Rpi+1Rpi
e1
e2 e3e4e5
e3e1 e4 e5e2
atomic events
duplicates in
[t(o1),t(o1)]
e1 e2 e4 e5
(b) Atomic events are streamed only once to ωsp
and ωavg, i.e., either with respect to R
p
i or R
p
i+1.
By buffering incoming events for Rpi , ωavg can
reuse them for Rpi+1. By buffering the outgoing
event o1, ωavg can indicate duplicates of o1 to the
consumer.
Figure 3.4: Example for duplicates when detecting events in two subsequent processing
interests.
buffering selections like s1, in addition to the outgoing events like o1, our system can
identify that a succeeding selection like s3 is a duplicate of the buffered selection. The
deterministic result of the buffered selection is then identified as duplicate as well. To
buffer information about the selections detected in the event streams of Rpi more memory
is required than for the first approach.
In the remainder of this section we discuss operator classes which are distinguished by
MCEP. Those classes allow our system to determine which operators ω of an operator
graph G need to buffer event streams and selections. Moreover, we present class dependent
approaches to interact with the buffers and thereby minimize the bandwidth that is
required to stream historical events and reduce the number of processed selections to
preserve computational resources.
Operator classes. MCEP distinguishes between non-locality preserving and locality pre-
serving operators, which differ in the way their outgoing event streams are affected by
selections comprising duplicates from incoming event streams. For operators of the first
class only some selections comprising duplicated ingoing events will produce duplicated
outgoing events. Operators of the second class ensure that all selections comprising
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duplicates will produce a sequence of duplicated outgoing events. Table 3.2 gives for each
of these classes example operators and formal conditions that are fulfilled by its members
which are detailed in the following paragraphs.
For any pair of incoming event sequences E and E′, processing equal selections (s ∈
S(E) = s′ ∈ S(E′)) at non-locality preserving operators results in detecting the same
sequence of outgoing events. As an example, consider the operator ωavg of Figure 3.4a,
which is used to detect the average speed of speeding vehicles by processing speed events
reporting such vehicles. Recall, equal selections (s1 = {e1, e2}, s3 = {e1, e2}) are detected
with respect to events in the incoming event sequence E for a processing interest Rpi and
E′ for Rpi+1 which each result in the same outgoing event o1. Yet, not all events detected
with respect to E∩ E′ are necessarily also detected with respect to E′. One historical event
e3 is integrated during the interest switch and due to the spatio-temporal event order
the selections determined for the new incoming event sequence change. Although E′
comprises all events of s2 = {e4, e5} ∈ S(E) a different selection s4 = {e3, e4} ∈ S(E′) is
processed instead.
For any pair of incoming event sequences E and E′ of locality preserving operators, all
selections s comprising events from the overlap of E and E′ will be determined for both
event sequences. An example is operator ωs, depicted in Figure 3.4a, which detects if
speed events reported by vehicles in a processing interest indicate speeding, e.g., ωs is a
filter who detects events carrying speeds above 50 km/h. Since filter operators process
an event sequence event by event at most one event is comprised in any selection. This
leads to identical selections comprising speed events with locations in Rpi ∩ Rpi+1 for
ωs’s incoming event sequence with respect to R
p
i and R
p
i+1. Moreover, it also leads to
duplicated outgoing events, e.g., e1, e2, e4, e5 are detected for both processing interests in
the example.
Other operator classes, e.g., context-sensitive operators, do not only rely on the selection
to produce events, but also on additional context, which means results cannot be reused
without extensive knowledge about the operator’s semantics. Since we focus on a general
purpose MCEP middleware, we omit the latter class from any further discussions. Remark,
however, by not applying one of the following approaches MCEP allows programmers to
include operator specific solutions like [XJ07] or [XECA07].
Optimizations using the Spatial Overlap: The duplicate detection approach for locality-
preserving operators ωl makes use of our previous observation that processing events
with locations in Rpo ⊆ Rpi ∩ Rpi+1 multiple times always leads to the same outgoing events.
In fact, this means locality-preserving operators can avoid duplicates by not processing
events from Rpo , e.g., in Figure 3.4b e1, e2, e4, e5 do not need to be processed by ωs with
respect to Rpi+1. In particular, preceding operators filter out all historical events with
locations in Rpo before streaming them to a locality-preserving operator. In our example
e1, e2, e3, e4 are filtered out by the range query for R
p
i+1. This allows locality-preserving
operators to neither keep incoming nor outgoing buffers. To access duplicates if needed,
succeeding non-locality preserving operators like ωavg, buffer the incoming stream from
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Algorithm 3.6 Optimizations using temporal reuse
1: Requires: Operator ω
2: Rpi , R
p
i+1 //previous and current processing interest
3: Defines: BL, BI, BO ← ∅ //Buffers for logs, incoming, and outgoing streams
4: log← ∅ //current log sent to successors of ω in the operator graph
5: upon receive event(Event e)
6: if e is log then
7: BL(R
p
i+1)← BL(Rpi+1) ∪ {e} //add log to corresponding buffer
8: for all e′ ∈ BI(Rpi ) : t(e′) ∈ [tminl(e), tmaxl(e)] do
9: BI(R
p
i+1)← BI(Rpi+1) ∪ {e′} //fetch events indicated by log from buffer
10: end for
11: else
12: BI(R
p
i+1)← BI(Rpi+1) ∪ {e} //add new events to current buffer
13: end if
14: end
15: upon open selection(Selection s)
16: if ∃[tb, t f ] ∈ BL(Rpi+1) : ts(s) ∈ [tb, t f ] ∧te(s) ∈ [tb, t f ]
∧∃bu ∈ BO(Rpi ) : ts(bu) ∈ [tb, t f ] ∧ te(bu) ∈ [tb, t f ] then
17: update log with {o1, . . .} from bu //reuse output events
18: BO(R
p
i+1)← bu //ensure reuse of results for Rpi+1
19: end if
20: end
21: upon send outgoing event(Set_of_Event EO, Selection s)
22: send log to all successors of ω
23: log← ∅ //clear log
24: BO(R
p
i+1)← BO(Rpi+1) ∪ {EO, first(s), last(s)} //buffer outgoing tuple
25: end
ωsp with respect to R
p
i . After an interest switch to R
p
i+1 operator ωavg can automatically
retrieve omitted events between subsequent events e, e′ received from ωsp by looking up
buffered events with locations in Rpo and a timestamps in the interval (t(e), t(e′)). For
example, in Figure 3.4b e1 and e2 can be fetched from a buffer when e3 arrives at ωavg.
Optimizations using the Temporal Overlap: The duplicate detection approach for non-
locality preserving operators ω ∈ G makes use of the temporal overlap of its produced
event sequence E′ for Rpi and the event sequence E
′′ produced for Rpi+1. Instead of
streaming all events, ω injects logs which inform a succeeding operator ω′ ∈ G about
omitted events. In particular, logs are represented by time spans. For example, operator
ωavg of our example indicates with a log that all events between the timestamps t(o1) and
t(o1) are duplicates of the event sequence with respect to R
p
i , i.e., o1 can be reused by
the consumer. Alternatively, MCEP can also support negative logs, which indicate the
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eviction of events from buffered streams E′ for Rpi . It is highly depending on the scenario
how many logs or negative logs are streamed from ω to ω′, which is why we allow the
programmer to choose between the two methods. Since both approaches are very similar
we focus on the log approach in the remainder. Moreover, for the sake of simplicity, we
refrain from any discussion about the impact of consumption policies and asynchronous
processing; the algorithm’s extensions to support consumption policies and asynchronous
processing are rather straight forward.
To utilize and build up logs (log) our system keeps three additional buffers for each
processing interest Rpi (see Algorithm 3.6). First, BI(R
p
i ) for all incoming events from
streams with respect to Rpi , which can be used to reuse these events with respect to
successive processing interests Rpi+1. Second, BL(R
p
i ) for temporally ordered logs from
preceding operators in the operator graph, which allows us to verify that an event has
been reused from a buffer. Third, BO(R
p
i ) for temporally ordered outgoing tuples to
identify duplicated outgoing events for a distinct selection s. Outgoing tuples are of
the form {{o1, . . .}, ts(s), te(s)}, where {o1, . . .} is a set of outgoing events produced with
respect to the same selection s, ts(s) is the first timestamp of events comprised in selection
s, and ts(s) is the last timestamp of events comprised in selection s (see Line 2). Figure 3.4b
depicts this buffer for s1 as {{o1}, ts(e1), te(e2)}.
When a log is read from the incoming stream it is immediately added to BL(R
p
i+1) (see
Line 7). Furthermore, events indicated by this log (e.g., o1) are buffered in the buffer for
incoming events BI(R
p
i+1) alongside actually streamed events for R
p
i+1, which enables
the operator to process them (see Line 9/Line 12). Note, if the preceding operator has
been locality-preserving, the log is created on the fly when filling the gaps between
subsequently received events. For example, by fetching e1 and e2 from the buffer a
corresponding log [t(e1), t(e2)] can be buffered in BL. After opening a selection, say s,
and adding all events, e.g., e1 and e2 to s3 in the example, our algorithm checks if s is a
duplicate (see Line 16). For example, since t(e1) ∈ [t(e1), t(e2)] and t(e2) ∈ [t(e1), t(e2)]
are captured by a time interval of a log, say [ts, t f ] ∈ BL(Rpi+1), we ensure that all events
of the selection in our example have been reused; in particular, no further event e′ has
been streamed with a timestamp t(e1) < t(e′) < t(e2). Moreover, a duplicated outgoing
tuple is found if the first and last timestamp of the selection match the timestamps of the
tuple. A log is sent to all successors when a new event is detected (see Line 22) or, to keep
low latencies, after a predefined time has passed since the first element has been added to
the log.
3.3.4 Approximation of Initialization Points
In this section we show how to (i) efficiently determine initialization points of an event
stream even if operators are hosted at different brokers, and (ii) keep the overhead of
an operator’s reconfiguration low by proposing several optimizations that allow us to
minimize the amount of unnecessarily processed and streamed events to reduce the cost
of a reconfiguration.
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Approach Overview
We approach the initialization point determination problem by (i) also utilizing the
selection window definitions beyond the restriction window to determine the initial-
ization point of the atomic event stream ae, (ii) only reconfiguring operators if their
incoming streams changed, and (iii) further relaxing temporal completeness—situational
information at the beginning of the stream is only delivered with best effort.
The core idea is to keep an initialization point for each individual incoming stream of
an operator based on its selection window sw. The MCEP system can then determine the
initialization points in the event stream I similar to the basic approach (see Section 3.2.4)
by determining an additional time ∆a(pI) for each path pI from the event stream to the
consumer. We therefore have to first determine a selection window-dependent time
∆a(sw), with ∆a(sw) ≤ (end(rwω)− start(rwω)), for each individual operator ω on the
path. The additional time is then determined as ∆(pI) = ∑ω∈pI ∆a(sw).
In addition, observe in the accident detection example depicted Figure 3.5a that after
the interest switch operator ωspeed’s produced sequence of events with respect to the
corresponding temporal overlap does not change; both times it comprises the detected
historical event (e3). This results from the corresponding dependent atomic event sequence
of speed events, i.e., (e1, e2), which does not change since all sources only produced
events with locations in the spatial overlap of the subsequent processing interest. This
observation leads to Lemma 2, which states that not all operators of G need to be
reconfigured when an interest switch occurs. In the example, we can decrease the overall
reconfiguration costs for ωacc and the induced sub-graph G(ωspeed), the sub-graph which
comprises all operators and sources that can reach ωspeed in G, as follows: Operator ωa
does not need to process a marker M and the events e1 and e2; ωspeed does not even need
to send logs to perform the optimization described in Section 3.3.3.
Lemma 2. Given a Q = {G, fo, R, δ, Pol}, an interest switch from Rpi to Rpi+1, and initializa-
tion points ∆i which are determined using the basic approach. If for an induced sub-graph
G(ω) of G there is no dependent source src with a location ls ∈ (Rpi+1 \ Rpi ) ∪ (Rpi \ Rpi+1)
that produced (historical) events in [∆i(R
p
i+1, src), start(R
p
i+1)], then the sub-graph does
not require an update of its operator’s states to produce a maximum covering sequence
of Rpi+1.
Proof. We proof our claim by contradiction. Assume, that the produced sequence Eω =
[∆i(R
p
i ,ω), start(Ri+1)] is not a covering sequence for E
′
ω = [∆i(R
p
i+1,ω), start(Ri+1)] and
thus no maximum covering sequence is produced by G for Rpi+1. This means that E
′
ω 6⊆ Eω.
Observe, both event sequences can be produced by streaming all historical atomic events
Asrc for each source src ∈ D(G(ω)) that occurred in Rpi+1. Since each operator ω′ ∈ G(ω)
applies its correlation function on the same sequence of selections S, they produce the
same sequence of outgoing events Oω′ (see Table 3.2). In particular, ω produces Oω with
Eω ⊆ Oω and E′ω ⊆ Oω. Moreover, since ∆i(Rpi ,ω) < ∆i(Rpi+1,ω) also E′ω ⊆ Eω.
Note that the additional times which determine initialization points can depend on the
state of operators in G as well as the properties of the incoming event streams. Many
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(b) Speed events are selected as input to the operator
graph. Since new atomic events are selected by
Rpi+1, the state of operators like ωspeed changes.
Figure 3.5: Extended accident scenario:In (a) the sequence of atomic events selected
is the same for both, the current and subsequent processing interest. A
reconfiguration of the operator’s states is not required. In (b) new speed
events are selected for Rpi+1 but no new lane events. As a result, operators
in the sub-graph comprising ωspeed and ωacc need an update of their states
after an interest switch, but not ωlane. To ensure temporal consistency and
completeness after an interest switch, each operator needs to be initialized with
historical events that fill up its (counting) selection windows swA,swB,swC. The
additional time ∆a, which covers the timestamps of these events, is collected
in a top down direction.
operators, like ωacc of the example depicted in Figure 3.5b, need events from two or more
incoming streams to produce an outgoing event: for an accident event, ωacc requires that
both a lane change event and a slowdown event are present in its respective input stream.
In the example, no steering event is streamed to ωlane with a timestamp in the temporal
overlap of the processing interests Rpi and R
p
i+1. Thus, no event about vehicles changing
lanes will be streamed from ωlane to ωacc. As a result, our system can save resources by
not streaming and processing historical events with timestamps in said temporal overlap
in the sub-graph G(ωacc). In particular, neither e1 is streamed to ωspeed by our system, nor
e3 is detected and streamed from ωspeed to ωacc.
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Algorithm 3.7 Basic Reconfiguration Algorithm
1: Requires: receiver //either operator ω ∈ G or query reconfigurator of query Q
2: upon receive COLLECT(Id idR, AdditionalTime ∆a, Sources Src, Time t)
3: if receiver is operator then
4: Pred← {pred|pred ∈ predecessors(receiver) ∧ ∃src ∈ Src : src ≤ pred}
5: for ∀pred ∈ Pred do
6: ∆ω ← refine_additional_ime(∆a,t,pred)
7: trigger send COLLECT(idR, ∆ω, {src|src ∈ Src ∧ src ≤ pred}, t) to pred
8: end for
9: else
10: ∀src ∈ Src : trigger initializationPointFound(Rp(idR), t-∆a) at Q
11: end if
12: end
13: upon find_initialization_points(Query Q, Interest Rp = (Rpi+1, R
p
i ), Time t)
14: Src← {src|∃e : (e produced by src) ∧ (l(e) ∈ (Rpi+1 \ Rpi ) ∪ (Rpi \ Rpi+1))
∧(t(e) ∈ [start(Rpi+1)− ∆max(Q), start(Rpi+1)]})
15: ∀r ∈ roots(G) : trigger send COLLECT(id(Rpi+1), δ(Q), Src, t) to r
16: end
Distributed Reconfiguration Algorithms
We now discuss two distributed algorithms, which allow our system to determine the
initialization points ∆i(src) by adding up additional times on each path psrc from an
atomic event stream to the consumer. We first clarify the basic principles by introducing
the pull-based algorithm (see Algorithm 3.7), which re-determines the initialization points
with each interest switch, thus reflecting recent changes in the additional times ∆a(p) of a
path p when they are needed. We then discuss a less restrictive push-based algorithm,
which only updates the additional times ∆a(p) if, based on the operators states, they are
expected to change.
Pull-based Algorithm to Determine Initialization Points. When an interest switch is trig-
gered and the initialization points need to be determined by a query reconfigurator, the
system first collects the sources that require reconfiguration by querying the event storage
using the spatio-temporal condition of Lemma 2 and the maximal additional time ∆max
(see Algorithm 3.7, Line 14); the latter is found using the basic approach to determine
initialization points. This information is then forwarded to the root operator of G, which
can determine from the collected set of sources the induced sub-graphs of G which require
a reconfiguration. For the example depicted in Figure 3.5b a message is sent to ωacc that
only speed events (i.e., e2) are newly selected. The root initiates the initialization point
determination for the sub-graphs by sending a COLLECT message to all its preceding
operators that are member of a induced sub-graph that requires reconfiguration. In the
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example, a COLLECT message is sent from ωacc to ωspeed and comprises information to
identify the initialization points of the outgoing event streams (ωspeed,ωacc) with respect
to the processing interest Rpi+1. In particular, it comprises information about the set of
sources that require a reconfiguration (e.g., sources of speed events), the additional time
∆a determined by its successor (e.g., ∆a = 1 h), the time t = start(R
p
i+1), and an identifier
for the processing interest idR. Each operator receiving a COLLECT message1 will refine
the additional time and sends COLLECT messages to all predecessors that are member
of an induced sub-graph that requires reconfiguration (Line 6). Operator ωspeed receives
the COLLECT message, refines the additional time, and sends it to the responsible query
reconfigurator. Finally, the responsible query reconfigurators uses the time start(Rpi+1)
and additional time ∆a to initialize the relevant atomic event streams of the sources
(Line 10) by sending marker messages, atomic event streams, and live event streams (see
Section 3.2.4).
Note, this algorithm allows for another optimization, which is omitted for brevity
from Algorithm 3.7: sub-graphs do not need to process a marker messages if they are
not reconfigured. This optimization forces our system to attatch information about
recofnigured sources to the actually disseminated marker messages. This way, operators
ω ∈ G can be reconfigured when marker messages from all incoming streams that depend
on reconfigured sources have arrived.
Additional Time Estimation. Now we detail how the operators perform the estimation of
the additional times of incoming streams from additional times of their outgoing streams.
To this end, we discuss three strategies to determine and represent the additional time ∆a.
Time-span strategy: An initial additional time is set to the temporal interest ∆a = δ.
Consider now a pair of operators ω1,ω2 from G where ω1 needs to send a COLLECT
message to ω2. At this time ω1 has an estimate of the end point end(rwω1) = t − ∆a
of its restriction window rw that will ensure a maximum covering event sequence of
G. From end(rwω1), ω1 can determine for each of its incoming streams the beginning
start(sw) of a corresponding selection window sw through an increase of the additional
time. For temporal windows, this typically relates to their fixed time span added to ∆a.
For counting windows the system maps the count to an estimated time span. Therefore,
the system monitors the time between the inter-arrival times of recent events. To account
for the dependencies of sw on several other selection windows sw′ through swn with
sw <κ sw′ . . . <κ swn the system increases the additional time ∆a by ∆a(sw) + ∆a(sw′) +
. . . + ∆a(swn). In particular, ωacc of the example can add ∆a(swA) for swA, plus the
estimated time ∆a(swB) for the dependent window swB to ∆a = δ. Note, when selection
windows are initialized at the beginning of the restriction window or are shifted to the
past, our system anticipates the additional time by monitoring their recent maximum
differences between the first event in the selection window and the end of the restriction
window.
1Note, when more than one successor of ω ∈ G exist, ω waits until a COLLECT messages arrived from
each of them before triggering Algorithm 3.7 with the message that comprises the largest ∆.
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Count-based strategy: In some scenarios counting windows are better reflected as a
count and not a time span. For example, when selecting exactly 5 speed events with
highly varying inter arrival rates from vehicles to determine an average speed. To this
end, we allow the programmer of the operator graph to select a second strategy where
the additional time is represented as an expression. The expression comprises constant
time spans (T : tconst), variable timestamps (S : tvar) and numbers (N : n)2 reflecting the
different window types supported by the proposed window model. For instance, initially
the root of G will receive the expression (S : δ), representing the temporal interest. Similar
to the first approach, each temporal window reflects a time span, yet, each counting
window adds a number to the expression. In particular, ωacc can add (N : 1) for swA, plus
the estimated time span from the depending swB (S : ∆a(swB)) and ωspeed adds (N : 3),
which indicates that the query reconfigurator selects the 4 most recents events before
t− δ− ∆a(swB).
State-awareness: Our last optimization accounts for situations where operators need
events from two or more incoming streams according to the processing predicates, like
ωacc, but no events occur in at least one incoming stream like in Figure 3.5b. Let
SW be the set of selection windows that can be determined on streams which are not
reconfigured, e.g., on stream B of ωacc. This set can be used to adjust ∆a for swA to
min(∆a, t− start(SW)). In the example ∆a can be set to 0 since no event from stream B
occurs.
Push-based Algorithm to Determine Initialization Points. Observe that, depending on the
scenario, inter-arrival rates may not change often, operators are not selective, partial
reconfigurations of sub-graphs are seldom viable, or operators simply use temporal
windows, and thus the initialization point ∆i does not change with every interest switch.
In this case, the initialization point is determined once with the pull-based algorithm and
buffered afterwards at the query reconfigurator. Operators then monitor key metrics, in
particular the inter-arrival rates of events, and push down changes of the initialization
point.
Properties. This approach reduces the number of streamed events, especially in scenarios
with highly selective operators and many temporal dependencies. The approach often
provides temporal completeness, but, if, for example, the selectivity of operators and
the event rates of the incoming streams are bursty, some situational information can be
missed.
2Notice that each operator can refine such a number by an estimate on how many events are required
from its predecessors to produce n events.
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This section covers the crucial topic of timeliness when detecting situational information.
For example, there is no point in notifying a user’s vehicle of an accident or bad traffic
after the user passes the last exit on the highway before the problem—-it is too late
for the user to do anything useful with that information. To this end, we tackle the
most significant processing bottleneck that occurs when detecting situational information
with dynamic interest queries as discussed in Section 3.2: the reactive reconfiguration of
operator graphs after a switch to a processing interest.
Recall, with each interest switch processing of historical atomic events is necessary
before processing of live events can begin. A potentially large number of historical events
must be processed in temporal order to ensure the delivery semantics, so there is a
processing delay before live event processing begins. Therefore, if the operator graph
is reactively reconfigured for a processing interest when a focal object moves to the
corresponding location, the focal object can be in a different location by the time the
operator graph has finished processing historical events.This can lead to a situation where
the operator graph is constantly trying to “catch up” to the location of the focal object,
resulting in processing events in inappropriate locations and never actually getting to
process any relevant “live” events.
We propose to address this problem by processing the historical events for a processing
interest before the mobile focal object arrives at the corresponding location, so that live
event processing begins at the moment the user arrives, if not before. This can be done
when two things are available: future location predictions for the mobile focal object and
processing time estimations. Several location prediction algorithms exist and profiling
techniques can be used to estimate processing time [WSCY99, ZPG+10]. Our system
treats both of these as black boxes, allowing different location prediction and processing
time estimation algorithms to be plugged in. However, two important challenges still
remain. First, typically the location prediction does not give a single, accurate location.
To mitigate the imperfection of location prediction algorithms, we propose taking several
predictions for each future time step and opportunistically compute the events for all
of those locations. When the actual interest switch is triggered, the prediction among
those that is closest to the focal object’s actual location will be selected and its situational
information returned. Second, if the speed of the focal object is too fast compared to the
processing time, the historical event processing may take longer than the user takes to
get to the new location. To mitigate this, we propose a pipelined processing of future
locations in several future time steps. To handle the increased event load when processing
for many future locations of a focal object, we rely on parallel resources, i.e., a cluster of
fog nodes which can be accessed with nearly no network latency.
Our research contributions in this section base on previously published work
([HLR+13b, OKR+14a]) and comprise methods for (a) starting event processing at pre-
dicted future locations in advance of a focal object’s arrival, (b) pipelining multiple future
prediction points to enhance the completion of event processing by the time the focal
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Figure 3.6: Examples for predictive query processing: operator graphs do not match
with predicted locations and may require more time to process all required
historical events to produce a maximum covering sequence than it takes to
switch from one processing interest to the next
object arrives.
The rest of this section is structured as follows: We first detail the problem of process-
ing latency for historical events when reconfiguring an operator graph (Section 3.4.1),
then we detail the methods to minimize the latency using predictive query processing
(Section 3.4.2).
3.4.1 Problem Description
To achieve minimal latency, an operator graph must have processed all historical events
with respect to a processing interest Rpi+1 when an interest switch from the previous
processing interest Rpi to R
p
i+1 occurs. In the ideal case, there is no historical event for the
new processing interest and therefore the processing latency is for historical events zero.
However, if the processing interest Rpi+1 contains historical atomic events matching to the
consumer’s temporal interest, the processing of events with respect to Rpi+1 has to start
earlier, before the interest switches, giving enough time to process all historical events.
To start streaming and processing events with respect to Rpi+1 earlier, we explore the
potential of opportunistic computing based on the focal object’s future locations. Since
mobile users tend to move according to a pattern, e.g., the focal object can drive along
a road, we expect that future locations can be anticipated using well-known location
prediction techniques. Using the predicted locations, copies of the operator graph can
process events for processing interests with respect to future location before a focal object
reaches one of the future locations.
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The timeliness and QoR of the resulting situational information detected by the pre-
dicted operator graphs highly depends on when and where an operator graph is initialized.
Since processing of historical events takes time, it is also possible that the focal object
moves faster to future locations than the operator graph requires to process all historic
events. Consider Figure 3.6, the temporal axis shows that a focal object updates its spatial
interest within 3 s from R1 to R2 while the processing takes 5 s. Moreover, since a discrete
future location is subject to high location uncertainties, i.e., the prediction is not a perfect
oracle, it is highly probable that the spatial interest does not match with the predicted
processing interest. Consider in Figure 3.6 the predicted processing interest Rp1 deviates
from the actual spatial interest R1 and the circles that indicate those interests overlap.
To increase the chance of detecting situational information with respect to a predicted
processing interest that provides a suitable QoR, multiple operator graphs that simulta-
neously process atomic events selected by slightly different processing interests must be
deployed as early as possible. While continuously processing events with operator graphs
for an infinite number of predicted future processing interests would result in processing
enough operator graphs to also comprise the one that actually matches the spatial interest,
this is not practically feasible. An insurmountable amount of resources would be needed
to process all those operator graphs. As part of our solution, we deploy a discrete number
of future processing interests around the predicted future location of the focal object at a
reasonable time before the focal object arrives at one of the future locations.
The timely delivery problem addressed in this section is to reduce the perceived latency
by a consumer when receiving historical situational information with respect to the spatial
interest Ri while preserving quality and resource constraints. In particular, the following
constraints regarding the consumer’s QoR threshold qδ and a system threshold ρmax for
the overall resource usage ρ are preserved:
1. QoR(Ri, R
p
i ) ≥ qδ
2. ρ < ρmax
3.4.2 Predictive Query Processing
MCEP addresses the timely delivery problem by buffering situational information that
stems from opportunistically deployed copies of operator graphs at predicted future
locations in the event storage. This way, buffered situational information can be streamed
from the event storage to the consumer when she actually switches to the correspond-
ing processing interest without an additional processing delay before “live” situational
information is directly streamed. To this end, we now focus on an algorithm for the
query predictor and the changes required by the query reconfigurator that supports the
processing of operator graphs at predicted locations. To explain the basic principles of the
algorithm, we first describe how the system uses a predicted future location of a focal
object to configure an operator graph in advance (see Algorithm 3.8). We then address
the corresponding changes to the query reconfigurator (see Algorithm 3.9). To avoid
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Algorithm 3.8 Basic Query Prediction
1: Requires: MCEP Query Q
2: Defines: Operator Graph Gcurr ← initial_operator_graph // Current operator graph
Operator Graph Gnext ← ∅ // Predicted operator graph
3: upon receive Location(Location lu, Time tu)
4: if update_condition(lu,tu) then
5: Gcurr ← reconfigure_predicted_operator_graph(tu, lu, Gnext, Gcurr) //call to query recon-
figurator
6: tnext ← next_predicted_update(tu) //predict next time of reconfiguration
7: lnext ← next_predicted_location(lu, tnext) //predict future location of focal object
8: Gnext ← determine_interest(lnext) //generate copies of operator graph
9: trigger start_streaming(Rp(Gnext),tnext − ∆a,D(Q), Gnext, Q) at (tnext − TC(lnext))
10: end if
11: end
the problem of late processing in the face of fast movements, we extend that algorithm
by pipelining future operator graphs for not only the next predicted location, but also
for more subsequent locations (see Algorithm 3.10). We then extend the mechanism to
trade-off computing resource usage against QoR. To this end, the system anticipates a
minimal set of predicted locations whose processing interests provide a coverage that
is expected to provide good QoR and preserve the resource constraints for all possible
future locations.
Predicting Operator Graphs
We now detail an algorithm to determine and deploy a future operator graph at a
predicted location in order to start processing early. An initial operator graph is de-
ployed when the consumer initiates her query Q with the focal object’s initial location
(initial_operator_graph). Henceforth, Algorithm 3.8 keeps track of the operator graph Gcurr
that currently processes events with respect to the focal object’s current processing interest
and a future operator graph Gnext that already processes events for the next predicted
future processing interest (Line 2).
With each location update triggered from the location monitor, the update conditions
discussed in Section 3.3.2 are checked. If the currently selected reconfiguration condition
is triggered, then the switch to a new processing interest is initialized by replacing the
current operator graph with the future operator graph (Line 5). For example, the operator
graph deployed for the processing interest Rpi depicted in Figure 3.6 is replaced with the
operator graph deployed for Rpi+1. Then the query prediction is initialized: our system
predicts the future location of the focal object at the next discrete time when the update
condition is expected to evaluate to true (Line 7).3 In the example, the location which
3We assume for the sake of argument a temporal update condition. However, for other update conditions
the recent frequency of reconfigurations can be used to determine the time of the next reconfiguration.
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Algorithm 3.9 Extended Query Reconfigurator
1: Requires: MCEP Query Q
2: function reconfigure_predicted_operator_graph( Time tu, Location lu, Operator Graph Gnext,
Operator Graph Gcurr)
3: if Gnew = ∅ ∨ complete(Gnext, tu) ∨ (QoR(R(Gnew), R(lu)) ≤ qδ(Q)) then//ensure quality
4: Gnext ← reconfigure_operator_graph() //call to basic Query Reconfigurator
5: else
6: stop_query_after(Q, R(Q),tu(lu)) //Stop range query and situational information
7: ∀src ∈ D(Gcurr) : send Marker(t, D(Gcurr)) to successor(src)
8: discard(Gcurr) //free resources
9: R(Q), G(Q)← R(Gnext), Gnext
10: end if
11: return Gnext
12: end
13: upon receive Marker(Time t, Set of Sources D) from G
14: deliver_historical_information(G, D) //deliver historical situational information
15: initiate_live_notification(G, D) //process live situational information
16: end
spans Rpi+2 is predicted when R
p
i switches to R
p
i+1. The location monitor thus implements
an additional location predictor which returns a future location of the focal object, e.g., by
using a linear dead reckoning algorithm [LR01a] to predict a future location. Our system
deploys a copy of the operator graph and a range query for each of the future processing
interest with respect to the newly predicted location (Line 8). The start of streaming for
the future processing interest is scheduled with respect to the initialization point of the
future processing interests at some time TC before the actual interest switch is expected to
occur (Line 9). For now, we assume that the system parameter TC is fixed, however, we
will discuss that this parameter can be anticipated by our system based on the expected
workload for the future processing interest.
Predictive Query Reconfigurator. Few changes have to be made to the query reconfigura-
tor (in contrast to Section 3.2.4) to deal with future processing interests (see Algorithm 3.9)
and to provide a consumer with buffered historical situational information. As a first
step after the reconfiguration is triggered, e.g., by Algorithm 3.8, the algorithm checks if
completeness requirements are ensured and the future processing interest is expected to
maintain a QoR above the consumer defined threshold. In this case, the system switches
to this operator graph instead of reconfiguring the current operator graph (Lines 3-10).
The resources of the range query and operators for the previous location are then freed
after processing and sending the marker message. When all resources are freed the query
reconfigurator receives the corresponding marker message and connects the opportunis-
tically deployed future operator graph to the consumer. The system then delivers all
precomputed historical situations from the event storage that have been detected so far
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Algorithm 3.10 Pipelined Query Prediction with Look-Head
1: Requires: MCEP Query Q
eagerness //maximum number of future locations to look ahead
2: Gcurr ← initial_query // current operator graph
3: B[Step]← ∅ // Future operator graphs, indexed by future steps
4: current_step← 0
5: upon update Location(Location lu, Time tu)
6: if update_conditions(tu,lu) then
7: inc(current_step)
8: Gcurr ← reconfigure_predicted_operatorGraph(tu,lu,Gcurr,B[currentStep])
9: discard(B, currentStep) //remove step from buffer
10: end if
11: lnext, tnext ← lu, tu
12: for step ∈ [current_step, current_step+ eagerness] do
13: tnext ← next_predicted_update(tnext)
14: lnext ← next_predicted_locations(lnext, tnext)
15: if not_exists(B[step]) ∨ location_deviates(B[step], lnext) then
16: discard(B[step]) //release resources (if an operator graph is already deployed)
17: B[step]← determine_interest(lnext) //generate copies of operator graph
18: trigger start_streaming(Rp(B[step),tnext − ∆a,D(Q), B[step], Q) at (tnext − TC(lnext))
19: end if
20: end for
21: end
and afterwards delivers situational information produced by the new operator graph
(Lines 13-16).
Pipelining Future Operator Graphs
Recall, when interest switches occur at a high frequency, e.g., since the focal object moves
at a high speed, it can happen that not all historical events have been processed by an
operator graph for a predicted future processing interest. This happens when, like in
Figure 3.6, the time between two subsequent interest switches is shorter than the time
it takes to detect all historical situational information in the temporal interest of the
latter’s predicted processing interest. In such a case it is useful to pipeline more than
one operator graph. This means that future operator graphs are not only processing for
the next possible processing interest, but also for a sequence of processing interests that
are further away. For example, when switching to the processing interest Rpi , not only
the future operator graph for the processing interest Rpi+1 is deployed but also the future
operator graph for the subsequent processing interest Rpi+2.
Algorithm 3.10 presents the extended algorithm to consider this issue. The basic
difference to Algorithm 3.8 is that iteratively more operator graphs are added for several
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future locations of the focal object. To this end, an eagerness parameter is set by the system
administrator that dictates how many predicted locations we look ahead. Moreover, we
enumerate the location updates of a focal object that trigger a reconfiguration, denoted
as steps, in the order of their occurrence. This allows us to keep track of all operator
graphs that are deployed in parallel for several future steps in a buffer B and identify the
operator graph which needs to be deployed for the latest location update (current_step).
For each future step until the eagerness is reached (Lines 12-20), the location predictor is
called with the predicted locations of the previous step as input. The intuition is that those
locations are highly likely to represent the next actual locations (Line 14). The algorithm
checks if an operator graph is already deployed due to a previous location update. If this
is not the case, the system selects and initializes a new set of operator graphs at each
of the predicted location. Moreover, if an operator graph is already deployed through a
previous location update, the system checks if the predicted locations deviate beyond a
threshold from the previous predictions and is suspected to detect situational information
with a low QoR. In this case the operator graph that already processes for that step
will be stopped and their resources will be freed, before a new set of operator graphs is
initialized(Lines 15-18).
Properties. Note, that feeding a set of predicted locations to the location predictor in-
creases the number (bounded by O(eagerness)) of predicted locations and uncertainty,
resulting in a large number of potential future operator graphs. A large resource con-
sumption for processing a potentially large amount of operator graphs is thus traded
off for a timely delivery of high quality situational information and controlled by the
eagerness parameter.
State Reuse. Although the algorithm creates copies of operator graphs, it is not required
to copy the whole state. Immutable state can be shared by the active operators hosted on
the same broker. Moreover, situational information of an operator graph can easily be
reused by other operator graphs, since it is buffered in the spatio-temporal event storage.
This reduces the overall resource needs if multiple consumers deploy identical future
operator graphs for the same spatial interest. When initializing operator graphs (Line 8 of
Algorithm 3.8) the system has then to check if other operator graphs for the same spatial
interest already exist. To this end, operator graphs are also indexed in the spatio-temporal
event storage. However, now the system needs to coordinate when to safely release the
resources of the operator graphs. Here, we propose a reference-counting mechanism that
releases operator graphs that keeps track of the number of operator graphs that match in
the processing interest and overlap in the temporal interest.
Processing Interests Determination
In this section we now detail our mechanism to increase the chance of detecting situational
information with respect to a future processing interest that provides a good QoR by
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(b) A discrete number of processing interests are
deployed, at the locations lnext,l1,l2, and l3 de-
picted in Figure 3.7(a). This way, our system
can provide results with a high QoR from pro-
cessing interests like Rpi,1, when the focal ob-
ject’s actual location lact deviates from the pre-
dicted location lnext.
Figure 3.7: Example for processing interest determination.
deploying multiple operator graphs that process for slightly different processing interests.
For example, a low QoR is avoided in the scenario depicted in Figure 3.7b by deploying
several operator graphs for processing interests around Rpi , i.e., R
p
i,2 provides a high QoR
with respect to the spatial interest Ri.The more future processing interests are deployed,
the higher the chances to find a processing interest that highly overlaps with the actual
future spatial interest of the focal object. Yet, although the focal object, as depicted in
Figure 3.7a, can only reach locations confined in the circular area Rl before a location
update triggers the next reconfiguration, it would require an insurmountable amount
of resources to deploy an operator graph for each of this infinite number of potential
future locations. To restrain the resource usage, a discrete number of ng future operator
graphs has to process events from slightly different processing interests. This number can
easily be determined when the resource usage ρG for each deployed operator graph G is
fixed, then ng = b ρmaxρG c. However, the resource usage of an operator graph depends on
the dynamic number of events reported in the area covered by the processing interests,
e.g., more events will be reported on highly frequented highways than on a country road
with light traffic. For instance, in the example depicted in Figure 3.7a, the workload of
the operator graph processing for Rpi is higher than the workload of the operator graph
processing for Rpi,3, since more events were reported by sources in that region.
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Two approach directions can be considered to find a discrete number of operator
graphs that ensure a high QoR. The first approach is to deploy operator graphs with
respect to equidistant locations that span processing interests with a high spatial overlap,
e.g., like in Figure 3.7b can be deployed. The distance between such operator graphs
can be derived from our previous observation about correlation of the expected QoR
and the distances between spatial interests and processing interests(see Section 3.3.2).
Such a deployment will therefore provide a good QoR for a spatial uniform event
distribution. Nevertheless, processing events from all those processing interests can still
lead to significant resource usage, i.e., all deployed operator graphs require in total more
resources than ρmax. Moreover, events are typically not uniformly distributed in space,
e.g., in a traffic scenario events are only emitted by vehicles driving on roads, which
can lead to redundant future processing interests. In the running example, both Rpi,2
and Rpi,3 can provide a QoR of (1, 1) with respect to the focal object’s spatial interest. To
avoid the aforementioned problems, MCEP opts for a second approach, where processing
interests are selected based on the expected event distribution. For example, if our system
anticipates that only events in the overlap of Rpi,2 and R
p
i,3 occur, one operator graph
for either Rpi,2 or R
p
i,3 suffices. The downside of such an approach is typically higher
processing costs to anticipate the event distribution compared to the first approach.
To find a good approximation that selects a set of future processing interests which can
provide a high QoR while the resource usage stays below a resource limit ρmax, we will
first discretize the problem and then reduce it to a minimum set coverage problem, which
is known to be NP-hard.
Discretization. For the discretization we assume that only a discrete number np of
predicted locations are valid future locations of the focal object, e.g., all locations in
Figure 3.7a form the set of predicted future locations P. As a result, the focal object’s
actual future location may deviate from all predicted future locations and even if operator
graphs are deployed with respect to all predicted locations, the QoR may fall below the
threshold qδ. However, such a quality degradation becomes less likely the more np tends
to infinity.
Set Cover Problem. Given the discretization, the problem is to select a minimal set of
high quality processing interests (W) which are spanned by the discrete set of predicted
locations P. In context of the example, we have to select from Rpi through R
p
(i,3) those
processing interests that ensure a high QoR with anticipated spatial interests, which are
spanned by the locations of P due to the discretization. Moreover, the expected computing
resource usage must stay below a system defined limit ρmax.4
To model our problem as a set coverage problem, we consider the set of atomic events
that is covered by all processing interests spanned by all predicted locations P to be a set
4Note, this linear model is a simplification to explain the basic principles. Deploying a discrete number of
operator graphs on a discrete number of distributed parallel resources is a bin packing problem,e.g.,
solved with a First Fit algorithm [LTC14].
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Algorithm 3.11 Greedy Set Cover [CSRL01, Chapter 35.3]
1: function set cover(X, F)
2: W ← ∅
3: U ← X
4: while U 6= ∅ do
5: select an S ∈ F that maximizes |S ∩U|
6: U ← U − S
7: W ←W ∪ S
8: end while
9: return W
10: end
of elements X. In the example, X = {e1, e2, e3}. Since atomic events that are processed in
the future by an operator graph are not known at the time when the algorithm selects
processing interests, X can be built up by relying on recent atomic historical events. Those
historical events give an indication about the spatial distribution of future events, as
discussed in previous sections. Each processing interest can be viewed as a subset of X,
i.e., in the example the subset for processing interest Rpi is {e2, e3}. Hence all processing
interests represent a family F of subsets of X, i.e., F = {{e2, e3}, {e1}, {e1}, {e3}}.
The classical set cover problem is then to select a minimum number of subsets W ⊆ F,
s.t., all elements of X are covered.
However, we have to consider two additional conditions:
• All processing interests of not selected subsets N ⊆ F must overlap with areas of
selected subsets W ⊆ F, s.t. the QoR for all sets in N is expected to be ensured.
• The overall expected resource usage ρtot over all operator graphs deployed for the
processing interests must stay below ρmax.
The first condition strives to ensure the quality, while the second one strives to ensure
the resource limits. For example, even if {e1} is selected for Rpi , {e2, e3} is selected for
Rpi,1, and all elements are covered, we have to select R
p
i,3’s {e1} to ensure a precision of
more than 0.5 to the spatial interest which covers the same area as Rpi,3. Moreover, if the
maximum of available resources ρmax is low, it is possible that only one operator graph
can process events, e.g., from the processing interest covering {e2, e3}, while X is not
completely covered.
Greedy Set Cover Heuristic. Our greedy solution of the set cover problem for processing
interests is inspired by the well-established heuristic solution of [Joh73] and [CSRL01,
Chapter 35.3], which is still considered relevant today since being a polynomial-time
(ln|X|+ 1)-approximation. Algorithm 3.11 depicts this solution. The algorithm receives
the set X and the family of subsets F as input. The algorithm iterates over the sets
comprised in F until all elements of X are covered; i.e., a set U which comprises uncovered
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Algorithm 3.12 Future Processing Interest Determination
1: Query Q //dynamic interest query
2: function determine_interests(Locations P) //P⇒ set of processing interests F
3: W ← ∅ //set of future processing interests
4: Ψ← calc_initial_costs(P, Q) //set of resource requirements per location
5: ρtot ← 0 //expected resource requirements
6: while P 6= ∅ do
7: l ← select_and_remove_next(l,Ψ, P, Q)
8: if @w ∈W : (precision(R(l), w), recall(R(l), w)) > qδ(Q) then
9: if ρtot +Ψ[l] ≤ ρmax then
10: W ←W ∪ {R(l)}
11: ρtot ← ρtot +Ψ[l]
12: end if
13: end if
14: end while
15: return W
16: end
elements of X is empty. The algorithm chooses each round a set from F that contains the
largest number of uncovered elements and adds it to the result W. After each round all
elements in the selected subset are marked as covered by taking them from U.
Future Processing Interest Determination Heuristic. Our algorithm (Algorithm 3.12) is
based on the heuristic greedy set cover solution and receives a set of predicted future
locations P as input to determine a minimum set of processing interests W. In addition to
the basic solution, however, our solution considers QoR and resource usage of deployed
operator graphs. To this end, our algorithm estimates as a first step the resource usage for
each processing interest spanned by a location in P based on the recent atomic event load
(Line 3); the system therefore expects that operator graphs are profiled using different
atomic event loads before deployment. For example, a set Ψ can convey for our example
depicted in Figure 3.7b that if Rpi is selected sufficient resources are needed to process 2
events and sufficient resources are needed to process 1 event for Rpi,3. In a second step, the
algorithm iterates over all locations of the input according to a policy that a programmer
specified while developing the MSA application (Line 6). The greedy policy borrows the
selection method of the greedy set cover algorithm [Joh73]. With this policy the algorithm
always selects the next location that spans a processing interest covering the largest
uncovered region of recent atomic events with respect to already selected processing
interests in W. In the example, the location that spans Rpi would be selected before the
location that spans Rpi,2 would be selected. Another policy is one that favors processing
interests that is the most likely future locations of focal objects, e.g., based on given
probabilities [HM12a] or because they are close to an actually predicted discrete location
(location policy). A last policy (resource policy) aims to increase the number of deployed
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operator graphs by favoring those with the lowest expected resource consumption. In
the example, the location that spans Rpi,2 would be selected before the location that spans
Rpi would be selected. A processing interest that is spanned by the selected location is
then inserted to the result set W if it satisfies the following two conditions, which ensure
the additional conditions to the classical set cover problem: (i) a processing interest is not
suspected to be redundant, i.e., another overlapping processing interest w ∈W is already
selected that satisfies the consumer’s requirement on precision and recall (Line 7), and
(ii) the processing on events from the selected processing interest should not lead to an
expected computing resource usage above the system defined limit ρmax (Line 8).
Selecting the operator graph. When the actual interest switch occurs, the query reconfig-
urator selects one operator graph from the set of future operator graphs that are deployed
for the processing interests W. Policies to select the next operator graph Gcurr—specified
by the domain expert that designed the operator graph—are to switch to the operator
graph with a processing interest that has the highest overlap with the current spatial
interest of the query, the highest precision, or the highest recall.
Properties. The presented algorithm targets the basic query prediction algorithm (Algo-
rithm 3.8). An extension for the pipeline approach is, however, straight forward: Ψ has
to be maintained and checked for several future steps in Line 9 of Algorithm 3.12. Since
Algorithm 3.10 prefers more current steps, fairness between operator graphs of different
steps is not ensured. However, this can be achieved by executing the rounds of the loop
in Algorithm 3.12 in a round robin fashion for each future step.
We provide a general framework to process MSA applications, however, the location
prediction is highly dependent on the scenario,e.g., if a focal object drives along a well-
known route or not [LNR02]. To this end, the query predictor is treated as a black box.
Independent of the actual location prediction method, the number of predicted loactions,
their density, and the density of locations of events, influences the QoR and resource
consumption. Consider the set of historical atomic events (Ah = {a|a ∈ A(R1) ∨ ...∨ a ∈
A(Rnp)}) selected for np future processing interests, streaming costs for the whole operator
graph are at least in ω(|Ah|). The probability pqδ for a QoR above the consumer’s
threshold qδ, however, also increases with np. Consider a bounding area Rg for the
predicted future locations, a circular spatial interest, and evenly distributed events. In this
case, all predicted locations within a circular area Rq around the actual future location lu
span a processing interest with a QoR above the threshold; thus pqδ ≥ npRg .
3.4.3 Metric Estimation
All approaches to ensure timeliness rely on a QoR metric that allows a user to decide if
the results of a predicted operator graph are meaningful, in spite of the partial overlap
with the actual spatial interest. How this metric can be anticipated has already been
discussed in Section 3.3.2.
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We now discuss how the processing time for historical events by an operator graph can
be anticipated, in order to automatically adjust the Tc (see Algorithm 3.8).
Timeliness Estimation The time an operator graph takes to process historical events
depends on the complexity of the algorithm that is realized with the operator graph, the
available resources of the executing platform, and the number of input events. In order to
approximate the processing time for a given platform and number of events the operator
graph can be profiled on different platforms. The time in between those sampling points
can then be interpolated. Let Ci be the function to determine this interpolated time, Te
be the average processing time per event, Rp be a processing interest, and ev(Rp) be
an average value of events per second in the spatial range determined from the recent
historical atomic events already available in the area covered by Rp, then the processing
time computes TC to:
TC(Rp) = Ci(ev(Rp)Te) (3.12)
Note that if another operator graph for the same processing interest is already deployed
for another consumer, this result can be reused. Reusing effectively reduces the processing
time on historic events, for the consumer specific operator graph that reuses results, to
zero.
3.5 Evaluation
We evaluated the MCEP system using the Omnet++ network simulator [VH08]. To model
realistic traffic patterns of vehicles on an OpenStreetMap graph [HW08] we used the
traffic simulation package SUMO [BBEK11].
3.5.1 Common Setup
Our simulations cover three MSA applications. First, an accident detection application
similar to the one detailed in Section 1.1.3, where the accident is detected when a sudden
speed drop in an area is followed by a high number of lane-changes. Second, a video
friend finder application that streams videos of friends that were recently close to a focal
object, where the simulated cameras were equidistantly deployed in the service area
and filmed the traffic in a square-sized area to find vehicles of friends. Third, a speed
detection application similar to the one depicted in Figure 3.3, where the average speed
was calculated over the most recent speed events that were above a predefined minimal
speed.
Over the course of 500 to 1, 000 simulated seconds, upto 5, 000 vehicles drove on a
street map of a German town near Stuttgart, with corresponding speed limits, of the
size 7.7 km × 3.5 km. The vehicles emitted events when accelerating or decelerating
beyond a threshold or changing lanes. Each vehicle published, on average, one event
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Figure 3.8: Predeployment vs. MCEPs
per second in this scenario. The spatial interest of consumers was described in all
scenarios by rectangular shapes with varying edge lengths. We repeated the experiments
approximately 10 times with different sets of trajectories for the vehicles. All vehicles
were connected to the same broker.
3.5.2 Evaluation of Query Reconfiguration
In this section we present and discuss our evaluation of the basic MCEP adaptations and
corresponding optimizations to save resources using a single operator graph.
MCEP vs. Predeployment.
We evaluated the benefits of using the basic MCEP approach (MCEP without optimizations)
and the streaming optimizer (MCEP with optimizations) compared to an approach with
a fixed amount of statically deployed overlapping processing interests (pred.) in terms
of resource usage. Those benefits were evaluated for the accident scenario (Traffic) and
the video friend finder (Video). To increase the number of selected events per processing
interest, we varied over several experiments the edge length of the spatial and processing
interests. To allow consumers to match the spatial interest with the statically deployed
processing interests with different accuracy, we also varied the spatial distance between
centers of predeployed interest on a grid layout (deviation).
Figure 3.8 depicts the number of streamed events (event traffic) relative to a fixed set of
operator graphs with a deviation of 100 m for different sizes of the spatial interest, varying
from 50 m to 500 m. It shows that our approach of dynamically adapted processing
interests, with and without the streaming optimizations of Section 3.3.3, reduces the
number of streamed events for a single query Q in both scenarios. The savings of our
approach are achieved since only events of a sub-part of the geographic space, selected
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Figure 3.9: Evaluation of Update Strategies
by the spatial interest, have to be processed. Deploying more diqs linearly increases the
results.
Impact of Reconfiguration Conditions.
We also evaluated the benefits of the reconfiguration conditions presented in Section 3.3.2
in terms of the event traffic and their effect on the QoR for the accident example. In
particular, we performed interest switches when a new reported location of a consumer
deviates a fixed distance from the previous location, when more than a predefined time
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Figure 3.10: Temporal completeness
passed since the last interest switch, or when omitting the next interest switch is expected
to drop the QoR, represented by the precision, below 0.9.
The results depicted in Figure 3.9a show the relative event traffic with the maximal
number of streamed events as baseline over several spatial interests, while Figure 3.9b
shows the corresponding impact on the actual measured QoR. The results show that the
update strategies significantly influence the number of streamed events, since performing
switches to a new operator graph at a lower frequency requires the streaming of fewer
historical events. However, low streaming costs due to a lower frequency of operator
graph switches come at the price of a low QoR, since omitting many updates results in a
high mismatch between the processing interest and the spatial interest.
Impact of Initialization Points.
We further analyzed the impact of several approaches to select the initialization point on
the temporal completeness and the overhead of detecting unnecessary historical situational
information when δ = 0 and performing an operator graph switch every second. In
this set of experiments we used the speed detection scenario with a variable size of
the corresponding counting window and a length of the restriction window of 25 s. In
particular, we tested the basic approach, the window approach that uses an average over
the last inter arrival times of events (Avg), and a naive approach that did not stream any
historical events (None).
Figure 3.10 shows the fraction of detected events and overhead on the y-axis for the
latter two approaches relative to the the basic approach, versus the number of events
selected by the counting window. Our average approach purges many unnecessary
correlation steps, which leads to a low overhead of less than 10% for any size of the
counting window. However, this comes at the cost of a decreased average temporal
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completeness of around 80%. Not streaming historical atomic events at all leads to a
temporal completeness of 20%.
3.5.3 Evaluation of Query Prediction
We analyzed the effect of the query predictor with respect to the selected speed events of
the accident detection application. In particular, we evaluated its effect on precision (the
results for recall are similar), completeness, and latency for the operator graph switch. To
study these effects, we varied three control parameters. First, the time Tc that indicates
how long before the actual operator graph switch occurs the query predictor deploys
the operator graph(s). Second, a number of random locations around the predicted future
location. Third, the edge length which represents the size of the spatial interest. Note
that in realistic scenarios, processing latency for historical events depends on the number
of events and complexity of operators. However, we used the processing latency as a
control variable to measure its impact on the QoR, i.e., 5 ms in the presented results. The
location prediction relied on a linear dead reckoning predictor. We tested four deployment
strategies. On the one hand, we deployed future operator graph s (opp.). On the other
hand, we deployed operator graph s on-demand after the operator graph switch (MCEP).
Both methods were tested either with the strict temporal completeness (complete) or the
best effort completeness (incomplete).
Impact of size of spatial interest.
The results in Figure 3.11 show the effects of different edge lengths for the spatial interest
on the precision. We only maintained one future operator graph with an eagerness of
1 s for this experiment. The temporal complete result for the on-demand deployment
is always at 1 since the system waits for the deployment until the interest switch is
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performed and does not stop until all relevant events are processed, at the cost of
late results (i.e., up to 10 s). Opportunistically deploying future operator graphs that
produce temporally complete results only incurs spatial uncertainties from the predicted
location, thus the results are close to the optimum. Since more events are selected with
larger spatial interests, more processing has to be done. This can lead to incomplete
situational information, since not all correlation steps can be finished until the next
operator graph switch is performed.
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Impact of Tc.
The results in Figure 3.12a show the effects of varying the time Tc on the precision and
the temporal completeness. With a higher Tc, the incompleteness can be reduced, since
the system can start processing earlier and waits longer until the next operator graph
switch is performed. However, the spatial uncertainty of the predicted spatial interest
for the opportunistically deployed operator graphs increases with Tc, since the location
predictor has to provide consumer locations that are further in the future.
Moreover, the results in Figure 3.12b show how the time Tc (x-axis) affects the the
latency (y-axis) after an interest switch until the first situational information with respect
to the new processing interest can be detected. The results are relative with respect to the
average latency incurred by MCEP’s reactive approach, i.e., when operator graph’s are
deployed on demand. In particular, the results show that with the selection of a sufficient
time Tc, like two seconds for this scenario, we achieve an interest switch with near zero
latency.
Impact of Overprovisioning.
For the results in Figure 3.13, we increased the number of initially selected locations and
applied the location selection algorithm (Algorithm 3.12) with the location policy. For
these experiments we kept the eagerness at one second and the spatial interest at 500 m.
It shows that using more predicted locations increases the precision since the consumer
can choose between more deployed operator graph s at the future location. Moreover, we
tested several QoR thresholds (qor-th). To achieve a higher QoR, more operator graphs
are maintained and more resources are invested, which results in a higher precision.
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3.5.4 Discussion
The mechanisms implemented in the MCEP system prove to save bandwidth, computa-
tional resources and deliver historical events at a low latency while ensuring completeness
and a high QoR. Our system’s mechanism to adapt the processing of an operator graph
depending on a focal object’s location allowed us to reduce bandwidth and computing
resources tremendously since the number of streamed events could be reduced by over
99%. Reducing the frequency of operator graph adaptations with a QoR-aware reconfigu-
ration allowed us to further reduce the number of streamed events by a factor of 2 while
keeping the QoR above 0.9. Best effort completeness based on estimated initialization
points allowed us to reduce the overhead for streaming historical events by up to 98%
while ensuring a completeness of 80%. Our prediction-based algorithms allowed our
system to keep a high QoR tending to 1 while avoiding latencies of up to 10 seconds.
Tuning the eagerness parameter for the concrete scenario allowed us to achieve a QoR
of up to 0.8 without delivering late events. Over-provisioning operator graphs further
allowed us to increase the QoR.
3.6 Related Work
Processing Models. Many traditional CEP approaches [UMJ+14, PSB04, GD94, KKR10,
CM94, WDR06, Luc01] address how to efficiently detect patterns on event streams. How-
ever, the operators and sources are statically defined before the query is deployed and
hence cannot react on location updates. Many different methods for the detection of
events have been proposed, such as Petri Nets [GD94], finite state automata [PSB04],
detection trees [CM94], or disjoint normal forms [KKR10]. The introduced partitioned
window model allows in contrast to previous work to efficiently determine the temporal
and spatial overlap in two subsequent selections and hence especially helps to significantly
reduce the reconfiguration overhead of mobility-aware CEP. While many different window
semantics were presented for stream-based systems, e.g., [ABW06] or [PS11] this work
can be considered the first work to realize typical CEP operations in a partitioned window
model.
Operator Graph Adaptations. For spontaneous as well as continuous range and moving
range queries, a vast amount of approaches has been proposed [PJT00, CBL+10, FCR07,
TDSC07, GL06, DHL09, BKR11]. The main objective of these approaches is the selection of
primary events, e.g., sensor streams, relative to a consumer-specified region in an efficient
manner. In contrast, for complex event processing, complex events are the result of
multiple dependent operations on primary as well as complex event streams. To account
for a meaningful event delivery semantics, i.e., to account for completeness and order of
produced event streams, a coordinated reconfiguration of all operators is required.
Some systems like Place* [XECA07] build moving range queries over specific aggrega-
tion functions. The approach supports the distributed processing of a single aggregation
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operator. However, the distributed processing of multiple dependent operators is not
addressed by existing work. This way, it becomes possible to apply many optimizations
used for distributed CEP systems [PLS+06, RDR10, SKR11, VKR11] also in the context of
distributed range queries.
Lately, distributed event based dissemination systems [EFGK03, TKK+10, HEG12]
have proved the benefits for using parametrization of queries to support mobility-aware
applications. In [JJE10], a parametrizable publish/subscribe system is presented, which
enables location based queries. Yet this work focuses on the reconfiguration of stateless
operators like a filter. In order to support stateful operations, our work has shown that
it is necessary to determine appropriate initialization points for the chain of dependent
operators in order to provide guarantees for the delivery of events.
The importance of spatial correlations of atomic events has been recognized [ZTH08].
Systems like [HV03] detect events as soon as the location of a focal object changes, yet do
not provide the vast set of optimizations presented in this chapter. Eventlets [AFFB12]
are execution environments with a managed life-cycle. The eventlet middleware allows
MCEP systems to instantiate a processing interest specific execution environment when
a new location event occurs, this way ensuring spatial consistency. However, it needs
to be extended by our marker messages and initialization points to detect when the
execution environment can safely be discarded and what historical events need to be
processed. Moreover, eventlets are designed for isolated execution environments, which
requires additional coordination overhead between pairs of eventlets that are processing
for subsequent processing interests in order to find duplicated events.
Processing of Historical Event Streams. Similar to our initialization of the operator graph
using historical event streams systems, like Aurora [CcC+02] or PSoup [CF02] process “ad-
hoc queries” over historical event streams, before processing live event streams. Aurora
processes all historical events that are buffered for a fixed amount of time, while PSoup
allows users to specify a fixed time in the recent history that indicates the initialization
point. However, those systems provide no notion of a maximum covering sequence
and therefore no mechanisms to dynamically determine the number of historical events
required by a specific operator graph.
Corrections of a stream, e.g., due to changes of a historic event, have been previously
studied in the context of temporal streams [MC08]. To this end, they propose to replay
streams and avoid duplicates by incrementally updating streams, similar to our duplicate
detection technique that uses temporal overlaps. However, they do not provide operator
classes and therefore specialized methods that are capable of dealing with spatial overlaps.
Dynamic reconfigurations of operator graphs mostly focused on adapting an operator
graph to dynamic data rates. Typical solutions are changing the order of operators [AH00,
HSS+14] or the access pattern on event streams [DFST11]. These solutions therefore do not
support the adaptation to new spatial interests. Up to now, Borealis [AAB+05, SESFT11]
offers the best support for MSA applications. The system supports on-the-fly query
modifications by altering or replacing processing functions which can be used to adapt an
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operator to a new location. Furthermore, the system also supports time-travel methods
which rewind a continuous query and start it in the past again as well as dynamic
revisions of query results, which means that only deltas (insertions or removals of events)
have to be sent when performing a time-travel. This can be used to perform optimized
adaptations of operator graphs when a focal object updates the location with the system.
However, the system does not provide methods to automatically decide how far the
system has to rewind, limit their revision to non-spatial individual results, nor does this
work study the implications on the savings in communication costs and the degradation
of the quality of events if the revision is not performed.
Completeness and consistency. Completeness and consistency is typically addressed to
make systems robust to failures [KMR+13, SM11] or to ensure event orderings by blocking
operators and revising events [BGAH07]. This does not cover spatial inconsistencies as
addressed by this work, which occur, for example, if an individual operator graph for
each focal object is used and events of an updated spatial interest are streamed without
updating the operator graph. Note that operators keep events in histories [AE04], i.e., a
partial result of a correlation step [PSB04, ABB+03] or events from their incoming streams.
Consider now an operator that detects a critical number of vehicles that reduced their
speed, which probably indicates an upcoming traffic jam. To this end, the operator may
keep a count on such incidents. This count can vary if the operator dynamically updates
its spatial interest.
Moreover, range queries provide spatial completeness of sensor data if they do not
provide approximated results [AKTS11], but MSA applications also require a temporal
completeness on detected situational information. This requires, for example, to detect
historical accidents on historical events without missing one.
Consistent Event Processing. Wang et al. [WRE11] propose transactional rules to adapt
the state of a CEP system efficiently and consistently. These state changes, however, break
down to information in a table of an external relational database. In contrast, our system
needs to consistently adapt operator graphs, which involves adapting an operator’s state
and streaming historical events.
Our marker messages resemble notifications [MMI+13], tick-tags [NRB09] or punctua-
tions [LCT+06, DR04, DRH03, TMSF03] that can also be injected into streams to indicate
the end of a maximum covering sequence. However, although the systems that employ
those mechanisms provide highly expressive options to process such marker-like mes-
sages, rules to merge dynamic markers from multiple incoming streams at operators,
based on the sub-trees that need reconfiguration, are not directly supported and must be
implemented for each individual operator. Moreover, methods to automatically decide
when and how to adapt the operator’s state, based on marker messages, are not provided.
A quality reduction through omitting or summarizing events has been proposed
to reduce the streaming and processing load with respect to network and disk I/O
costs [CF04]. Our duplicate reduction mechanism goes beyond these approaches by
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considering a location-aware metric for the quality and proposing matching algorithms
that interweave with this metric.
Timely event delivery. Typical CEP systems [PSB04, LJ05, AE04, CM10, KKR08] provide
methods to efficiently detect patterns on a variety of sensor data for situation-aware
applications. They even considered exploiting parallelism [CM12a, Hir12] or adapting the
placement of operators [CM13, HLSD11, LLS08, RDR11, PLS+06] to achieve low latencies
and a good system performance. However, they do not offer a notion of initializing
operator graphs for new locations, since they are typically fixed to a set of sources.
Moreover, hiding computing latency is not a big issue, since they typically process on live
and not historic events.
Mobile publish-subscribe systems allow to adapt the streaming to new locations of con-
sumers [JJE10, MPGJ05]. They even allow pre-subscriptions to new locations [CFH+03]
before the consumer arrives at the location and loss-less event delivery for intermittent
connectivity [HMLJ09, MUH04]. Furthermore, low-latency is achieved through paral-
lelism [WZC+12] and adaptation of routing paths [TKK+10]. However, they do not have
to consider processing of events and the time it takes to perform the computations as well
as the quality of the result of computations, since they focus on individual events rather
than processed complex events.
Large-scale situation awareness [RHI+12] is receiving increased attention due to the
proliferation of sensors and advances in analytics such as computer vision. Target Con-
tainer [HSS+11] is one of few distributed systems providing a high-level, handler-based
programming abstraction that helps domain experts to write large-scale surveillance appli-
cations on camera network. SLIPstream [PMS+09] offers a stream-oriented programming
model that ensures automatic scalability of interactive perception applications. However,
these systems focus on processing live streams from cameras, which potentially requires
huge amount of system resources in large scale. In contrast, our system performs analysis
of sensor data based on user queries and cache the query results to reuse, resulting in
efficient use of system resources.
Our work focuses on efficiently processing historical data. Work that is concerned with
storing and indexing temporal event streams [RSW+07, DS07] or spatio-temporal event
streams [MS05, AN08] efficiently is therefore orthogonal.
Predictive Query Processing. Predictive queries [ZJDR10, HM12a, HM12b] give results
describing the future of the focal object, e.g., the taxis that will be in a 500 m radius
around the consumer 5 min from now. Similar methods can be used to opportunistically
precompute historical situational information with a low latency. However, due to the
inherent uncertainty in future locations, achieving low latency requires combining partially
precomputed results with on demand results at the future location. This is typically not
possible for situational information, e.g., an average speed cannot be calculated for a
future location without tailoring the combination towards this operation.
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Proactive CEP systems allow users to predict a future event to prevent severe problems,
e.g., to avoid traffic congestion by adjusting variable speed signs [ABB+14], which is
orthogonal to our approach of reactively detecting situations.
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented a mobility-aware CEP system that delivers complex
event streams depending on a dynamically changing interest of a consumer. The system
only processes event streams of interest to a consumer and this way avoids the overhead
imposed by a predeployment of operators. Furthermore, we have introduced a mobility-
aware delivery semantics that ensures for a query and each of its ranges to produce
a maximum covering sequence. Event streams exhibit a well defined order in which
events are delivered to consumers respecting the order of range updates and ensure the
preservation of the chronological time order between updates. We have shown that the
delivery semantics can be realized cost efficiently by relying on the properties of the
proposed event execution model, which partitions incoming event streams in separate
selection windows, and the spatio-temporal overlap of a consumer’s interest.
Moreover, we also discussed the latency bottleneck of streaming and processing his-
torical atomic events that need to be processed in order to detect historical situational
information before it becomes of interest to a consumer. To this end, we have proposed
methods to address the problems caused by this delay. The metrics of interest that we
improved are the precision and recall with respect to atomic events for dynamic interest
queries. To this end, we proposed a method for opportunistic computation of historical
events, including a pipelining method to look several steps into the future and an op-
portunistic computing method that over-provisions operator graphs to compensate for
partially inaccurate location prediction results.
The evaluation of our system by simulations indicate that our mechanisms can greatly
improve the bandwidth usage, reduce the required computing resources, and increase
the latency for delivering historical events in MSA scenarios. The number of streamed
events—a key performance indicator for the bandwidth required to stream events and
computing resources required to process events—in a traffic scenario can be reduced by
up to 99.9% using our mechanisms of reconfiguring operator graphs. This result lets us
conclude that more than 1, 000 vehicles need to be interested in the very same situation
in this setting to justify predeploying operator graphs. Moreover, our evaluation results
suggest that by slightly reducing the quality of delivered complex events, in terms of
precision and recall, it is possible to greatly improve the system performance of a CEP
system. For instance, consumers accepting a precision of 0.8 in a traffic scenario allow our
system to further reduce the number of streamed events by a factor of 2 and to achieve a
near zero latency when delivering historical situational information.
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This chapter’s focus is on approaches to deploy operator graphs in large-scale, geo-
distributed infrastructures. For example, virtualized computing infrastructures like
clouds or fogs.
In Distributed CEP (DCEP) [PSB04], research [PLS+06, RDR11] has shown that the
placement of operators—the concrete assignment of a computing node to execute an
operator—has a significant impact on important performance metrics, e.g., end-to-end
latency and network utilization. However, in MCEP systems, where consumers and
sensors are mobile, bandwidth and latency of streams are expected to change frequently
with continuous location updates. For example, the number of available camera streams
close to a focal object or the latency between the access point of a mobile sensor and the
computing node where an operator is placed varies. To ensure the system’s performance
it has to constantly adapt the placement through migrations to new computing nodes that
are topologically closer to sources and consumers.
Each migration comes with a cost, because operators are associated with local state,
e.g., a cached portion of the event stream or a street map. This state can accumulate
up to several gigabytes of data [SM11] that have to be transferred during a migration.
Frequently performing migrations to find better placements thus can significantly decrease
system performance. For example, migrating gigabytes of state with each cell change of a
consumer in a GSM network, while only several megabytes of data are streamed to and
from operators increases the network utilization. Moreover, operators need to be stopped
during the migration and are not operative during a migration from one computing node
to another. In context of a video stream operator one can observe a delay of several
seconds [OMK14].
We propose to address this problem with the MigCEP live migration system that
supports operator migrations in our MCEP system. In particular, methods are proposed
in order to maintain low end-to-end latencies while reducing the network utilization.
These methods exploit application knowledge of the MCEP system and predicted mobility
patterns to plan the migration ahead of time. First, it allows the system to amortize
the migration costs by selecting migration targets that ensure a low expected network
utilization for a sufficiently long time. Second, it allows the system to serialize the operator
for the migration and migrating parts of the operator a priori in away where unnecessary
events are not migrated and bandwidth is reduced. In more detail, the contributions,
based on findings that are published in [OKRR13] and [OKR+14a], are:
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Figure 4.1: CEP operator graph that contains individual sources.
1. The definition of a probabilistic data structure, called Migration Plan (plan), which
defines future target computing nodes and times for the migration, and a distributed
algorithm to create such plans.
2. A migration algorithm, which uses a plan to minimize the network utilization while
keeping the end-to-end latency below a threshold.
3. An analysis and evaluation study of the cost imposed by the creation and execution
of a plan and its benefits.
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.1 introduces the
underlying system model and Section 4.2 clarifies the problem. We present in Section 4.3
our plan-based migration approach and in Section 4.4 we describe how this approach is
implemented in a demonstration scenario. In Section 4.5 we present findings from our
analysis. The approach’s evaluation is presented in Section 4.6. Section 4.7 discusses
related work before we conclude the chapter in Section 4.8.
4.1 System Model
To support a broader range of CEP queries than MCEP queries, sources src ∈ D of an
operator graph G are not restricted to reflect processing interests as in previous chapters,
but can also represent individual mobile sensors. This means that operator graphs do
not necessarily need to be reconfigured according to the location of the consumer. For
example, Figure 4.1 depicts an operator graph that can detect the number of friends that
were closer than 1 km to a consumer u over the last hour regarding the distances given by
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a street map. Atomic events are location updates of users, associated with a source-specific
identifier (id), which are streamed to ωD to calculate the individual distances between a
friend and u. Operator ωF then counts the number of distances smaller than 1 km with
disjoint source-ids and publishes the result on a social platform or the mobile device of
the consumer.
Recall, the correlation function fω of an operator ω ∈ G detects events on deterministi-
cally ordered event streams. Events of those streams are managed in a set of dedicated
buffers B. The number of buffered events in B depends on the operators’ semantics, which
determines the selection and consumption of events from the queues. We refer to these
dynamically changing queues as mutable state, while the immutable state of an operator is
the part of the operator that is read-only for fω, rarely changed, and fixed in size. For
example, the map of ωD, a database for face recognition, or the executable code of the
operator. Note, operators might dynamically load context-dependent immutable state,
like the map depending on the friend’s location, which, however, is also fixed in size.
Intermediate results, i.e., states of variables in an operator’s implementation, are denoted
as computational state.
4.2 Problem Description
A placement Φts,te is the assignment of operators ω ∈ G, of a given operator graph G, to
brokers in between time ts to time te. When a mobile source or consumer connects via
new access-points to new leaf brokers the end-to-end latencies and the network utilization
can increase since now more brokers are potentially involved in transferring event streams.
For example, when the source in Figure 4.2 changes its connection from the leaf broker
b1 to b2, it also means that from now on all streams for ωD, placed on b1, have to be
transferred from b2 to b1, possibly over multiple steps in the broker hierarchy. In order to
improve the system performance, the system has to adapt the placement Φi = Φts,te at
time te to a new placement Φi+1 via migrations Mj, .., Mk of one or multiple operators. To
reduce the network utilization imposed by keeping ωD at b1 the system migrates ωD to
b2, which can also affect the placement of ωF.
Note, that also migrations themselves may impose a significant cost in terms of network
utilization, given that a migration requires transferring the whole state of an operator to a
new migration target which can be as large as several gigabytes. Therefore, it is important
to account for those costs when performing a migration. Instead of always deploying the
best possible placement, a placement should only be deployed if its migration costs can
be amortized by the gain of the next placement. This gain depends on many dynamic
parameters such as the mobility of sources and consumers as well as the actual workload
of the event processing system.
The decision to initiate a migration may also be unavoidable in some cases for ensuring
the responsiveness of the CEP system, e.g., to allow users to respond to traffic situations
immediately. In this case, the global end-to-end latency has to stay, at least on average,
below a consumer-defined restriction LRu. In particular, it has to stay below the restriction
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on all paths in G from any source srci ∈ D to a consumer u ∈ U. On these paths, the
detection is delayed due to communication delays between neighboring operators and
the computational delay, the time that an operator requires to process a new input event.
When preserving latency constraints it is also important to consider the downtime of
operators during migrations, as a consequence of having to halt an operator and start
it again at the migration target. When all state is already available on the migration
target at the migration time we achieve a minimal downtime, since the operator can start
processing immediately. Consider, for example, in Figure 4.2, the map and event streams
can already be transferred to b2 before the source connects to b2 and the operator ωD has
to be migrated to b2. However, uncertain future locations of the source may lead to a
situation where the network utilization is increased because the state is copied to b2 but
the source never connects to b2 and a migration is unnecessary. This requires to migrate
the operator and its state to future placements where the expected network utilization is
low.
The mobile migration problem addressed in this chapter is to find a sequence of placements
Φ1,Φ2, ...,Φp and Migrations M1, M2, ..., Mm for an operator graph G in a broker hierarchy,
where the overall network utilization is low and the consumer defined latency restriction
is met. More formally, we consider the average bandwidth-delay product during a time
interval as the metric to express network utilization. Let bdp(Φi) be the sum over the
average bandwidth-delay product of links in the broker network in a placement Φi. Then,
the placement cost for streaming events and control messages like heartbeats in G between
time ts and te is Cpla(Φi) = bdp(Φi) ∗ (te − ts). We can define the migration cost Cmig(Mj)
for transferring the operators’ states for each migration Mj, accordingly. Furthermore, let
d(srci, u) be the end-to-end latency from any source srci ∈ D to any consumer u ∈ U over
a path (ω1,ω2, ...,ωn) in the operator graph.
An optimal sequence of migrations is found if the overall costs are minimal, i.e., :
1) Ctot = ∑
p
i=0 Cpla(Φi) +∑
m
i=0 Cmig(Mi) is minimal
subject to
2) ∀u ∈ U : ∑|D|i=0 d(srci, u) ≤ LRu at all time
4.3 Plan-based Migration and Placement
The mobile migration problem needs to be approached in an online-fashion, since many
dynamics influence the overall costs, like the continuously changing locations and there-
fore access-points of mobile sources or the network latency between brokers. Any
appropriate online approach requires that a MCEP system needs to repeatedly perform
several tasks at run-time. Based on monitored values, e.g., a trajectory spanned by the
most recent locations of a mobile source, the MCEP system needs to decide at which time
operators of the operator graph need to migrate and to which broker they need to migrate
to. Moreover, the MCEP system needs to actually implement the migration.
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Figure 4.2: Overview of migration steps
Two basic approach directions can be considered when deciding at which time operators
need to migrate to which broker: a reactive and a proactive approach. The reactive approach
springs into action when the system performance is reduced due to recent changes in the
MCEP system, e.g., when location changes indicate a new access-point of a mobile source
and the network utilization has risen above a threshold. The MCEP system then reacts by
finding a new placement which mends the inefficiencies. However, this means that the
system performance remains low during the execution time of the migration. A proactive
approach finds future placements based on predictions of consumer and source locations
and the expected number of events streamed in an operator graph. This approach allows
MCEP systems to initiate the migrations in time so that latency constraints are met and the
anticipated network utilization is low. The downside of this approach is that predictions
are uncertain. In a worst case, e.g., when consumers or sources move in the opposite
direction of the prediction, the operator is migrated to a broker that does not ensure the
latency constraint and increases the overall network utilization.
We use a proactive approach due to its prospects of keeping latencies and the network
utilization low. MCEP’s migration system assigns a dynamically updated Migration
Plan (plan) to each operator. The plan defines for an operator a set of future brokers as
migration targets, a deadline by when the operator needs to be ready to execute at its
migration target, and a time when the migration will be initiated such that the migration
deadline can be met. Furthermore, we incorporate aspects of the reactive approach by
taking action when latency restrictions are no longer fulfilled or location predictions
deviate beyond a threshold from actual locations of consumers and sources.
To avoid a downtime during the migration of operators, we use a live-migration
approach to implement the migration. The original broker of an operator keeps processing
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until all relevant state is transferred to the target broker of the migration. In particular,
our system triggers transferring state to the target broker before the migration occurs.
This way, our system can instantly switch to the target broker when needed.
In this section, we first give an overview over our approach (see Section 4.3.1). We
then propose a simple model for a plan that triggers migrations at discrete time steps
(see Section 4.3.2) and later show how to create an operator’s plan based on the plans of
its neighbors in the operator graph. Furthermore, we will show how to refine the basic
mechanisms to deal with the inherent uncertainties which follow from the mobility of
sources and consumers, variations in the workload, and resource usage in the broker
hierarchy (see Section 4.3.3). We conclude this section by describing an algorithm that
uses plans to execute a migration (see Section 4.3.4).
4.3.1 Approach Overview
We now give an overview over our plan-based approach to the mobile migration problem,
which boils down to two operations: the plan creation to determine and update the
operator’s plans and a plan execution to implement the live-migration.
A plan can be executed and determined using either centralized or decentralized
algorithms. Centralized algorithms have global knowledge about the network and the
operator graph, i.e., its utilization, latencies between brokers, the placement of each
operator, and the workload. Decentralized algorithms have only partial knowledge,
i.e., for an operator ω hosted on broker b they only know about latencies between some
brokers in the network and only know about the placement of operators that are connected
over a stream to ω. Similar to the findings about centralized and decentralized placement
algorithms [LLS08], we argue and show in Section 4.5 that centralized algorithms are
vulnerable to scalability issues. To this end, we propose a decentralized algorithm.
In particular, each operator determines and executes its own plan locally at the broker it
is currently placed at. Such plans, when executed, reduce the expected local placement and
migration costs in order to reduce the expected overall placement and migration costs. The
local placement costs of an operator ω in our previously defined cost metric are the sum of
the average bandwidth-delay products between ω and each of its neighbors ω′ ∈ ΩN(ω)
in the operator graph over a time interval [ts, te], i.e., CPla(ω) = ∑ω′∈ΩN(ω) bdp(ω,ω
′)(te−
ts). The local migration costs (CMig(ω)) are the average bandwidth-delay products for
transferring the operator’s state during a time interval [ts, te] to a future migration
target. Moreover, these plans adhere local latency restrictions, i.e., they ensure that
the computational delay at the operator’s future placements and the network delay to
neighbors in the operator graph stays in average below a threshold.
Plan creation. Our system reacts to changes, like variations in the latency of an event
stream due to a changed access-point of a vehicle, by creating a new plan for each operator
connected to the event stream. In particular, it estimates the local migration and placement
costs for multiple possible future migration targets of the operator. The plan is then
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created by selecting the migration targets that expose the lowest expected migration and
placement costs and ensure the overall latency restrictions. For example, ωD depicted in
Figure 4.2 anticipates that the expected costs are lower for migrating at time t to b2 than
for staying at b1 since the vehicle will change its connection.
In order to be able to estimate these costs, an operator ω continuously anticipates the
load of event streams and latencies between the operators connected to ω in the MCEP
system. Operator ω also maintains a copy of the plans of each of its neighbors in the
operator graph. The event load on links is estimated on average over the most recent
traffic measurements or, in case of MCEP queries, based on the most recent atomic events
in the expected future processing interest, while latencies can be estimated via regular
ping messages between neighbors or using Vivaldi Coordinates [DCKM04]. The plan
of the neighbor in the operator graph allows our algorithm to determine if a neighbor
is placed on a different broker than ω in the future and causes network traffic, e.g., by
streaming events from b2 to b3 in the example.
Leaf operators also need to account for the uncontrollable movements of consumers
and sources when determining a plan. To this end, our system additionally considers
non-executable plans, which describe the future connection patterns of mobile sources or
consumers. In our example in Figure 4.2, this is the pattern of the vehicle, which is first
connected to broker b1 and then migrates its connection to b2. Our system anticipates
such patterns for sources in regular intervals by predicting future locations and therefore
access points of the mobile consumer or source. Such predictions rely on well-known
methods like dead reckoning [WSCY99].
A plan created by an operator like ωD in our example directly affects the plan creation
of neighbors like ωF. For example, since ωD plans to migrate at t to b2, the network
latency increases for the event stream connecting ωF and ωD. To this end, operators enter
a recursive plan coordination step: Neighbors in the operator graph exchange plans until a
stop criterion is reached. For example, ωD sends the new plan to ωF, which triggers a
plan creation at the receiver. If ωF’s plan changes as a result, it also enters a coordination
step and sends ωD and other neighbors this new plan. This continues until both plans
are stable, i.e., do not change in the plan creation step. Finally, operators reserve their
anticipated resources (e.g., the bandwidth) on all migration targets in the plans to ensure
the feasibility of the plan, e.g., ωD reserves resources on b2.
Plan execution. When a migration needs to be initiated for an operator according to the
plan, the live migration system begins by first copying the execution environment and
immutable state (step (1) in Figure 4.2). Then it transfers the relevant mutable state, which
is required for future selections when the operator starts executing at the migration target
(e.g., only one of three possible events in step (2)). Since this state allows to recompute
computational state at the target, we don’t need to transfer computational state. In the
meantime, the operator will continue to execute at its original placement until the transfer
of state has been completed. Finally, at the times indicated in the plan, events are streamed
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to the new placement (step (3)) and the resources in use by an operator at its original host
are released (step (4)).
4.3.2 Basic Migration Plans
The quality of a created plan depends on the accuracy of the anticipated information
about the event loads, latencies, and locations; in fact unforeseen behavior may degrade
the performance properties of our system and in the worst case even violate constraints.
For now, however, to understand the basic principle of the proposed migration scheme
we will treat this information as if it was accurate.
Defining and creating a plan is still challenging in this simplified setting. Each plan
of an operator highly depends on the future placements and migrations covered by its
neighbor’s plan. For example, ωF’s plan can be found when our system knows that ωD
of Figure 4.2 migrates at t to b2, stays there for at least 30 s, and sends events with a
cumulative size of 30 MB to ωF. In fact, this implies a migration of ωF at t to b2, since
by migrating ωF’s state of 25 MB, the costs for streaming events from ωD to ωF can be
averted. Observe, however, that knowing about more migrations of ωD helps to make
a better migration decision for ωF. For instance, when ωD migrates back to b1 after
35 s, ωF could have stayed at b3 (the former optimal placement while ωD was hosted
at b1) to avoid migration costs back and forth. Furthermore, for scalability, ωF must
locally decide if the network latency between ωF and its neighbors like ωD as well as
its processing latency still obliges the global latency restriction LRu. Moreover, in many
cases it is practically not feasible to consider all brokers of a large-scale network at all
times as future migration targets of an operator for a plan. In addition, plans of operators
need to be deterministically coordinated. Recall, ωF and ωD exchange their plans, since
the creation of each of these plans depends on the other plan. However, neighbors in
the operator graph can create plans in parallel, which can lead to cycles if not carefully
considered, e.g., ωD and ωF constantly decide to migrate to the others host.
In this context we will therefore answer:
• How far and at which granularity do we have to plan migrations ahead?
• What are possible migration targets that can be incorporated in the migration plan
of a single operator without hurting the overall latency restriction?
• How should the migrations of multiple operators be best coordinated?
We address this by first proposing the basic Migration Plan model, which allows
studying migrations at varying granularities. In order to select possible migration targets,
we propose the time graph model, that allows finding migration targets, depending on the
plans of other operators. The proposed coordination algorithm negotiates the plans with
dependent operators and migration targets, in order to find minimum cost plans for each
operator and reserve resources to ensure the execution of an operator at all times.
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Figure 4.3: Basic Migration Plan for ωD. At the time steps ts1 and ts2 it is hosted at b1. The
node for ts3 is exemplary labeled with the expected placement. At ts3 ωD is
anticipated to be hosted at b2. The average bandwidth for streaming outgoing
events between ts1 and ts2 is 1 MB. Immutable state and the incoming queues
of ωD need to be migrated from ts1 on to b2.
Data Structures
We now focus on the relevant models for the plan-based migration approach. First, we
clarify the plan’s model. Second, we introduce our model for local latency restrictions
which allows our system to ensure the overall latency restriction LRu. Third, we detail
a data structure, called time graph, which is used to create an operator’s plan. In a
subsequent section, we will detail algorithms to create these data structures.
Migration Plan Model. A plan describes the upcoming migration behavior of an operator
ω, determining when it is going to be hosted at which broker, as well as its expected
resource requirements. In other words, it is the trajectory of an operator in the broker
hierarchy. As depicted in Figure 4.3 for ωD of the example, the plan provides an expected
placement of an operator for a sequence of discrete time steps tsi ∈ TS = {ts0, ..., tsmaxt}.
An expected placement is a quadruple ep = (Ho,BW, tim, TB). Ho is the expected host of
the operator, e.g., broker b1 or b2. BW is the average expected bandwidth of the operator’s
outgoing stream, e.g., 1 MB in the time period between ts1 and ts2. The time tim is the
one at which the transfer of immutable state has to be initiated, e.g., at ts1 from b1 to b2.
TB is a set of deterministic starting points for each buffer in B from which events on the
mutable state has to be transferred, e.g., all events with a timestamps greater than ts1
from ωD’s incoming buffer for source streams.
Since consumers and sources are constantly connected to leaf brokers, we can use the
same abstraction to model and share their movements. For example, the plan indicates
for a mobile sensor to which leaf broker it will be connected to and the expected size of
its sensor stream. The only difference for dynamic interest queries is that range queries
with respect to processing interests can span several leaf broker, which requires extending
ep by capturing Ho and BW as a set of hosts and bandwidths.
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Figure 4.4: Timegraph Example for ωD. Vertices represent possible future placements
of operators at brokers. Edges represent possible future migrations between
hosts. Vertices which represent future placements that are not expected to
ensure the latency restriction like vm−3 are omitted from the time graph.
Latency Restriction Model. Our system supports a simple latency restriction model
which allows operators to ensure locally that the global latency restriction LRu is met.
In particular, it relies on the observation that the sum of all delays on a path from a
source to a consumer in the operator graph makes up the overall end-to-end delay. In
turn, the global latency restriction can be decomposed into local latency restrictions for
each operator and stream on an existing path from a source to a consumer. For example,
let 9 ms be the overall restriction. Moreover, ωF and ωD from the example depicted in
Figure 4.2 are assigned a local latency restriction of 3 ms and streams like the one from
ωD to ωF are assigned a restriction of 1 ms. Any placement of ωD where its host ensures
an average processing delay below 3 ms, an average network delay below 1 ms to the
host of ωF, and an average network delay below 1 ms to the source ensures the global
latency restriction LRu. The model allows for sophisticated algorithms that trade latency
restrictions which, however, are not in the focus of this work, e.g., if ωD is hosted on a
computational powerful host it could give 1 ms of its restriction to the stream.
Time Graph. The time graph = {Vtg, DEtg} (see Figure 4.4) is a data-structure that allows
for each individual operator ω to identify costs and durations of future migrations and
placements. Note, that even not performing a migration imposes a cost by streaming
events over the in- and outgoing streams. The time graph for a single operator G ∈ Ω
comprises migration targets which are suitable to fulfill the constraints of a placement.
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Each vertex vtg ∈ Vtg represents the possible placement of ω at a broker b, starting
at time step tsi ∈ TS and ending at the next time step tsi+1 ∈ TS. For example vertex
v1 in Figure 4.4 is labeled with b1 at ts1, which represents the placement at broker b1
starting at ts1. Two special vertices which do not indicate future placements, labeled as
starttg and stoptg in Figure 4.4, represent the start and end of all possible sequences of
migrations and placements. The absence of vertices at time-steps, e.g., vm−3, indicates that
the corresponding broker does not have enough resources to execute ω or is not expected
to preserve the latency restriction at that time step.
Each directed edge detg = (vj, vk) ∈ DEtg represents the migration between brokers
or no migration if detg connects the same broker. Furthermore, an edge indicates that a
migration starting at time step tsj of vj is expected to be completed at time step tsk of
vk. For example, when the migration from b3 to b4 is started at time ts1, then all state is
expected to be transferred by ts3 and ω can start processing.
The edge weight wj,k of (vj, vk) ∈ DEtg represents the costs that are expected to occur
in the time interval [tsj, tsk)—the average bandwidth-delay products weighted with that
interval (see Section 4.2). This comprises the expected migration costs CMig(vj, vk), the
costs for transferring state from the broker represented by vj to the broker represented
by vk. These costs depend on the anticipated size of ω’s state as well as the bandwidth
and the pair-wise network latency between all brokers involved in the migration. It also
comprises the expected placement costs Cpla(vtg) at the broker of vj during [tsj, tsk), i.e.,
the costs for transferring events over a network link from and to expected placements
of neighbors of ω during that time. The latter costs depend on the anticipated size and
number of events as well as the bandwidth and the pair-wise network latency between all
brokers involved in transferring these events according to the expected future placements
of neighbors in the operator graph. To this end, the costs vary with the placement and
connection of a neighbor, e.g., it changes drastically for all vertices at ts1 since this time
step coincides with the time when the vehicle in Figure 4.2 changes its access point.
The edge weight of 1 MBs between two subsequent vertices of b1 are the placement
costs during that time step, e.g., the accumulated size of transferred events is expected
to be 1 MB when the time span between subsequent time steps is one second. Note
that the placement costs are not only considered in the case that an edge represents no
migration, but also if it represents a migration. This is because ω still processes events at
the previous broker, while the migration happens in the background. The edge weight
of 20 MBs between v3 and v8 comprises the placement costs of 4 MBs, since ω will still
process events at b3 until the migration of ω’s state has finished at ts3 on b4. In addition,
it comprises migration costs of 18 MBs for transferring state from b3 to b4.
Migration Plan Creation for Consumers and Sources
Recall, non-executable plans of mobile objects convey the predicted movement of con-
sumers, sources, or focal objects in a unified way. These plans are the input to the plan
creation of leaf operators like ωD in Figure 4.2 and this way initiate a mobility-aware
planning of migrations and placements. Our system creates the non-executable plans on
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Algorithm 4.1 Creating a Migration Plan
1: Requires: ω //operator
2: Defines: stable_plan, tmp_plan, neighbor_plans, TG← ∅
3: upon trigger generate_plan( )
4: if not_in_await_state() then
5: await not_wait_for_feedback() ∧ no_target_coordination() //in await state
6: TG← create_time_graph()
7: path← determine_shortest_path(TG)
8: plan← create_initial_plan(path)
9: if plan deviates from tmp_plan then
10: tmp_plan← plan
11: trigger send plan_updated_msg(plan) to all neighbors of ω
12: else
13: try_init_target_coordination()
14: end if
15: end if
16: end
17: upon timeout(timer in regular intervals)
18: if check_monitoring() ∨ check_latency_restriction() then
19: trigger generate_plan()
20: end if
21: end
behalf of mobile objects. In particular, the plan creation for a source and a consumer is
triggered after the initial deployment of an operator graph. Afterwards, the plan creation
is triggered when |TS| time steps have passed since the last plan creation, or connection
patterns to leaf brokers and streaming patterns of sensor streams deviate from the ones
recorded in the plan. TS is a set of time steps, a system parameter, and can be tuned by a
system administrator for situations where knowing about more leaf brokers to which the
consumer or source will connect to allows to create better plans for a leaf operator.
If the future connection patterns and streaming patterns are known beforehand, a
plan for a consumer or source comprises for each time step tsi ∈ TS, starting from
the current time now on, exactly one expected placement ep. For each time step tsi
the expected host (Ho(ep)) is set to the leaf broker of the consumer or source at time
tsi +now and the expected bandwidth is determined from the streaming patterns (BW(ep)).
By approximating the time th for a hand-over between subsequent leaf brokers of the
connection pattern tim(ep) can be set to tsi + now− th, while each tB ∈ TB(ep) is set to
tsi + now.
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Migration Plan Creation for Operators
We now detail a distributed algorithm for the creation of a basic executable plan for
an individual operator ω. We first outline the basic algorithmic steps by means of
Algorithm 4.1. The plan creation algorithm finds a shortest weighted path in a time
graph (TG) that is local to ω and generates an executable plan (stable_plan) from this
path. We then focus on how the time graph is created to model various combinations
of future placements and migrations (see Algorithm 4.2) and the rules to transform a
shortest weighted path to a plan. The time graph is maintained using, among other
predictions, the set of plans from all neighbors in the operator graph (neighbor_plans),
which allows our system to calculate costs at discrete future time steps based on the
neighbors’ expected placements at that time. In turn, ω’s plan is used to maintain a time
graph for each of ω’s neighbors in the operator graph. To this end, this section also details
the exchange of plans between ω and its neighbors as part of the plan coordination. To
ensure that migration targets have sufficient resources, our system also reserves resources
at those migration targets.
Basic Algorithm. The first plan is created after the deployment of an operator. After-
wards, the plan creation is triggered concurrently when latency restrictions are no longer
preserved on the current broker, predictions on the outgoing bandwidth and collected
latencies deviate beyond a threshold (Lines 17-21) from previous predictions, or the plan
of the neighboring operators changes (Algorithm 4.3).
In the first step of the plan generation the time graph is created, which models the
expected placement and migration costs for this operator for the next TS time steps
(Line 6)—TS is a tuneable system parameter. The operator graph’s organization allows us
in a subsequent step to find an initial plan by determining the shortest path. This path
contains a sequence of migration targets and times to migrate between them, where the
expected overall network utilization is low and the latency restrictions are expected to
be preserved (Lines 7-8). We replace a previous executable plan with the newly found
plan only if this new plan deviates in the expected placements at any time step and
has lower expected placement and migration costs for the next |TS| time steps (Line 9).
However, before implementing the new plan it is consolidated by coordinating it with the
neighboring operators (Line 11) and the brokers that are selected as migration targets.
Migration targets might not have enough resources to execute the plan or neighbors
adapt their own plan due to the plan that is to be consolidated. In both cases another
iteration of the plan generation is triggered (Algorithm 4.3).
Impact of TS on the shortest path: A large TS induces a high uncertainty for time steps
that are far in the future. Note, however, in a time graph edge weights that include
migration costs are typically higher than for edges between the same broker, since both
migration costs and placement costs are included. For example, the migration represented
by the edge from v3 to v8 in Figure 4.3 has a weight of 20 MBs, while the combined weight
of the edges combining v3 over v6 to v9 is 4 MBs. Therefore it is unlikely that an edge
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Algorithm 4.2 Time Graph Maintenance
1: Requires: neighbor plans NP, anticipated event load AL, latencies LT, and broker BR
2: Defines: Time-graph TG = {VTG, DETG}
3: function createTimeGraph()
4: Targets← get_possible_targets(NP, AL, BR)
5: TG← create_start_and_stop_vertex()
6: for all ts ∈ {t + now|t ∈ TS} do
7: enforce_restrictions← false
8: repeat
9: for all b ∈ Targets : should_create_vertex(b, ts, enforce_restrictions, NP, LT) do
10: VTG ← VTG ∪ {(b, ts)} //create vertex for b at ts
11: for all bp ∈ Targets : edge_condition(TG, bp, b, ts, tsmig(bp, b)) do
12: de← ((bp, tsmig(bp, b)), (b, ts)) //create edge spanning migration
13: DETG ← DETG ∪ {de} //add edge to time graph
14: TS′ ← {t′|t′ ∈ TS∧ (tsmig(bp, b) ≤ t′ < ts+ now)}
15: wde ← CMig(de) +∑t′∈TS′ CPla(bp, t′, NP, AL) //calculate edge weight
16: end for
17: end for
18: enforce_restrictions← true
19: until ∃(∗, ts) ∈ VTG
20: if @(∗, ts) ∈ VTG : reached(∗, ts) then
21: TG ← add_from_preceiding_TS(TG, ts, TS)
22: end if
23: end for
24: return TG
25: end
from any broker bi to another broker bj is considered for the shortest path if only few time
steps are included, even if a potential migration target promises lower placement costs.
For instance, if the time graph in the example would stop after ts3, the migration from b1
to b2 would not be captured by the shortest path, which would include v4 instead of v5.
To this end, TS needs to be configured according to the scenario by a domain expert.
Maintaining the time graph. Algorithm 4.2 outlines the creation of the time graph TG.
The algorithm relies on the current set of plans from neighbors in the operator graph (NP)
and anticipated event loads (AL) for streams to these neighbors, which allows our system
to calculate costs based on future placements of the neighbors. Additionally, pair-wise
latencies (AL) between topological close brokers allow our system to anticipate if local
latency restrictions are met. Furthermore, anticipated resources on these brokers (BR)
allow our system to ensure that sufficient resources are available to host the operator.
At first, a set of brokers that have in general enough resources to execute the operator
are selected as possible future migration targets (Line 4). Then it populates an empty
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graph with the start and a stop vertex (Line 5).
In the following steps vertices for each combination of discrete time steps TS, starting
at the current time now, and possible migration targets (Targets) are created (Lines 6-23).
However, vertices are omitted when the associated broker comes not into consideration to
host an operator at ts (e.g., vm−3 in Figure 4.4). This is the case when latency restrictions
are not expected to be preserved according to the operator’s neighbors placement in their
respective plan. It is also the case if a local information on the migration targets expected
available resources indicates that not enough resources to execute the operator at the
potential migration target are available.
When the vertex v = (b, ts) is created, the algorithm anticipates which migrations are
possible and which previously created vertices are therefore connected to v over a directed
edge (Lines 11-16). This requires to estimate the size of the mutable state, according to the
average size of the buffers and the time tmig that it takes to migrate all state between any
possible host bp and the host b of v. Since tmig may span over more than one time step,
the vertex that represents bp at time ts− tmig and is labeled (bp, tsmig(b, bp)), is selected as
source of the edge de. However, the operator has to continue its execution at bp during
the migration, which means that all vertices labeled with bp between tsmig(b, bp) and ts
have to exist (Line 15).
The weight of this new edge de is the sum of the placement costs Cpla(v′) of all vertices
v′ = (bp, t′) representing bp during the time steps spanned by de—the sum over the average
bandwidth-delay product between bp and the expected placement from the neighbors
plan weighted with the time intervals during the given time steps—and migration cost
CMig(de) between bp and b (see Line 15). Note that edges that connect vertices which are
labeled with the same broker and therefore do not indicate a migration are considered a
special case, where the migration costs are zero.
The time graph can be partitioned due to omitted vertices, and, as a result, no
shortest path and plan can be found by Algorithm 4.1. To overcome such situations, we
purposefully break latency restrictions. If no vertex is found that is expected to assure
the latency restriction for a time step ts (Line 19), vertices are created for brokers that are
either expected to preserve the latency restriction for at least one incoming or outgoing
stream of ω or have been selected by previous plans to host ω. Moreover, to ensure that
at least one vertex is reachable in each time step, i.e., at least one connected path from
starttg to a vertex of the time step exists, the algorithm tracks the reachability starting
from starttg. To this end, vertices are marked reachable if they have an edge originating
at starttg or an edge originating at a vertex that has been marked as reachable. If no
vertex is marked as reachable for a time step, we ensure that at least one connected
path from starttg to stoptg exists. In particular, we add a vertex v
′ for any broker that is
represented by a reachable vertex v in the immediately preceiding time step and add an
edge (v, v′)(see Line 20).
Properties: The number of brokers that are selected in Line 4 of Algorithm 4.2 has a
severe impact on the performance of the live-migration system. Modeling all brokers, in
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a large-scale scenario with thousands of broker, is computationally costly, because the
number of vertices and edges grows cubically. The number of vertices, per time step in the
time-graph, grows linearly within each time step with the number of brokers nb, thus the
complexity is O(nb |TS|). More severe is the number of edges, which grows quadratically
per time step, because we connect each broker with all other brokers of the next time step.
Thus the complexity is O(n2b |TS|), which is cubic if the number of brokers nb equals |TS|.
Furthermore, each broker has to acquire information about the latency, bandwidth and
available resources of these brokers, to determine the placement costs, which can only be
determined by regularly sending messages between the broker.
Although selecting all brokers as migration targets gives a near-optimal solution to
the mobile migration problem if the prediction is perfect, we decrease the network and
computation costs by only selecting the most relevant brokers. To increase the scalability,
we utilize the spatial-temporal locality property. Mobile objects move only within local
bounds, e.g., do not connect to the system from London and seconds later from New York.
Hence, good future migration targets are found close to the current broker that hosts the
operator. Hence, each broker keeps coarse grained information on brokers responsible for
far away locations, and fine-grained information on nearby brokers.
Initial Migration Plan. In order to extract an initial plan (see Line 8 of Algorithm 4.1) we
find the shortest path in the time-graph (the dashed line in Figure 4.4). At each time step
of the shortest-path a broker is determined that represents the expected host (Ho(ep)) for
an expected placement ep of the plan. Expected values for the bandwidths (BW(ep)) are
taken from the bandwidth estimation for the operators outgoing stream. Furthermore, the
starting time for the migration of immutable state (tim(ep)) is computed for each time tsi
by subtracting the migration time tmig. The first event of each buffer in B (TB(ep)) is then
captured according to the window-model (see Chapter 3). Those windows determine
the set of events in each buffer that are required for the correlation at a discrete time,
therefore if we model the windows position at tsi we can approximate the first required
event from the windows bounds.
Coordination. Recall, since plans of operators are created based on plans of neighbors in
the operator graph, they inform one another about changed plans in a coordination step.
Such plans can convey an increase in the network distance with respect to the expected
placements in the neighbors’ plan. To this end, operators and their neighbors reevaluate
their plan based on the others changed plan until both found a plan with low expected
migration and placement costs. As a result of this neighbor coordination, mobility related
changes of leaf operators ripple deeper into the operator graph. For example, a changed
plan from the vehicle depicted in Figure 4.2 triggers the creation of a changed plan for
ωD, in turn, ωD informs ωF about its changed plan. To ensure that sufficient resources
are available at a migration target, ω needs to also coordinate the plan with them (target
coordination).
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Algorithm 4.3 Coordination of a Migration Plan
1: upon receive plan_updated_msg(plan) from neighbor ω′
2: neighborPlans[ω′]← plan
3: trigger generate_plan()
4: end
5: upon receive plan_acceptedMsg()
6: try_init_target_coordination()
7: end
8: function try_init_target_coordination()
9: if allFeedbackReceived() ∧ noPlanGeneration() then
10: check_need_send_plan_accepted_msg()
11: check_need_send_reservation_request(tmpPlan)
12: end if
13: end
14: upon receive reservation_reply_from_targets(tmpPlan)
15: if tmpPlan is executable on all targets then
16: stablePlan← tmpPlan
17: else
18: tmpPlan← ∅
19: trigger generate_plan()
20: end if
21: end
Neighbor coordination: An operator starts the coordination of plans by sending the new
plan to each neighbor (see Algorithm 4.1),1 e.g., ωD sends the plan depicted in Figure 4.3
to ωF. The operator waits (see Algorithm 4.3) until it received a feedback message from
each neighbor which indicates that they accept the new plan, i.e., the new plan does
not affect their current plan. Then it starts a coordination with the selected targets,
subsequently implements the new plan, and leaves this wait state (Lines 16-19). If the
new plan affects the current plan of a neighbor, their feedback is a changed plan. Note,
that we consider a plan that was sent concurrently by a neighbor like ωF and is still in
transmission when the plan coordination was started by an operator like ωD as feedback,
which, as we will discuss, is a prerequisite to avoid deadlocks.
When a neighbor receives a plan, it reevaluates its own plan before it decides on a
feedback (Line 3). If the newly determined plan deviates from the current plan, the
operator starts to coordinate its own plan, by sending a changed plan of its own as
feedback. Otherwise, the operator will send the feedback to all neighbors that recently
updated their plans that it accepts their plans (Line 10). To reduce the number of
coordination steps when neighbors concurrently generate plans, we ensure that a plan is
1Note, we assume a monitor semantic and each function is executed atomically.
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only generated if all feedback is available and the plan is not coordinated with migration
targets (Line 8). To avoid cycles when operators like ωF and ωD concurrently generate
new plans and constantly decide to migrate to the other’s expected placement due to the
other’s changed plans, we ensure that only one of the concurrently sent plans triggers
a plan reevaluation. In particular, we assign all operators in the operator graph unique
ids, e.g., id(ωF) = 1 and id(ωD)=2. This way, we can repress concurrently sent plans of
the operator with the lower id at the operator with the higher id. Only when ωF sends a
feedback to ωD as a result of the concurrently sent plan of ωD, ωD will reevalute its plan.
In the analysis we show that this coordination terminates.
Target coordination: The coordination with migration targets happens in two steps. First,
a request is sent to all migration targets, asking if (i) they have enough resources available
to host the operator (ii) they can ensure the local latency restrictions. If this is not the
case, the plan is rejected and re-evaluated at the initiator of the coordination, with a time
graph that does not create vertices for brokers that rejected the plan.
Although, these conditions are already checked when the time-graph is created, other
plans of other operators compete for the resources. Therefore, plans have to reserve the
resources at the migration target in a second step. This enables a broker to approximate
its future resource utilization. If the future migration targets specified in the plan can
execute the plan the resources are reserved and previous reservations of the previous
plan are revoked.
Stability: Updated plans of neighbors bear the potential to make the plan of an operator
unstable if the communication characteristics keep changing (e.g., diverging bandwidths)
and can not be perfectly predicted. For example, if the operator generates a new plan
with each location update of a source that instantly triggers a migration of an operator to
a new host, we arbitrarily increase the network utilization. To ensure that a plan does not
continuously change, only because of a small deviation in the measured bandwidth or
latency, edge weights are only replaced in a time-graph if these measurements change
beyond a threshold.
4.3.3 Uncertainty-aware Migration Plans
So far, we presented plans as sequences of definite placements. However, since these
sequences represent the predicted future, it comprises various uncertainties. Sources
and consumers can change their movement pattern, e.g., vehicles changing their routes,
or they hand-off between adjacent leaf broker at unexpected times. Data rates of event
streams can also vary, e.g., when an operator detects less events than expected.
The system’s possibilities to capture the future movement of mobile objects, highly
influences the accuracy of the anticipated connection pattern to a leaf broker. In the
remainder, we consider three possibilities to capture the future movement: a dead
reckoning based mechanism, a navigation system based mechanism, and a learning based
mechanism. Simple dead reckoning mechanisms predict future locations based on the
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direction and speed of the last few reported locations, which is typically only accurate for
nearby locations. Recall, leaf brokers are responsible for mobile objects in a distinct spatial
region (see Chapter 2). Therefore, the next sequence of leaf brokers and when a source
or consumer connects to them is highly uncertain. If the future path of a mobile source
or consumer from a navigation system is at hand, the system can accurately determine
the sequence of leaf brokers. However, it needs to predict the times when a mobile
object changes its connection to another leaf broker based on the expected velocity of
the vehicle. Learning typical connection patterns of vehicles between neighboring leaf
brokers also gives a more accurate view than dead reckoning. For example, while driving
on a highway vehicles will connect with high probability to the same sequence of leaf
broker that cover subsequent sections of that road and with a low probability take the
next exit that may require to connect to another leaf broker. A concrete exit, however, can
be known by a navigation system, making its determined path more accurate than the
learned connection pattern.
Since data rates of event streams can vary, it is possible that placing an operator ω at its
planned migration target imposes higher costs compared to an optimal placement. In case
the placement costs dominate over the migration costs, it is beneficial to stall the decision
for a concrete migration target until it is certain that the placement can be improved.
However, dependent operators, e.g., with large state, now require the information about
all possible migration targets of ω to plan their migrations.
In this context we have to answer:
• What is a meaningful representation of an uncertain connection and migration
pattern that can be used to model an uncertainty-aware plan?
• What are the best migration targets to incorporate into a plan that reflects uncertain
migrations?
We address the question of the uncertainty-aware representation by expanding the plan
to a Markov chain. The second one is addressed by a set of heuristics that aim to minimize
the expected overall migration and placement costs of a single operator.
Uncertainty-aware Migration Plan Model
An uncertainty-aware plan is represented as Markov chain, as depicted in Figure 4.5.
It allows for more than one expected placement at the same time step, connecting
adjacent time steps with probabilistic state-transitions. We distinguish two kinds of
uncertainty-aware plans. First, temporally skewed migrations, describe that instead of
migrating at a fixed time step a mobile consumer, mobile source, or operator will initiate
the migration within a temporal interval of discrete time steps. For example, a vehicle’s
connection change from broker b1 to b2 according to the plan in Figure 4.5 is performed
with probability 0.5 at time ts1 and with probability 0.5 at ts2. Second, spatially skewed
migrations, allow operators to describe multiple placement possibilities at the same time
step, e.g., if a transition from b1 at ts0 to b3 at ts1 in Figure 4.5 were included.
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Figure 4.5: Uncertainty-aware Migration Plan
Creating an Uncertainty-aware Migration Plan
This section covers how the system creates uncertainty-aware plans for a consumer or
source to indicate the possible future leaf brokers and its data rates. Furthermore, upon
receiving uncertainty-aware plans, an operator has to adapt its own plan. To this end, it
can select from a pool of policies that aim to minimize the expected bandwidth-delay
product but vary in their complexity.
Planning for consumers and sources
Dead reckoning methods and navigation systems provide a set of time-stamped uncertain
future locations2 for mobile sources and consumers. This allows us to determine the
expected placements ep of the plan for a set of future time steps tsi ∈ TS. Expected hosts
(Ho(ep)) are all future leaf brokers responsible for the future location at tsi. The average
over the monitored recent event traffic determines the expected bandwidth (BW(ep)).
Probabilities for state transitions from previous time steps tsi−1 are estimated based on
the proportion of the overlap of the uncertain location with the leaf brokers area weighted
by the extent of the uncertain location.
This method changes for learned connection patterns of consumers and sources. These
learned patterns describe how probable it is for a source or consumer to change its
connection to another leaf broker after it stayed connected for a certain amount of time to
its current leaf broker. The key idea is to maintain these patterns in a graph data structure
which allows our system to determine expected placements for plans by traversing the
graph.
In a graph representing learned connection patterns, each vertex represents a broker
and has edges to all vertices representing neighboring brokers the source or consumer
2Note, this can be a typical GPS normal distribution
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Figure 4.6: Learned connection patterns between b1,b2, and b3 are represented in a graph.
For example, all vehicles change their connection from b1 to b2 after an average
time of 2 s. A plan for the vehicular source can be created by traversing the
graph from the vertex representing b1.
can connect to next. A graph for an example depicted in Figure 4.6 would comprise three
vertices, one for each leaf broker (b1, b2, and b4), where b2’s vertex would be connected to
both neighboring brokers since passing vehicles first connect to b1, then b2, and then b3.
Each edge in the graph is annotated with the probability to change the connection and the
time a source or consumer is connected to a broker before it connects to the neighbor, e.g.,
a mobile object in our running example stays on average 2 s connected to broker b1 before
changing the connection to b2. To represent directional information, we also maintain
several edges with respect to previous brokers. This way, we can indicate for a connection
change from b2 to b4 that a mobile object’s connection must have changed to b2 from b1
and not b4 when vehicles drive along a road.
Such a graph can then be exploited to find a sequence of expected hosts Ho(ep) for
an uncertainty-aware plan. A simple algorithm follows paths in the graph sequentially
from broker to broker for |TS| time steps, starting from the current leaf broker of a mobile
source or consumer. For each following time step ts, the algorithm uses the annotated
times of the graph’s edges to identify which broker the mobile source or consumer can be
connected to and adds corresponding expected placements to a probabilistic plan. In our
example, the source is currently connected to b1. After a 5 s time step it is expected to
be connected to b2, since the vehicle stays connected with b1 for an average of 2 s. Since
after another 10 s time step the vehicle is expected to have changed the connection to
eihter b1 or b4, two expected placements are added. State transition probabilities of the
probabilistic plan are derived form the probability that a connection changes.
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Policies of operators
In the following section we present several policies to process and create uncertainty-aware
plans.
Naive Policy: Our naive approach exploits that neighboring operators in G of an operator
ω commit themselves to a finite number of expected placements and migrations with
their uncertain plans. Therefore, we identify for an operator ω all possible placements
and migrations based on the uncertain plans of its neighbors in the operator graph. In
particular, our approach is to decompose the probabilistic plans ω received from its
neighbors into basic plans. These plans allow our system to calculate near optimal basic
plans for ω for all distinct sequences of migrations and placements of the neighbors. A
composition of ω’s basic plans then represents the probabilistic plan for ω.
Observe, each sequence of state transitions in an operator’s probabilistic plan describes
exactly one possible sequence of placements and migrations. For example, if the vehicle
from our running example created the plan shown in Figure 4.5, it indicates to ωD to either
connect to b2 at time step ts1 or ts2. A probabilistic plan can therefore be decomposed
into individual basic plans for each sequence. For example, the vehicle’s decomposition
results in basic plans for the sequence seq1 = {b1,b2,b2} and sequence seq2 = {b1,b1,b2}.
The latter basic plan is structurally similar to the one depicted in Figure 4.3. The product
of all state transition probabilities of the sequence defines the probability that the neighbor
is actually following the specific plan, e.g., 0.5 for both example sequences.
For each combination of decomposed basic plans which comprises exactly one plan
of each neighbor of ω our system then determines a basic plan for ω using the method
described in Section 4.3.2. For example, consider ωD of our running example also
received a basic plan from ωF, comprising the sequence seq3 = {b3,b3,b3}, in addition
to the probabilistic plan depicted in Figure 4.5 from the vehicle. In this case, plans are
created for ωD by (i) using the combination of a plan represented by seq1 and a plan
represented by seq3 as well as (ii) using the combination of a plan represented by seq2 and
of a plan represented by seq3. Our system creates multiple time graphs to achieve this; in
particular, one time graph for each possible combination.
All shortest paths in the time graphs are then combined to a probabilistic plan for ω,
where each shortest path represents one sequence of state transitions in the resulting
plan. Each sequence’s probability depends on the probabilities of the decomposed plans
used to create it. Consider that the two resulting basic plans in the example comprise the
sequences seq4 = {b1,b1,b2} and seq5 = {b1,b2,b2}. Since the probability for ωF to follow
the basic plan is 1 and the probability of the source to connect according to the sequence
seq1, respectively seq2, is 0.5, each of those resulting sequences has the probability of 0.5
to represent the actual migration sequence of ωD. When both are combined to a single
plan it looks structurally similar to the plan Figure 4.5.
This policy is targeted at operators with small state, where short migration times allow
an operator to accurately follow the uncertain movement of a neighbor by creating an
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uncertain plan. However, it yields a high computational cost, because it requires to
maintain many time graphs.
Weighted Sum: Our second approach finds a basic plan for an operator ω, which yields
the best expected overall costs (see Section 4.2) based on the uncertain plans of its
neighbors in the operator graph. To this end, we determine the basic plan as discussed in
previous sections, however, we modify the cost function to determine the placement costs
Cpla for the time graph in order to comprise expected costs.
Recall, the weight of each edge in the time graph of an operator ω is determined
by the costs for the event stream connecting ω to its neighbors in the operator graph.
This basic approach exploits that neighbors commit themselves to be hosted at a distinct
broker between subsequent time steps, say tsu and tsv, as indicated by the corresponding
expected placement in the basic plan. However, a probabilistic plan allows neighbors to
blur the concrete placement between time steps, i.e., it allows to indicate more than one
expected placement, e.g., an operator with the plan depicted in Figure 4.5 indicates that it
is either hosted at broker b1 or b2 at t1. These expected placements are then reflected in
the calculation of an expected placement cost as follows:
Using the plan’s Markov chain, the system can calculate the probability of occurrence
P(epn, tsu, tsv) for each of the expected placements epn of a neighbor ωn ∈ Ω(ω) between
tsu and tsv, e.g., 0.5 for both expected placements at t1 in the example. In addition, the sys-
tem determines for each epn of the neighbors plan mpn placement costs Cpla(ep, b, tsu, tsv)
for placing ω between tsu and tsv on broker b. For example, if operator ωD received the
plan depicted in Figure 4.5 from a neighbor, it calculates costs for both ep at t1. The ex-
pected placement costs CE(b, tsu, tsv) between time steps tsu and tsv are then calculated by
summing up all costs and weighting them with the probability of the expected placement
(tsu and tsv have been omitted for clarity):
CE(b) = ∑
ωn∈Ω(ω)
∑
epn∈mpn
Cpla(epn, b) ∗ P(epn)
The computational costs are lower than for the naive approach, since only one time
graph needs to be maintained. However, at the drawback of sacrificing the accuracy in
following the uncertain movement of a neighbor. This policy is therefore targeted at
operators with larger state, where migrations need to be started when the neighbors
movement is still uncertain.
Changes in data rates: The last policy is the only one that creates an uncertainty-aware
plan without previously receiving such plans from neighbors. Since a time-graph com-
prises estimated costs on future placements and migrations, the actual costs at the time of
an estimated migration might differ. Recall that an operator with small state can defer its
migration to such a time. In order to reflect these scenarios in the plan, we select the k
shortest paths from a single time-graph, since they are the most likely paths to actually
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have the lowest costs. For example, due to a deviation in the bandwidth it can be good to
also consider the edge from b1 to b2 at ts2 in Figure 4.4.
Each of these k paths represents a sequence of transitions in the plan. The probabilities
that these paths represent the actual shortest path are determined by estimating the
probability that the estimated cost for one of these paths is lower than for all the other
paths and therefore describes the actual migration behavior. We therefore understand
the sum of all weights Wtg on these paths as random variable Xtg. The confidence
interval [min(Xtg), max(Xtg)] is given by the interval that determines how far bandwidths
and latencies can deviate before the time-graph is created anew. However, without the
knowledge of the real distribution within that interval, we rely on hints from the operator
on the actual distribution, e.g., that the values are distributed according to a rather typical
distribution, such as poison or uniform. The continuous solution for the probability, that
the jth path has the lowest cost is then:
Pmin(Xj) =
∫ max(Xj)
y=min(Xj)
P(Xj = y) ∏
x 6=j
Prob(Xx, y, j)
with
Prob(Xx, y, j) =
{
P(Xx ≥ y) x < j
P(Xx > y) else
For example, the weights for all depicted paths in Figure 4.4 including only brokers of
b1 and b2 accumulate to the same costs. Therefore the probability for both paths in the
interval [t1, t2] is 0.5.
4.3.4 Executing a Migration Plan
We now discuss how to execute a plan in order to perform a migration. At first we
discuss the basic approach which only migrates immutable and mutable state to build up
processing state at the target, then we discuss an alternative approach which requires that
operators expose their internal process state.
Basic Migration Algorithm
Algorithm 4.4 allows the operator to implement the migration according to the probabilis-
tic state transitions in a plan. It decides on one of the possible placements from the plan
and informs the live-migration system about when to transfer and initialize an operator
at the migration target. The algorithm serializes the migration of immutable and mutable
state, while it continues processing at the previous broker until the migration target starts
processing.
At each time represented by the time step ts ∈ TS (see Line 1) of the plans, the algorithm
checks if any possible migration needs to be initiated. It starts at the state that models the
current placement, e.g., b1 at ts1 in Figure 4.5. For the next possible migration according
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Algorithm 4.4 Execution of a Migration Plan
1: upon timeout migration_timer(time t)
2: nextMigration← find_next_target(t)
3: if nextMigration.tim = t ∧ ¬stateMigrated then
4: trigger send immutalbeState to nextMigration.H
5: end if
6: for ∀tq ∈ nextMigration.TB do
7: if should_migrate(tq) then
8: initiate_mutable_state_transfer(tq)
9: initiate_streaming(tq)
10: end if
11: end for
12: if all_state_at_target(nextMig.ti) then
13: stop_operator()
14: trigger send start() to nextMigration.H
15: end if
16: end
to this plan, e.g., from b1 to b2 at ts2, the operator checks if it has to start transferring the
immutable state before the next time step. To determine the next possible migration for
probabilistic plans our algorithm needs selects one sequence of state transitions. Since
operators with small migration state do not need to amortize migration costs, they can
greedily select the sequence that currently has the lowest expected bandwidth-delay
product, e.g., at ts1 either b1 or b2, Other operators can randomly draw one sequence of
state transitions where the next migration has not yet started (see Line 2-3). The migration
itself starts out by sending the immutable state to the selected migration target (see Line
4). This is skipped if the immutable state already started to be transferred in a previous
time step.
In the next step (see Line 6-11), we determine if parts of the mutable state have to be
transferred before the next step. This is done by estimating for each buffer B the size of
the mutable state that is currently available in all buffers starting from TB on and how
long it takes to migrate these states. In this step, we also inform the neighbors in the
operator-graph that they have to start streaming to the migration target. They in return
inform the migrating operator about the first event they transferred to the migration
target, which indicates when to stop the streaming of mutable state from the current host
to the migration target.
In a final step (see Line 12-15), the previous broker stops the processing at the time
when mutable and immutable state is available at the migration target to process the next
selection (see Section 3.2.2). In addition it informs neighbors in the operator graph that
they should stop streaming to the current host, respectively that they will receive streams
from the migration target. Finally, it initializes the operator, in a rollback-recovery like
fashion [KMR+13] at the target.
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Figure 4.7: Migration of friend detection operator, following a mobile focal point.
Including Processing State
Observe that the basic algorithm duplicates event streams during the migration to have
all mutable state available on the previous host that is required to process its last selection
before the migration, while the migration target has all mutable state available to process
its first selection after the migration. Depending on their implementation, however,
operators may expose their internal state for each selection (e.g., [CFMKP13]), which can
be smaller than the combined size of all events in that selection. Hence, we can allow to
partially process a selection at the previous host, only transfer processing state, and then
finish processing of a selection at the migration target. To this end, we allow operators to
choose between the basic migration strategy and this one.
4.4 Demonstration
The MigCEP live-migration approach has been implemented in a demonstrator [OMK14].
In our demonstrator, we show the impact of different operator migration approaches on
the latency and the perceived customer quality (frame rate) with a video friend finder.
Friend finder application. Our video friend finder allows users to specify a query that
comprises a set of friends, images of these friends, and an initial placement for operators
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that can be migrated in a target region. In turn the application provides live video streams
on which the friends are highlighted when they are detected in the target region.
The friend detection can be modeled with a set of MCEP operator graph that comprises
well-known operators from the visions domain. This operator graph takes as input a set
of video streams from cameras, where each frame of the camera is treated as individual
event. In a next step a filter operation is performed on each video stream, selecting and
forwarding any frame that comprises a face. A succeeding operator collects all filtered
video streams and performs a face recognition to identify faces of friends on the frames.
To this end, models of the friends faces are kept as the internal state of the latter operator.
Setup and timeline. Our MCEP middleware setup comprises two major software compo-
nents: (i) a set of brokers and (ii) a controller. Those software components are executed on
resources at the edge of the network, in particular several laptops which are connected
over a standard router. Each laptop is equipped with a video camera.
The broker allows to capture faces of users that act as friends and to specify a query for
videos of friends over a graphical interface. Moreover, it allows users to choose between
several migration approaches. In addition live video streams that contain friends can be
viewed.
In order to demonstrate the effects of the selected migration strategies, the friend moves
in front of a camera that is connected to a broker and then moves to another camera
that is connected to another broker (see Figure 4.7). The consumers can now observe
a stuttering video if the operator that performs the friend detection is not placed and
migrated optimally.
A visualization component provides in addition a real-time monitoring of key metrics.
This visualization is connected to a controller component which runs on one of the laptops.
The controller is connected to all broker in order to organize them in an overlay topology
and manage the placement of operators on those broker.
4.5 Analysis
Locality of Plan Generation. We now compare a centralized approach for the plan cre-
ation with MigCEP’s decentralized approach for the plan creation. The overhead in terms
of messages to generate a plan depends on where the plan is generated. Which is either
locally at the current host of each operator ω for a decentralized approach or at a central
coordinator for a centralized approach, e.g., at a dedicated node in the cloud. Note that a
time graph with vertices for all combinations of placements of operators increases the total
number of vertices to the power-set. This is why it is more scaleable, even for a centralized
approach, with a global view on all operators, to maintain a single time graph for each
operator.
A locally created plan imposes the overhead to exchange plans (and feedback) with
neighbors in the coordination step. We assume that this happens in average at a frequency,
say νp(ω), and with an average size, say mp, for each message. In the central case all
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changes in measured and estimated bandwidths have to be sent from the operators to
the coordinator in order to allow the coordinator to create a time graph for each operator.
We assume that this happens in average at a frequency, say νm(ω), and with an average
size, say mm, for each message. No network traffic occurs to exchange plans, since all
plans are created at the central coordinator. As a result of the plan creation at the central
coordinator, stable plans are sent to individual operators with a frequency, say νs(ω).
Other messages, i.e., to reserve resources at targets and collect information of latencies on
links between neighbors, are nearly the same for both possibilities. A locally generated
plan pays off, iff:
|Ω|
∑
i=0
νp(ωi) mp <
|Ω|
∑
i=0
νm(ωi) mm + νs(ωi) mp
Threshold for plan generation. In this section we derive a theoretical threshold, that
determines when a potential second path in the time graph is shorter than the selected
shortest path. This gives a bound SB on when it is safe to not generate a new plan. Let
(v1, ..., vTS) be the currently selected minimal path and (v′1, ..., v
′
TS) any other path. Let
DW be difference in their overall costs of the edge weights w.
DW =
|DE|−1
∑
i=0
w((vi+1, vi))−
|DE|−1
∑
i=0
w((v′i+1, v
′
i))
Only if DW is positive, a second path can be shorter. Thus if the change in all weights
stays in the bounds of the following threshold at the ith edge, DC is guaranteed to be
negative and the selected path is shorter.
SB <
|w((vi+1, vi))− w((v′i+1, v′i))|
2
Termination. An important property of the coordinated plan generation algorithm is
that it eventually terminates, i.e., no new shorter path is selected, iff, the estimation on
the available resources at the migration targets does not change, as well as the estimated
latencies on links and bandwidths incorporated in a time graph do not change while the
plan is generated. We claim that:
Claim 1. Let, all operators have selected a time-graph for the same set of time steps
starting from time now. Let, path path be a newly selected shortest path for the plan
generation of operator ω and tmpPlan be the previously selected plan for the same set of
time steps starting from time now. With each newly selected shortest path for the plan
generation of an operator the overall costs Ctot, the sum over all placement and migration
cost, monotonically decreases when plans are not exchanged in parallel between neighbors
in the operator graph.
Proof. We show the termination property by a proof of contradiction. Assume that the
total costs Ctot increase to C′tot after a new shortest path path is selected for an operator ω.
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The only links that can now increase the placement costs are those directly involved in
sharing event streams with neighboring operators of ω. The only migration costs that
can be increased are those imposed by ω. Since these costs are used to calculate the edge
weights of the time graph, at least the previous shortest path that led to tmpPlan would
have been shorter, or no plan tmpPlan exists that covers the same time steps.
Deadlock Freedom. An operator starting a coordination will enter a wait state that is
left when all neighbors either sent an accept message of the plan or a changed the plan
of their own. Each operator needs to leave the wait state eventually in order to ensure
deadlock freedom.
To proof freedom from deadlocks we have to consider the wait graph which models at
any point in time which operator is waiting for feedback from another operator. A wait
graph comprises a vertex for each operator of an operator graph and has a directed edge
from one vertex for an operator to another if the first operator waits for feedback from the
second. Algorithm 4.1 is message driven if locations of consumers and sources, data rates,
and latencies don’t change. Thus, changes in the wait graph are triggered by sending and
receiving plans and accept messages. Since entering a wait state at operator ω is always
followed by sending plans to all neighbors in the operator graph ω′, an edge from ω to
ω′ can be added to the wait graph when sending a plan. Moreover, since each plan is
also a feedback any edge from ω′ to ω can be removed. Concurrently sent plans are also
feedback which cause the removal of an edge from ω′ to ω when the id of ω′ is smaller
than the id of ω. Sending an accept message from ω to ω′ also causes to remove such an
edge from ω′ to ω.
Claim 2. Each linearization of sending and receiving plans and accept messages leads to
a cycle free wait graph.
Proof. We proof by contradiction. Assume that a path ω1,ω2, . . . ,ω1 in a wait graph exists
that is a cycle. Consider the pairs of neighboring operators ωi, ω j and ωk, ωl in the cycle.
Moreover assume that the cycle is closed by ω j when sending a plan to ωk. However,
since ω j always sends plans to all neighbors, the edge from ωi to ω j would have been
removed from the wait graph which breaks the cycle.
Claim 3. Any edge will eventually be removed from a wait graph.
Proof. Since the wait graph is cycle free, there is always a vertex in the wait graph with
only incoming edges. Each vertex in the wait graph that only has incoming edges is
not in a wait state or is at least eventually not in a wait state, since only messages sent
or received from another operator removed a previously existing corresponding edge.
Thus, the operator represented by such a vertex will eventually generate a new plan or
send a new accept message and remove any edge to vertices of neighbors in the operator
graph.
The latter claim implies that all operators will eventually be removed from the wait
graph, since our coordinated plan generation eventually terminates. Hence, our coordi-
nated plan generation is deadlock free.
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4.6 Evaluation
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Figure 4.8: Evaluation of basic time graph based approach
We implemented the migration approach with the Omnetpp simulator [Var01]. The
traffic simulation package SUMO [BBEK11] enabled us to model realistic traffic patterns
of vehicles on an OpenStreetMap graph [HW08]. The approach was tested with a generic
operator graph resembling Figure 4.1, that allowed us to extract meaningful thresholds.3
Similar to typical mobile infrastructures, as discussed in Chapter 2, brokers were
organized in a hierarchical data structure. To explore the effects of the infrastructure’s
density in terms of number of nodes, we generalized the model depicted in Figure 2.2: each
tier contained a dynamic number of simulated cloud or fog-nodes. The latency between
parents and children in the hierarchy were similar. Vehicles were always connected to
a leaf-node of the tree that managed the area where the car was located in. Over the
3For simplicity we omitted source u. We parameterized the operator graph regarding the state size, event
size, and detection rate.
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Figure 4.9: Evaluation of basic time graph based approach (cont’d)
course of 1, 000 simulated seconds approximately 1, 000 vehicles drove in an area of the
size 7.7x3.5 km. Each connected vehicle published approx. one event per second. Each
measurement was taken approximately 5 times.
We initially distributed all virtual brokers in the broker hierarchy randomly and tested
three possible migration approaches: i) the static approach that didn’t perform any
migration, ii) the greedy approach that greedily selected every few seconds the broker
with the best placement cost, and iii) our MigCEP approach.
Impact of state and streaming size
Since the MigCEP approach is designed to consider the state and streaming size for an
optimal sequence of migrations, we studied their influence on the main performance
criteria, the network utilization. Furthermore, an increase in the number of leaf brokers
increases the number of hand-overs in the system, the main source of dynamics. Therefore,
we also evaluated the impact of the number of brokers in the hierarchy on the network
utilization.
In the experiment, we gradually increased the event size of one of the sources in the
operator graph from 50 to 250 bytes and the immutable state size of the operator that
received those events from 0 bytes to 60, 000 bytes. The number of brokers varied from 21
fog-nodes in a quad-tree with a single cloud data-center root to a tree with one simulated
cloud data-center as root and a flat topology of 40 fog-nodes. In particular, in the first
case the infrastructure resembled the one depicted in Figure 2.2 with three levels in the
hierarchy, while in the second case the infrastructure comprised only two levels in the
hierarchy. The information from the simulated navigation system of the vehicle was used
to generate plans for vehicles. On the y-axis in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 the results of the
average bandwidth-delay product (bdp) is depicted, relative to the static approach. The
x-axis depicts the immutable state size in bytes.
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Figure 4.10: Evaluation of time graph parametrization
The results demonstrate the strength of our approach in both broker hierarchies. Our
approach outperforms by far the static approach, since it adjusts the placements. While
the resulting migration and placement costs are comparable to the greedy approach when
the size of immutable state is low, the benefit increases the larger the immutable state is,
since our approach amortizes the migration costs. The system had to adapt the placement
of the operator more often in the case of larger event sizes (Figure 4.8(c) and Figure 4.9(b))
which is why the benefit is more distinguished in those cases. The overhead averaged
on low 27 additional coordination messages (resource reservations, plan updates, and
feedback) per coordination — independent of event and state size.
Impact of vertices in the time graph
The performance of the plan generation depends on the number of vertices in the time
graph. This number changes with the granularity of migration times in a sequence of
time-steps TS and the number of selected brokers.
The distance between time-steps dictates the system on when it can perform a migration.
The longer the distance, the less vertices in the time graph; however, the less chances
to find the optimal time for a migration. Figure 4.10a depicts the results, relative to
the maximal measured bdp, for varying distances between 1 and 16 seconds, effectively
reducing the number of vertices by 14 with each larger step. It demonstrates that the
increase in the bdp is linear, while the number of vertices multiplicativly decrease.
Moreover, the number of time teps of TS dictates how far into the future a prediction
is made. In the experiment we increased the number of time steps from 100 to 500. We
also restricted the number of brokers that are considered for the time graph, by only
selecting neighbors of the broker hosting an operator that manages ranges that are no
more than 0, 2, 500, or 5, 000 meters away. Figure 4.10b shows that a larger range gives
a better prediction since more brokers were involved. However, the performance only
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Figure 4.11: Impact of uncertainty
gracefully degrades with fewer brokers. Few time-steps limited the opportunity for
planning migrations and too many time-steps reduce the chance to place the operator on
the right broker in the future.
Impact of uncertainties
The future placements typically encounter a lot of uncertainties, depending on how the
mobility pattern and communication characteristics are captured. The general setup to
test the policies dealing with these uncertainties (Section 4.3.3) was to deploy both ωDs as
state-less operators and ωF as state-full operator. For the naive and weighted sum policy
(ws), we tested the three methods to capture mobility patterns, uncertain locations from
the dead reckoning approach (linear), certain locations that could stem from a navigation
system (navi), and learned transitions between leaf broker (learned). To test the k-shortest
path approach we also randomly increased and decreased the event-sizes. Hence, the
placement of one of the ωDs had to be constantly adapted for an optimal placement.
The x-axis of Figure 4.11a depicts the varying state size. The average bandwidth-delay
product depicted on the y-axis shows the effect of different methods to capture the
mobility using different policies on the network utilization; using the greedy approach
as baseline. Each policy increased the network utilization less severe than the greedy
approach after the state size crossed a specific threshold. That threshold is the point where
the reduction in the migration rate makes up for less optimal anticipated placements.
Depicted in Figure 4.11b are the results for different numbers of sequences selected form
the k-shortest path approach, where the frequency ν in the change in the event-size ranged
from every 20 seconds to every 1.25 second. The results are depicted relative to the bdp
value of the largest k for each frequency. For the high-change rate, more paths increased
the possibility for wrong placement decisions, however, for slow change rates the system
had a better chance to adapt itself.
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Figure 4.12: Impact Migration on MCEP Query: Immutable State Size
Impact on the performance of MCEP queries
To evaluate the migration approach in context of MCEP queries, we used the video
friend finder (Video) and accident application (Traffic) described in Section 3.5. Since
our placement and migration approach is designed to consider the immutable state size
and event size for an optimal sequence of migrations, we studied their influence on the
the network utilization (bdp) and the streaming latency. We compared two migration
approaches: i) the greedy approach, that greedily selected the broker with the best
placement cost every few seconds and ii) our approach, called MigCEP. The operators
were initially placed at the closest MCEP server to the consumer.
In the first experiment we gradually increased the immutable state size of one leaf
operator Note that with the greedy approach in a realistic scenario with 100, 000 kB state,
the operator is not operational for over a minute during the migration. We tested the
approaches with an exact knowledge about the future location of a consumer (exact) and
a predicted location (pred.).
The number of brokers were fixed in a tree with one cloud data-center as root and 40 fog-
nodes as children. The y-axis in Figure 4.12 depicts the results of the average bandwidth-
delay product (bdp) for streaming and migration relative to the greedy approach. Moreover,
it also depicts the streaming latency relative to the greedy approach. The x-axis depicts the
immutable state size. While the resulting migration and streaming costs of the MigCEP
approach are comparable to the greedy approach when the size of immutable state is low,
the benefit in terms of bdp increases the larger the immutable state is, since our approach
amortizes the migration costs. The average streaming latency, however, is lower for the
greedy approach since it rigorously places operators close to the sources.
For the second experiment we varied the event size from 10 bytes to 100 bytes for the
traffic scenario. The results depicted in Figure 4.13 show the bdp relative to the greedy
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Figure 4.13: Impact Migration on MCEP Query: Event Size
approach over the event size. Since higher streaming costs outweigh the immutable state
size, the benefits of our approach decrease with larger event sizes.
Discussion
Our simulation results indicate the huge potential of the plan-based migration and
placement mechanisms implemented in the MCEP system to reduce the overall network
utilization. In addition, the mechanisms proof to be latency-sensitive, since migrations
are not stopped during the migration. In an optimal scenario, where the sources’ and
consumers’ locations are well known and the workload is fixed, our approach drastically
improves the overall network utilization compared to approaches that do not consider
migrations. More than 80% of the network utilization can be saved compared to a scenario
without migrations. Furthermore, more than 20% of the network utilization can be saved
compared to a greedy approach which finds an optimal placement every few seconds.
The size and distance between time steps in a time graph have been confirmed as crucial
parameters for the efficiency of the approach. While the distance between time steps
decreases the number of vertices of the time graph multiplicatively, it increases the network
utilization linearly. Moreover, too little time steps increase the overall network utilization,
since no shortest path can be found in a time graph that amortizes a migration. Too many
time steps include too much uncertainty which also increases the network utilization. We
also observed incorrect plannings due to uncertainty, however, the corresponding costs
are amortized for large operator states, since constant migrations of the greedy approach
outweigh the plan’s incorrect placements.
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4.7 Related Work
The placement of operators has already been studied in context of DCEP [SHCF03,
ZOTW06, PLS+06, YKPS07, YLTX08, CSM11, RDR11, CBD+12, CM13]. However, their
main focus are systems where sensors and consumers aren’t mobile and the communica-
tion characteristics rarely change. Therefore, none of the systems considered the impact of
migration costs on the placement, nor do they have to consider the mobility of a consumer,
which influences the time when it is required to trigger a migration.
Previous work in DCEP focused on uncertainty in detecting events, e.g., on noisy
events captured by sensors [KKR08] or predicted future events [EEF12]. However, none
of them studied the impact on the system resources when planing future placements with
uncertain location information.
Mobility-aware publish-subscribe systems [HMLJ09, JJE10] dynamically adapt filter
operators to new access points of publishers or subscribers. However, filter operators are
stateless and therefore none of these systems considers the migration cost itself in the
optimization.
Live migration [HDG09, MW12] in cloud computing environments is used to increase
data-access locality, energy saving, or load balancing. A typical goal is to reduce the
downtime, the time during which the execution is stopped. On the one hand, pre-
copying techniques [BKFS07] copy disk-images, i.e., the complete state of the operator,
and memory-pages in advance before the processor state. This can arbitrarily increase
the bandwidth, because events that are potentially deleted from the queues Q as soon
as the Virtual Machine (VM) starts at the target are also migrated. On the other hand,
post-copying [HDG09] techniques transfer first the processor state and then the pages.
This can increase the latency if the next required page is not migrated yet, even to such
an extent, that latency restrictions are not preserved.
Content-delivery networks improve end-user performance, data availability, and re-
duce server load by migrating data. They have been considered for mobile environ-
ments [BTJK04] and cloud environments [WJFR10]. However, they do not have to consider
dependencies between different operators.
Distributed location Management [TDSC07] for mobile devices typically stores data
where it occurs, as the number of location updates is expected to exceed the number of
location look ups. This is equivalent to migrating operators to the nodes where the data
occurs. This, however, can lead to a huge number of, possibly unwanted, migrations.
Advances in mobile cloud environments [MW12] allow for transparent migration of
tasks, e.g., from a mobile system to the cloud. For example SOD [MW12] only migrates the
parts of a Java Code that is actually needed. Which does not suffice for CEP applications,
where we want to hold certain end-to-end latencies, because loading code from the source
of a migration on demand can take too much time.
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4.8 Conclusion
This chapter presented methods to improve the overall network utilization for real-time
applications with defined end-to-end latency restrictions in future mobile infrastructures.
Using a MCEP system as example, we demonstrated that it pays off to plan migrations
ahead of time according to the mobility of users or dependent migrations—more than 80%
of the network utilization can be saved. Costly migrations of state, in terms of network
utilization, can be amortized by selecting suitable targets in a time-graph data structure
that models the expected costs. Furthermore, we presented how application knowledge
improves live-migration systems. Execution environments that are typically used in DCEP
provide the possibility to find a better serialization of operators, because they allow a
live-migration system to infer which state has to be transferred.
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CEP Queries
The previous chapters focused on high quality, consistent, and resource-efficient detections
of situational information by deploying an individual operator graph for each MCEP
query. These operator graphs can be flexibly placed in a mobile infrastructure which
utilizes computing resources at the edge and in the core of the network. This way
MCEP systems can establish low latency paths between mobile consumers and producers.
Note, however, that supporting a large number of consumers in a dynamic environment
becomes highly challenging, since a significant amount of resources is needed to execute
all individual operator graphs. Consider a route in California [Cal14], where more than
1,500 vehicles/h are driving and a traffic scenario which processes regular speed updates
of size 60 B. If the spatio-temporal interest comprises the whole route for one hour, then
at least 1 MB of speed events are streamed for each consumer, while for 1, 500 consumer
more than 1.4 GB are streamed.
To address this resource problem and make MCEP systems scalable, we propose a reuse
component—the Reuse-aware Complex Event Processing (RECEP) framework—which
reduces computational and communication load by sharing computations and streams
between operators. In particular, the framework exploits two inherent characteristics
of MSA applications. The first characteristic is that many consumers have overlapping
interests because consumers are typically interested in the same or similar situational
information of their surrounding areas. More than 150,000 cars per day are counted
on average on the highways in the county of Los Angeles in 2014 [Cal14] (Annual
Average Daily Traffic (AADT)). Moreover, according to recent surveys [Cap13], up to
80% of the interviewees were interested in similar situations like “monitor condition
of [vehicle] parts and give automated warnings [about roadblocks, ice, traffic jams,
accidents]”. If there are more consumers in a certain area, then there will also be more
overlaps between the consumers, since their locations are similar. Another important
characteristic is that for many situational information MSA applications do not require a
perfectly accurate set of input data to generate meaningful situational information. This
characteristic is well established in CEP systems and used to reduce the system load
through load shedding [AN04, TcZ07], sample-based aggregations [BCD03], or sample-
based joins [KNV03]. For example, the average speed on a highway based on seven out
of ten vehicles may still be meaningful to infer that the traffic is slowing down. Since
applications already deal with uncertainty, i.e., the location of the consumer itself is often
uncertain [LWG+09], we expect them to be robust to slightly degraded qualities. By
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reusing approximate processing results based on slightly mismatching input streams, the
system dramatically increases system scalability in terms of consumer queries and input
streams.
In this chapter the following contributions are detailed:
• System mechanisms for fine-grained reuse of computations and streams between
operators to support scalable processing of consumer queries.
• Methods to control the quality of the approximate results and the associated over-
head of the reuse mechanism.
• Evaluation results which show the benefits of the proposed reuse approach in terms
of system scalability and resource utilization.
Main parts of this chapter were previously published in [OKR+14b].
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows: We present the extended CEP
model in Section 5.1. The problem is discussed in Section 5.2. Our fine-grained reuse
mechanism is detailed in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, we then evaluate our system before
we present the related work in Section 5.5. We conclude in Section 5.6 with a short
summary and outlook.
5.1 System Model
Like in previous chapters, we rely on the general operator graph and infrastructure model
which is discussed in Chapter 2. Operators in this model perform correlation steps on
individual selections s. At times, the start and end of a selection s needs to be referred,
where ts(s) is the smallest and te(s) is the largest timestamp of an event comprised in
the selection. Moreover, we say a pair of operators ω,ω′ is of the same type if they and
their induced sub-graphs G(ω), G(ω′) implement the same logic and receive and produce
events of the same type. We further rely on the query model of Chapter 3 which allows
to specify an changing spatial interest R defined by a focal object fo.
5.2 Problem Description
In this work, we explore the potential of reusing correlation steps of operators and this
way reduce the number of resources that need to be allocated by the CEP system. In
mobile environments, consumers are interested in similar types of events, e.g., an accident
in a traffic monitoring application. Therefore, we expect that in many cases two consumers
will utilize, if not the same, highly similar operator graphs—comprising the same type of
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Figure 5.1: Example for reuse-aware operator graph: ωQ22 processes on behalf of its
processing neighbor ωQ32 . Moreover, ω
Q1
1 processes on behalf of its processing
neighbor ωQ11 . Hence, event e8 is delivered to ω
Q3
3 instead of e9 and event e11
is delivered instead of e12. The operator’s selection s′′8 therefore comprises
reused events.
operators and the same dependencies to their predecessors and successors.1 Since the
detection of situational information is performed with respect to a focal object centric
processing interest, two mobile consumers can only share the result of an operator’s
correlation step if the processing interest of their queries is overlapping. In particular, the
result of an operator can only be reused by another operator if both intend to perform
a correlation step with respect to matching selections, i.e., both selections comprise the
same set of events. In the example of Figure 5.1 (for its selections see Table 5.1), ωQ32 and
ωQ22 both process s1 = {e0, e1, e2} and one of the operators may reuse the result of the
other, whereas only ωQ32 processes s2 = {e1, e2, e3}. Hence, the execution of the RECEP
framework can be characterized by a reuse-aware operator graph (see Figure 5.1) in which
some operators perform correlation steps on behalf of other operators. For an operator
ω multiple operators—named processing neighbors—may exist on whose behalf ω can
process and stream produced events. In the example ωQ11 can process on behalf of ω
Q3
1 .
The dynamically changing partial overlap in the spatial interests of mobile consumers
makes it challenging to find matching selections betwen pairs of operators. The execution
of the MCEP system can even be significantly interrupted and hence the time until
1Consider that many vehicles are equipped with navigational systems that may display live-information
about traffic jams and also of accidents. In both cases, corresponding situational information can be
detected using an operator to calculate the average speed in an area in addition to other, disjoint
operators.
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Operator Selection s fω(s) Disparity Comment
ωQ11 s4 = {e5, e6} {e11} 0 prec.(s4, s5) = |{e6}||{e6,e7}| =
1
2ωQ31 s5 = {e6, e7} {e12} 0
ωQ32
s1 = {e0, e1, e2} {e13} 0 identical to s′1 of ωQ22
s3 = {e1, e2, e4} {e8} 0 prec.(s2, s3) = |{e1,e2}||{e1,e2,e4}| =
2
3
ωQ22
s2 = {e1, e2, e3} {e9} 0
s′1 = {e0, e1, e2} {e13} 0 identical to s1 of ωQ32
ωQ33
s8 = {e9, e12} {e14} 0 no reuse from Q2 or Q1
s′8 = {e8, e12} {e15} 0.2 Reused e8 from ωQ22
s′′8 = {e8, e11} {} 0.5 Reused e8 and e11
Table 5.1: Possible selections identified by operators depicted in Figure 5.1. While s1
and s′1 are identical, s2 and s3 are highly similar with a precision of
2
3 . When
either reusing events from ωQ22 and ω
Q1
1 , from either ω
Q2
2 or ω
Q1
1 , or none, the
disparity of ωQ33 result changes due to the disparate processing interests of Q1,
Q2, and Q3.
events will be detected is increased. For example, the processing of s2 has to be blocked
until all events comprised in s2 are locally available to the operator to decide if any
other operator may process s2 on behalf of ω
Q3
2 . Here, we approach this problem by
providing mechanisms to relax the quality at which the CEP system detects situational
information. This offers two major benefits: (i) By utilizing observed event and mobility
patterns, the overlap between selections can be estimated before receiving all events which
are included in the selection thus reducing the time of interruption caused by finding
matching selections. (ii) The gain through reusing can significantly increase, in particular
the reuse of an operator can be performed in many cases over a sequence of subsequent
correlation steps.
Note that relaxing the quality is for many mobile applications completely acceptable,
even if this means to sacrifice strong temporal completeness and spatial consistency
guarantees. For instance, an average speed based on seven out of ten speed events can
still give sufficient insight to detect that the traffic is slowing down. However, the quality
degradation should be kept within acceptable limits. In order to quantify the quality
degradation for utilizing a selection s′ instead of s within a correlation step, we will
compare the similarity of the sets of atomic events A(s) and A(s′) on which s and s′
depend. This allows us to apply a variation of the previously defined metrics precision
and recall which is tailored to selections. The precision defines how noisy the input of a
selection is. The recall defines how relevant the input of a selection is.
precision(s, s′) = |A(s) ∩ A(s
′)|
|A(s′)| (5.1)
recall(s, s′) = |A(s) ∩ A(s
′)|
|A(s)| (5.2)
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Since in a reuse-aware operator graph an operator’s selection s can comprise reused
events which are detected by operators of several distinct MCEP queries, the quality of a
detected event also depends on the disparity of the queries’ processing interests. In the
example depicted in Figure 5.1, ωQ33 processes s
′′
8 comprising reused events with slightly
degraded qualities from ωQ11 and ω
Q2
2 . Both, ω
Q2
2 and ω
Q1
1 , are processing neighbors of
ωQ33 ’s predecessors in the operator graph, yet the disparate processing interests of Q1 and
Q2 hardly overlap. For instance e7 is not selected as input to an operator graph by Rp(Q1)
but by Rp(Q2). In a worst case, situational information may not be detected on disparate
processing interests. For instance, situational information, like an accident, is detected at
ωQ33 when events in the operator’s selection depend on spatially close atomic events of
different types, like e7 and e2, which is not the case in our example. More formally, let Ru
denote the set of all processing interests utilized by operators of the reuse-aware operator
graph Gr in detecting events of a selection. Then we measure disparity by determining
for each atomic event a ∈ A(s) how many R ∈ Ru match the corresponding location l
over all possible combinations of atomic events and processing interests, i.e.,
disparity(s) = 1− ∑a∈A(s) |{R|(R ∈ Ru) ∧ (l(a) ∈ R)}||A(s)||Ru| (5.3)
A disparity of 0 means that all processing interests are comprising all relevant atomic
events while in the example of Figure 5.1 the disparity is worse and closer to 0.5 for ωQ33 ,
since it reuses results from ωQ11 and ω
Q2
2 . Table 5.1 depicts several possibilities of the
disparity at ωQ33 .
The “selection reuse problem” addressed in the following sections is therefore to maximize
the number of reused selections in the system in order to minimize the required computing
and bandwidth consumption of the CEP system, while preserving a high quality. This
means that precision and recall should be preserved above an individual threshold qQδ for
each query Q in the system while inducing low disparity.
5.3 Selection-based Reuse
We now describe our basic approach to the selection reuse problem by detailing the RECEP
framework. The key idea of our solution is to orchestrate the selection management for
operators of the same type and find selections which can be reused in the reuse-aware
operator graph to save resources. We introduce a component denoted selection manager,
which distinguishes RECEP from traditional distributed CEP systems. Each operator of
the same type receives streams from and forwards streams to the same selection manager
(see Figure 5.2). This way, our system is able to determine a selection s that is similar
to a set of selections Sc from other operators—we say that s covers all selections in Sc.
The result of a correlation step with respect to such a selection s—we call a covering
selection—can be reused by all operators whose selections are covered.
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Figure 5.2: Overview over the three main tasks of a reuse manager which is responsible
for three operators ωQ22 , ω
Q3
2 , and ω
Q4
2 . In a selection task, the reuse manager
identifies selections for these operators on buffered events from their prede-
cessors in the operator graph. This way, the reuse manager’s covering task
can identify in regular intervals similar selections like s2, s3, and s19 which can
cover each other. From this set of selections, the covering task finds exactly
one covering selection, e.g., s2, which will be processed by an operator. Com-
putational resources for processing s3 and s19 are saved since both reuse the
resulting event e8 of processing s2. The streaming task ensures that this event
is sent exactly once over a network link towards succeeding operators who are
managed by the same selection manager; in the example events are sent once
to a selection manager hosted on b2 and once to a selection manager hosted
on b3.
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To increase scalablility in face of many operators connected to the same selection
manager, our system dynamically assigns groups of operators according to their type and
a location attribute to distinct selection manager. The rationale behind this partitioning is
that operators of the same type from two distinct operator graphs are only able to share the
processing of selections if their processing interests overlap spatially. The same rationale
allows our system to limit the search space for covered selections to pairs of operators
which depend on atomic events from highly overlapping processing interests. The
selection manager therefore maintains for each operator ω a set of processing neighbors,
this is, a preselected set of operators connected to the selection manager which can be
provided by ω with covering selections.
In Section 5.3.1, we first cover the basics of the selection manager. To increase the
scalability of our approach, we illustrate in Section 5.3.2 how to perform a general
grouping of operators. Since the mechanisms for managing selections crucially depend
on the mechanisms for monitoring the similarity of selections, we will detail the similarity
monitoring in Section 5.3.3.
5.3.1 Selection Management
The selection manager performs three tasks (see Figure 5.2) in order to determine and
process covering selections: It (i) determines independently processable selections on the
incoming streams (selection task), (ii) decides which selections are covered by so called
covering selections and which operator needs to process covering selections (covering task),
and (iii) decides to which target the results of a correlation step needs to be streamed to
(streaming task). For now, we will detail the three tasks of the selection manger to identify
a covering selection in a simplified setting where a grouping of the operators is already
given and each operator has already been assigned a set of processing neighbors.
Selection Task
The selection task analyzes incoming streams of all connected operators in order to build
up the selections on which operators perform their next correlation steps. As part of this
analysis, the selection manger identifies according to the selection policy specification
when a new selection can be opened, e.g., for a sliding window specification a selection
can be opened when the first event matching the window boundaries arrived over the
incoming event stream. Furthermore, the selection manager identifies with respect to the
selection policy when the selection can be closed, e.g., when all events matching a sliding
window specification have arrived.
For each opened selection, the selection manager keeps a buffer comprising references
to the events that match a selection (see Table 5.2). Moreover, each selection carries two
additional attributes: The first attribute marks whether a selection is a covering selection,
the second attribute marks whether the processing of a covering selection can be started.
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Attribute Description Condition Example
event set The set of events that
are comprised in a se-
lection with their re-
spective provenance
information.
Opened, filled, closed
and according to se-
lection policy
{e8∪
{id(e1), id(e2), id(e4)},
e11∪ {id(e5), id(e6)}}
set of cov-
ered selec-
tions
References to selec-
tions that are covered
by corresponding se-
lection
Initialized with cor-
responding selection.
Selection task adds
and removes selec-
tions.
{s8} initially, {s8, s22}
when covering selec-
tion s22, {} when cov-
ered by other selec-
tion
processable Marks whether pro-
cessing is enabled or
not
Flag is set after cover-
ing task has finished
false
Table 5.2: Buffered information for a selection like s8
Initially, every selection will be marked as a covering selection, i.e., covering itself, and
the processing of events is disabled. Since events of a selection can be asynchronously
processed, disabling the processing imposes a buffering delay. This buffering delay
imposes a trade-off, it allows the selection manager to identify covering selections without
imposing processing cost.
Events of the incoming stream are filtered according to the selection policy of opened
selections and inserted to the buffer of all matching selections while respecting the order
relation imposed by the timestamps. Furthermore, all events in the buffer of a selection
need to comprise information about their dependency to atomic events. This information
will be later used to find a covering selection that yields a given similarity following the
definition of precision and recall. For now, assume that each event is annotated with the
complete provenance information [GSEFT13], i.e., the provenance information comprises
identifiers (ids) of all atomic events on which the event depends; which can be a lot of
information. How to provide such information efficiently is discussed in Section 5.3.3.
Covering Task
The covering task is periodically initiated and performed with respect to all selections for
which processing is disabled. After a covering task is performed, covering selections are
determined, scheduled for processing, and their processing attribute is enabled. The goal
of the covering task is therefore to minimize the number of covering selections. For now,
we will disregard the fact that some selections may be incomplete and not all relevant
events are available yet.
The problem to find a set of covering selections that is minimal can be reduced to the
minimum set covering problem [CSRL01, Chapter 35.3], which is known to be NP hard.
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In this work, we therefore build on heuristics to find the minimum number of covering
selections. In a nutshell, the set covering problem is the problem of finding for a set of
elements denoted X and a family of subsets of X denoted F, the minimum number of
subsets in F covering all elements in X. In our setting, an element of X is a selection.
Moreover, a subset in F is given by a set of selections which are covered by the same
selection with acceptable level of similarity.
We will propose and later evaluate two ways to approach the problem of finding the
minimal number of covering selections. In the first approach, we generate the family of
feasible subsets and then solve the set covering problem by applying Johnson’s greedy
heuristic [Joh73], which is known to give a logarithmic ratio bound with respect to the
maximum size of a subset (for details we refer to Algorithm 3.11). As alternative, we
propose a heuristic to reduce the computational cost which stems from the generation of
subsets. The heuristic prioritizes covering selections which are determined by operators
that depend on processing interests with high overlaps with processing interests of other
operators in the same group, since those selections have a higher chance to cover many
selections.
Our previous work in Section 3.4.2 used a set cover heuristic to select a minimal number
of processing interests for a single query, in contrast to this work, where we select a
minimal number of reusable selections for multiple queries. Note, that the mapping to the
set covering problem and therefore the solution of the problem discussed in Section 3.4.2
differs from this one, e.g., in the constraints.
Maximum Similarity Coverage Heuristic (MSH). The MSH algorithm, which is depicted
in Algorithm 5.1, takes as input a set of operators Ω. All operators in Ω are of the same
type and are grouped by the selection manager. MSH returns as a result W, comprising
the set of covering selections as well as the selections covered by each covering selection.
To this end, MSH generates in a first step the family of subsets F that jointly cover all
selections (Line 4-Line 14). This is achieved by iterating over all selections s ∈ SΩ for
which processing is still disabled (Line 4). Let sω be a selection comprised in the buffer
maintained for operator ω ∈ Ω, then MSH builds w.r.t. sω a subset as follows: MSH will
add for every processing neighbor ω′ of ω (Line 6), the selections sω′ ∈ SΩ to the subset if
precision(sω′ , sω) and recall(sω′ , sω) meet an acceptable similarity threshold (Line 9). The
subset is then added to F (Line 13).
After MSH iterated over all selections, the greedy heuristic is applied to select the
subsets in F that yield the largest coverage. Once a subset is chosen, its elements are
removed from the remaining subsets in which they are comprised, in particular also the
subset for which they are chosen as the covering selection is removed (Line 20).
Maximum Neighbor Heuristic (MNH). The maximum neighbor heuristic presented in
Algorithm 5.2 also takes a set of operators Ω as input and returns the set of covering
selections W. Each operator ω in Ω is assigned a priority level which is given by the
overlap of the dependent processing interest with ω’s processing neighbors. MNH then
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Algorithm 5.1 Maximum Similarity Coverage Heuristic
1: function find_covering_selection(Set of Operators ω)
2: W ← ∅ //Set of covering selections
3: F← ∅ //Family of subsets
4: for all sω ∈ SΩ do //iterate over selections of operators in Ω
5: C← {sω} //each selection covers itself
6: for all ω′ ∈ neighbor(ω) do
7: for all sω′ ∈ Sω′ do
8: if precision(sω′ , sω) > precision(qωδ ) ∧ recall(sω′ , sω) > recall(qωδ ) then
9: C← C∪ {sω′} //increase subset for sω
10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: F← F ∪ (C, sω)
14: end for
15: L← SΩ
16: while L 6= ∅ do //greedy set covering heuristic
17: choose (C, s) ∈ F s.t. C ∩ L is maximal
18: W ←W ∪ (C, s)
19: L← L \C
20: ∀(C′, s′) ∈ F : update C′ ← C′ \C
21: end while
22: return W
23: end
iterates over the operators in order of their priority by extracting in each iteration the
operator with maximal priority (Line 5). Let ω be the operator with the maximal priority
extracted from the priority list PL, then MNH checks for each selection of ω, say sω,
whether the set W already comprises a selection sω′ which can cover sω by determining
their similarities (Line 9). If this is the case, then sω is added to exactly one subset in W
(Line 10). If no covering selection exists in W, then sω is added to W as a new covering
selection with sω itself as covered selection. The algorithm terminates after it has iterated
over all operators.
Properties. To understand the different behavior of MSH and MNH and their influencing
parameters, let us briefly compare the complexity of both approaches in finding the
covering selections. Let nΩ be the average number of processing neighbors, ns the
average number of selections the selection manger maintains per operator, and nq the
average number of comparisons to determine precision as well as recall of a pair of
selections. The complexity of MQC is caused by (i) generating the subsets (Line 4) and
(ii) applying Johnson’s heuristic (Line 16). Generating all subsets has an expected cost
of O(|SΩ|nΩnsnq) since the similarity of a selection is determined against nΩns other
selections. Furthermore, Johnson’s greedy heuristic will impose a cost of O(|W||SΩ|+
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Algorithm 5.2 Maximum Neighbor Heuristic
1: function find_covering_selection(Set of Operators Ω))
2: PL← priority_list(Ω) //Operators are sorted by priorities
3: W ← ∅ //Set of covering selections
4: while PL 6= ∅ do //cover all selections of all operators
5: ω ← extract_max(PL) //Extract oper. with max prio.
6: for all sω ∈ Sω do //iterate over selections of ω
7: covered← f alse
8: for all (C, sω′) ∈W with ω ∈ neighbor(ω′) do
9: if precision(sω, sω′) > precision(qωδ ) ∧ recall(sω, sω′) > recall(qωδ ) then
10: C← C ∪ {sω} //increase subset for sω′
11: covered← true
12: break
13: end if
14: end for
15: if covered = f alse then
16: W ←W ∪ ({sω}, sω) //covering selection sω
17: end if
18: end for
19: end while
20: return W
21: end
|SΩ|nsnΩ). In each round—from beginning until termination—one element is inserted
to W. Extracting the maximal element costs O(log |SΩ|) while updating the priorities
of |F| = |SΩ| elements can be achieved amortized in O(|SΩ|) using a Fibonacci Heap.
Finally, overall at most |SΩ|nsnΩ elements are to be removed from F if all selections of
processing neighbors are covered by all selections. Hence, the expected time to calculate
the set of covering selections is O(|SΩ|nΩnsnq + |W||SΩ|). In contrast, MNH iterates
over all selections |SΩ| and makes in each iteration at most |W|nq comparisons. The
cost for calculating the priorities of the operators depends on the frequency of changes
in the processing interests, however, for now we disregard this cost and consider the
frequency of covering tasks to be dominating. Hence, the time complexity for MNH is
O(|W||SΩ|nq).
The performance for MNH is therefore expected to yield performance gains when the
generation of subsets is the dominating factor for the MSH. We can influence this factor
at run time when grouping the operators maintained by Ω. If the grouping of operators
ensures all operators of Ω perform processing with respect to the same region, we expect
the number of selections covering the grouping, namely |W|, to be by far smaller than
nΩns. The performance gains of MNH comes also at a potential cost in the similarity
and number of found subsets, since MNH restricts the number of comparisons to be
performed with other selections.
Independent of the decision whether to choose MNH or MSH, the complexity analysis
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shows that the computational overhead of the selection manager requires mechanisms to
increase scalability with appropriate mechanisms. In this context we have to answer:
• For how many pairs of operators should the selection manager compare selections
to generate the subsets?
• How many pairs of selections should be compared to generate the subsets? In
particular, can we make a coarser decision on the coverage by comparing many
selections of a pair of operators at once?
• How much information about atomic events should be examined to make a good
estimation for precision and recall when building the subsets?
We will give answers to these questions when introducing the run-time aspects of the
RECEP system in the next sections.
Streaming Task
When an operator ω produces events as a result of processing a covering selection sω, the
streaming task is initiated. While the covering task is mainly concerned with reducing
correlation steps, the streaming task is mainly concerned with saving bandwidth by
reducing the number of events sent over a network link. Note that the produced events of
ω need not only to be forwarded to a destination defined by ω, but also to the destinations
of operators whose selections were covered by sω. The destinations of these events are
those selection managers to which the successors of operators with covered selections
are connected to. RECEP ensures that events are sent only once over a network link if
two distinct destinations reside on the same broker, the succeeding selection managers of
operators associated to these selections are placed on the same broker. To assign these
events at the destinations to operators, they are annotated with all ids of operators to
which they need to be forwarded to.
Upon arrival, each incoming event is analyzed and for each annotated destination
operator the selection task is initiated. Note that because preceding operators can reuse
different asynchronously processed selections, events might not arrive in the desired order.
Each selection is therefore assigned a sequence number and we inform successors about
sequence numbers of selections for which the processing is finished. Such information
can be piggy-backed with the produced events or regular heart-beat messages, which
allows the successors to first buffer and sort events according to the sequence number
before they are added to the incoming buffer.
5.3.2 Selection Grouping
This section details how a selection manager groups operators in order to connect them
to the same selection manager and based on that decision assigns processing neighbors.
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Distributed Execution of a Selection Manager.
Operators of the same type which process on behalf of consumers with overlapping
interests have to be connected to the same selection manager to find covering selections.
The more operators can be connected to the same selection manager, the more selections
may be covered and a gain in saving resources can be achieved. Moreover, note that
the selection manager and its connected operators do not need to be hosted by the
same broker. Therefore, it is easy to integrate RECEP with placement algorithms to
optimize latency and bandwidth usage (see Chapter 4). However, the number of operators
connected to a selection manager influences the throughput of the selection manager in
processing selections. RECEP avoids overload situations for the selection manager by
introducing a grouping mechanism. This way RECEP can share the load in processing
selections between multiple selection managers. A natural way to establish a grouping is
to classify the operators by their type as well as their spatial location, i.e., two operators
are only connected to the same selection manager if they are of the same type and the
corresponding location of the focal object is comprised in the same spatial area. This
way, operators that belong to queries with a high overlap in the spatial interest are
automatically grouped.
Dynamic Group Management. For the RECEP system, the geographical region in which
events are produced and consumed is partitioned into disjoint spatial regions. Each of the
spatial regions will be assigned a selection manager by the MCEP controller if at least the
focal object of one query is comprised within this area. A new selection manager will be
deployed once the first operator of a given type is comprised within the spatial region
and is discarded after the last operator of a specific type has left the spatial region. To
this end, the MCEP controller is a distributed component that scalably keeps track of
the location of mobile consumers similar to location services [LR01b, ZZL07]. Moreover,
we bound the number of operators that can be connected to a selection manager. If this
bound is exceeded, the number of selection managers deployed in a spatial region will be
increased, and each selection manager takes an even share in processing the selections.
The requirements regarding the size, location, and shape of such predefined spatial
areas can vary for different applications, and therefore can be specified for RECEP by the
system administrator. For example, for rectangular shaped interests Quad-Trees [MS05]
can be used to efficiently update the deployment of the selection managers and find
selection managers to which an operator can connect to. This connection is dynamically
adapted with location updates provided by the consumers. All selection managers are
initially hosted by the same broker. Their placement can then be dynamically adapted
with the previously mentioned operator placement mechanism by treating selection
managers in the same way as operators.
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Dynamic Processing Neighbor Selection
After a new group is established and operators are connected to selection managers,
RECEP needs to track and update the processing neighbors for each operator of a group.
Recall, that the set of processing neighbors, assigned to each operator, is a key parameter
for MNH and MSH in efficiently finding highly similar covering selections. Further
observe, even though operators are grouped according to type and spatial region, the
number of viable processing neighbors can differ for each operator. In the example
depicted in Figure 5.1, most of the selected atomic events lie in the overlap of the
processing interests Rp(Q3) and Rp(Q2). Therefore, it is likely that similar selections are
identified if operators of Q3 and Q2 are processing neighbors. However, the similarity
of selections identified by operators of Q3 and Q1 is likely to be low as Rp(Q3) and
Rp(Q2) hardly overlap. In fact, there is no similar selection and the overhead of executing
MNH and MSH is avoided if operators of Q3 and Q2 are not processing neighbors.
Moreover, since consumers can choose distinct similarity thresholds, the processing
neighbor relationship is in general not even symmetric.
Besides efficiently updating the set of processing neighbors, we address how to achieve
a low disparity which results from reusing selections over several levels in the operator
graph. For example, in Figure 5.1, ωQ22 and ω
Q1
1 receive event streams from processing
interests with low spatial overlap which imposes a high disparity for s′′8 at ω
Q3
3 which
reuses their results. Observe, however, from Table 5.1 that disparity can be reduced by
trading off the opportunity to reuse the result of a preceiding operators against disparity,
i.e., the disparity of s′8 is lower than that of s′′8 since the result of ω
Q1
1 is not reused.
To this end, our key idea is to utilize the overlap between processing interests (i) to find
processing neighbors for operators that are expected to process many similar selections
and (ii) to ensure that processing interests that correspond to operators with the same
processing neighbor are highly overlapping to reduce disparity. There are two approach
directions to find queries with a high spatial overlap in the processing interest, either
a query clustering or a moving range queries approach. A typical clustering algorithm like
k-means [Mac67] or DBSCAN [EKSX96] allows us to efficiently assign queries according
to their similarity to distinct groups, e.g., according to the pair-wise distance between
the locations of focal objects .2 Operators of members of the same cluster can then be
used as processing neighbors. However, when the maximum distance between focal
objects in the group is too small, spatially overlapping members of different clusters
with the prospect of highly similar selections are not considered as processing neighbors.
If the maximum distance is too large, then processing interests may not overlap which
results in a high disparity. The moving range query approach allows us to find individual
processing neighbors for each MCEP query and is therefore the approach chosen by
MCEP. In particular, a moving range query over indexed locations of focal objects reveals
corresponding MCEP queries that are spatially close to each other. This way, all operators
2Note, for brevity, we leave out a discussion of the relation between similarity and the spatial distance,
since previous sections, e.g., Section 3.3.2, discussed a similar relation for QoR.
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of MCEP queries with the prospect of highly similar selections are found and can be used
as processing neighbors, at the additional cost of maintaining range queries over a spatial
index.
Coordinated Neighbor Selection. In the remainder, we detail our solution to maintain
an operator’s processing neighbors in a way that allows MNH and MSH to find highly
similar selections without inducing a low disparity: the coordinated neighbor selection
(see Algorithm 5.3). We utilize the overlap of processing interests to consistently restrict
the number of processing neighbors for each operator over all levels of an operator graph
G. To this end, we annotate each operator of a query with the current location of the
focal object. Moreover, each selection manager is responsible to ensure for each connected
operator ω ∈ Ω (e.g., ωQ33 , ωQ13 , and ωQ23 in our example in Figure 5.1) the following:
1. That the distance between the respective focal objects of the query that ω is a part
of and those queries whose operators have ω as processing neighbor remains below
a threshold (distn(ω)). This way, we achieve a high spatial overlap between the
corresponding processing interests, which promises highly similar selections. In the
example, if distn(ω
Q3
3 ) equals R(ω
Q3
3 )’s diameter, ω
Q1
3 and ω
Q2
3 can be processing
neighbors of ωQ33 .
2. That focal objects of queries whose operators have ω as processing neighbor are
themselves confined in a spatial region such that their pair-wise maximum distance
remains below a second threshold (disto(ω)). A consistent spatial region over all
levels of the operator graph allows us to achieve a high pair-wise spatial overlap
between the processing neighbors which promises a low disparity. In the example,
if disto(ω
Q3
3 ) is smaller than the distance of Q1’s and Q2’s focal object either all
operators of Q1 or all operators of Q2 can be selected as processing neighbors of
operators from Q3.
3. That the number of operators that select the same operator ω as processing neighbor
remains below a threshold (k(ω)) to give a bound to the number of comparisons of
selections by the MNH and MSH. In the example, if k(ωQ33 ) is 1 either ω
Q1
3 or ω
Q2
3
can be selected as processing neighbors of ωQ33 .
To account for individual movement patterns of focal objects and similarity require-
ments, we need to perform the coordinated processing neighbor selection for each
individual operator graph of a MCEP query in regular time intervals. Moreover, the
coordinated processing neighbor selection consists of two steps. In the first step (see
Lines 4-8), the system determines at the level of a query Q’s root operator ωr a so-called
reference operator graph H, e.g., G(Q1), G(Q2), or G(Q3) at ωQ33 in the running example.
The location of the focal object corresponding to the reference operator graph centers
all operators that might select one of G(Q3)’s operators as processing neighbor. This
minimizes the chances for disparity in the second step (Lines 9-16), by assigning operators
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Algorithm 5.3 Coordinated Neighbor Selection
1: Requires: Ω //Operators managed by selection manager, index: focal object’s location
2: distn(ω), disto(ω), k(ω) //allowed distance between neighbors and number of neighbors for
each ω ∈ Ω
3: Defines: ∀ω ∈ Ω : a set of processing neighbors(neighbor(ω)), a reference graph (H[ω])
4: upon update timeout(Operator graph G with root ωr)
5: N(G) ← range_query(fo(G), distn(ωr),Ω)
6: H(G)← g ∈ N(G) with max ∑g′∈N(G) |Rp(g) ∩ Rp(g′)|)
7: ∀ω ∈ G: trigger neighbor_selection(ω, H(G))
8: end
9: upon neighbor_selection(Operator Graph G, Operator Graph H(G)) at ω
10: H(ω)← H(G)
11: ∀ω′ ∈ Ω : neighbor(ω′)← neighbor(ω′) \ω
12: Ωa ← k_range_nearest_neighbor(k(ω), disto(ω), fo(H(G)), distn(ω), fo(G),Ω)
13: for all {ω′|ω′ ∈ Ωa ∧ disto(ω) ≥ disto(ω′) ∧ (|H(G)− H(ω′)| < disto(ω))} do
14: neighbor(ω′)← neighbor(ω′)∪{ω}
15: end for
16: end
of G(Q3) as processing neighbors to operators whose focal objects are spatially close to
the reference operator graph’s focal object.
Each operator graph with a focal object closer than distn(ω) to an operator graph with
a root ωr is a potential candidate for a reference operator graph. To find these candidates,
each root ωr ∈ Ω managed by a selection manager issues a range query in regular time
intervals. Note, an extension of the algorithm to use continuous range queries is straight
forward and left out for brevity. The range query returns new operators (N(G)), e.g.,
ωQ13 and ω
Q2
3 for ω
Q3
3 , whose operator graphs’ focal objects are close to G’s focal object
(Line 5). To increase the reuse at distinct operators, i.e., both ωQ13 and ω
Q2
3 reuse from
ωQ33 , we enforce that all operators managed by the selection manager choose a reference
operator graph with similar focal object. Particularly, we assign each root operator a
priority with respect to the spatial overlap over all processing interests corresponding
to operators in Ω, e.g., in the example the priority of ωQ33 is 2.1, if the overlap to the
processing interests of ωQ23 and ω
Q1
3 is 0.53 and 0.57. Since the priority of ω
Q1
3 is higher
than the priority of ωQ23 and ω
Q1
3 , which hardly overlap with each other, ω
Q1
3 is selected
as reference graph (Line 6). To be able to assign processing neighbors, H(ω) is then
forwarded to all selection managers which are connected to an operator ω ∈ G, i.e., to all
predecessors of ωQ13 (Line 7).
Once the selection manager knows H(G) for an operator ω, it determines the set of
operators to whom ω is a processing neighbor by performing a range query centered
in the location of H(G)’s focal object. The query returns a maximum of k(ω) operators
whose focal objects are comprised within a radius of size disto(ω), respectively distn(ω),
around the focal objects of H(G) and G(ω) (Line 12). For example, if ωQ32 is restricted
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to one neighbor, it would select ωQ22 as its processing neighbor, since its focal object is
closer than ωQ12 ’s focal object. From the result we select those operators ω
′ that (i) have
a reference operator graph with at most a distance of disto(ω) to H(ω′), and (ii) have at
most the same restrictions as ω′ (disto(ω′)) to reduce indirect disparity (Line 13). Indirect
disparity is induced by reusing results with a degraded similarity at processing neighbors.
Update Frequency and Priorities. In order to reflect the mobility driven changes in pro-
cessing neighbor relationships when there are no changes in the grouping of operators, the
selection of the reference operator graph is performed in regular intervals. A low interval
will comprise often the same set of processing neighbors for slow mobile consumers and
a high interval will often lead to processing neighbors with non-overlapping interests
for faster mobile consumers. Moreover, finding processing neighbors itself imposes a
processing overhead which is amortized in scenarios with a high event rate and thus a
high potential for resource savings.
The priority list for the MNH can also be updated at the granularity of the temporal
interval. The costs for doing so at a frequency νu are bounded by O(νu ∗ log(|Ω|), where
log(|Ω|) is the amortized cost for updating the priority. Since overlaps are calculated
anyway to find potential reference operator graphs, we ignore those costs for the analysis.
However, it becomes clear that if the the update rate of operator graphs and number of
operators is low compared to the number and calls of the covering tasks, those costs for
updating the priority list become neglectable.
5.3.3 Selection Batching and Monitoring
We now detail two optimizations. First, we describe how grouping several selections
together into so-called selection batches can increase scalability. Second, we describe how
we can efficiently calculate and predict the similarity.
Batching Selections
Reusing individual selections can be costly. Consider computational weak operations
like parameter filters that have a small selection, e.g., one event per selection, and can be
performed with few instructions. Finding k other selections that might cover the selection
requires at least k instructions to decide that these selections are potential covering
selections. The solution is thus to group selections into sets of subsequent selections,
denoted as selection batches. A selection batch can then be processed on behalf of another
selection batch by a processing neighbor.
Processing of Batches of Selections. Selections can be batched on a temporal basis or for
a number of nβ subsequent selections. In the first case a selection batch β is assigned
a time window (ts(β), te(β)) and comprises all selections s where ts(s) ≥ ts(β) and
te(s) ≤ te(β). For the latter, beginning and end of these number-based selection batches
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can be referred to by the time-stamps of the first (s1) and last selection (sn) in the batch,
i.e., ts(β) = ts(s1) and te(β) = ts(sn). Furthermore, there are two special selection batches:
nβ = 1 denotes the individual reuse of selections as discussed until now and nβ = ∞
denotes the case where all selections of an operator are grouped to exactly one batch, i.e.,
an operator does reuse all results of a processing neighbor or none at all. Partitioned
execution environments by sensor id or location and locality preserving operators (see
Section 3.3.3) allow our system to partition batches by sensor id or location. The choice of
the parameters are operator specific and depend also on the expected mobility pattern of
the application and therefore need to be specified by the domain expert.
The MNH and MSH algorithms for batches require little changes to their previously
presented versions. Instead of comparing and iterating over individual selections, batches
of selections are compared. The core difference to reusing individual selections is that
we lose a fine-grained control on the reuse. The system either cannot cover another
batch if at least one selection of the batch does not yield an acceptable similarity, or the
consumer accepts that at least some selections in the batch have a low similarity and only
the average similarity over all selections yield a higher similarity than qδ. It depends on
the application how important it is to ensure similarity, yet, only the latter approach can
be efficiently implemented.
Scalable Run-Time Similarity Monitoring
In this section, we discuss how we reduce the overhead for calculating the precision and
recall if all events of a selection or batch are present at the operators incoming buffer.
We also discuss how to predict the similarity if not all events of a selection or batch are
present at an operators incoming buffer.
Determining the similarity metrics. Both heuristics of Section 5.3 calculate the precision
and recall for a pair of selections or batches based on estimates about atomic events they
depend on. For example, by annotating the ids of atomic events to processed events
similar to [GSEFT13]. The better these estimates are, the better the calculated similarity.
However, since calculating the similarity according to the metrics given in Section 5.3
requires a pairwise comparison of these estimates, the imposed overhead can be high.
We detail three approaches to determine the atomic events and their influence on the
overhead and the similarity.
Spatial Interest Similarity: The similarity can be determined by intersecting the pro-
cessing interests of operator graphs that correspond to a pair of selections or batches.
For instance, two congruent processing interests result in a precision of 1, while disjoint
processing interests result in a precision of 0. To this end, operators keep track of the
current processing interest of their corresponding operator graph. This approximation of
atomic events assumes that all atomic events are evenly distributed in the spatial interests
of queries, which can result in a high inaccuracy, since none of the events of a selection
might actually lie in the spatial overlap. Moreover, it disregards the fact that events of a
selection might already depend on reused selections.
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Per Neighbor Similarity: The number of events that are sent to both an operator ω
and its processing neighbor, i.e., their predecessors reused the processing of the same
batch, can be used as indicator for the overlap in atomic events. In our running example
depicted in Figure 5.1, e13 and e8 are received by ω
Q3
3 and ω
Q2
3 . In a rough estimation, this
means that at least 2 atomic events stem from the spatial overlap of their corresponding
processing interest. These events can easily be identified, since they are streamed only
once for a pair of processing neighbors to the selection manager during the streaming task.
The system determines, for each pair of selections, say s and s′, the number mo of events
that are produced by a common predecessor and the number of events in those selections
ms and ms′ . Precision and recall thus evaluates to
mo
ms and
mo
ms′
. Observe, this method
disregards events that stem from already reused selections and therefore already have a
degraded similarity, i.e., e8 is reused with a precision of 23 at the predecessor. Consider
a selection s′′8 comprising e11 and e8 for ω
Q3
3 . For the sake of the example, consider a
second selection s′ for an operator ωQ43 comprises e8 and e11. In the example mo, ms, and
ms′ is 2, which means precision evaluates to 1, although the selection of ω
Q3
3 relies on
reused events. Hence, we annotate the calculated similarity and number of actual atomic
events on which it depends to each outgoing event for each selection that reuses the result.
The system can now calculate mo as the sum of all annotated similarities of events from
a common predecessor comprised in the selection, each weighted with the annotated
number of atomic events. To this end, ms, m′s are also weighted with the corresponding
sum of annotated numbers of atomic events. In our example, e8 is annotated with a
precision of 23 and that it depends on 3 atomic event (e1 through e3), while e11 is annotated
with 12 and depends on 2 atomic events, thus mo = 3
2
3 + 3. Since similarity degrades
over all levels in the operator graph and the probability to have events from common
predecessors also degrades, this method is designed for operator graphs with few levels
in their operator graph.
Coarse-grained spatio-temporal Similarity: This approach annotates each event with the
information about atomic events it depends on. In particular, it coarsens the annotated
information about atomic events over time and space in a spatio-temporal grid data
structure. The grid divides the spatial interest into distinct cells. Each cell then comprises
the number of occurred atomic events during a time-span, e.g., during the start and end
of a selection. Note, a sequence of time-spans can further partition the cell temporally.
Atomic events can thus be aggregated over the course of a selection at the leaf operators
and the grid is then propagated in a leaf to root direction with the events. Consider for
our running example the grid depicted in Figure 5.3, the spatial interest of Q2 would
be roughly divided by a grid in two halves, e3 is comprised in one cell, e1 and e2 would
be comprised in another cell. At each level of the operator graph, all annotated grids of
events that are comprised in a selection are then joined and annotated to the outgoing
events to represent the estimates for the similarity calculation. In particular, e8 would
comprise a grid where e3 would be represented by the count 1 in one cell, and e1 and e2
are represented by a count 2 in a second cell. Congruent cells are joined by summing up
the corresponding numbers of atomic events. At ωQ33 , the grid of e8 is joined with one
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Figure 5.3: Example for coarse-grained spatio-temporal similarity. Operator ωQ33 detects
event e15 based on the reused event e8 from ω
Q2
2 and e12. Each event is assigned
a grid which represents the aggregated number of atomic events on which
the event depends on in the specific region. This allows us to estimate the
similarity at operators on a higher level like ωQ33 .
from e12; the congruent cell aggregates e1 and e2. In the following, we denote these grids
as reuse dependency. Moreover, events comprised in a selection can already depend on
reused selections. This requires that the actual information about atomic events that a
selection would depend on without reusing must also be annotated in the same way—
denoted as actual dependency. In the example, e1, e2, e4, e6, and e7 are aggregated as
the actual dependency of the selection. For a pair of selections s, s′, the system can now
use the actual dependency of s and the reuse dependency of s′ to calculate the similarity
according to the metrics given in Section 5.2. Cells with the same spatial coordinates
comprise the number of events in the overlap. For example, we can determine e15’s
precision, the aggregate of the overlap in atomic events at ωQ33 is 4 (all aggregated events
in the leftmost cells of e15’s reuse dependency), while the selection depends on 5 atomic
events in the actual dependency, implying a precision of 45 . Depending on the granularity
of the size of the cells, more or less atomic events are compressed with the spatial grid.
The programmer can thus trade-off accuracy in the calculated similarity against overhead
for maintaining estimates with the grid size.
Prediction. Due to the asynchronous processing of selections (see Section 3.2.2), not
all events that are comprised in a selection or batch might be present in the incoming
buffers when calculating the similarity. In this case, we propose to predict the similarity.
Moreover, it can be computationally less intensive to predict the similarity from a sample
of annotated estimates, instead of calculating precision and recall over all annotated
estimates.
Pessimistic and optimistic approaches are stateless and assume that either no event (pes-
simistic) or all events (optimistic) that arrive in the future for a batch lie in overlaps
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of spatial interests of queries. For example, consider that the covering task’s regular
execution is triggered and some events already arrived for a selection s, e.g., e1 and e2
for s3 in the example, while e4 is missing (see Table 5.1). Moreover consider e1, e2, and e3
already arrived for s2 and the selection can be processed by the operator. The system can
now compare s3 and s2. In particular, it determines that e1 and e2 lie in the spatial overlap
of the corresponding processing interests. In the pessimistic case the system assumes that
the missing event of s3 does not lie in the overlap, the similarity would therefore evaluate
to 23 . In the optimistic case, our system assumes that the missing event of s3 lies in the
overlap and evaluates the similarity to 1.
Event pattern prediction. This approach assumes that the past event pattern of selections
indicates the future event pattern. For instance, all vehicles typically slow down when
approaching a crossing at a distinct location. Therefore, the most recent received estimates
about atomic events are buffered, e.g., the ids and the locations of e0, e1 and e2 are buffered
for our running example Figure 5.1. Consider again the case where event e4 is missing
to complete selection s3. The estimation of future atomic events comprised in a pair of
selections can then be determined based on the buffered estimates using an urn model. In
order to estimate a similarity metric for a selection s, we distinguish events that lie in the
spatial overlap of queries as one type of balls and events that do not stem from the overlap
as another type of balls, e.g., three balls (e0, e1 and e2) from the overlap of Q1 and Q2 are
in one urn. Let ms′ be the number of missing events in a selection, e.g., 1 in the example,
then the event arrival can be modeled as drawing ms′ balls from the urn. In particular,
k = 1 balls have to be drawn of the type representing the spatial overlap to achieve a
similarity of 1. The probability to draw k balls can be determined using a hypergeometric
distribution. Let K be the atomic events in the interest overlap of the buffered estimates
(3 events in the example) and M all events of the buffered estimates of the processing
neighbor (also 3 events in the example), then the similarity can be predicted to kems′ . This
results from the expectation value of ke = ms′ KM . This means since ms′ atomic events are
missing for the determination in the example, we expect that ke = 1 will be drawn from
the overlap. The corresponding probability to draw k or more atomic events can then be
calculated using a hypergeometric distribution:
pt < P(X > k) =
n
∑
j=k
(Kj ) ∗ (M−Kn−j )
(Mn )
Location prediction. To support long batches, this approach considers the mobility-
patterns of consumers. In particular, it anticipates the next processing interests Rp(Ω)
of operators ω ∈ Ω using location prediction methods, similar to Section 3.4. Based on
recent atomic events in the predicted processing interests and the event pattern prediction
method, we can anticipate an average similarity.
Discussion. To avoid vast amounts of annotated ids in order to estimate the similarity
at each operator, we proposed three methods. (i) A light weight method based on the
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spatial intersection of overlaps, which tends to be highly inaccurate since actual event
distributions are not considered. (ii) An approach that approximates the similarity based
on the similarity of selections at predecessors, which gives a better approximation, yet
increases the size of events, since similarity related information need to be annotated to
events. (iii) An approach that aggregates atomic event information in a grid data structure,
which allows us to dynamically trade-off accuracy for a minimized size of annotated
similarity information by selecting different grid sizes.
While pessimistic and optimistic approaches are naive and expected to highly deviate
from the actual similarities, they do not need to maintain additional state and are
computational inexpensive. Event pattern predictions need to maintain state to keep
information about the past event patterns, however, can predict with a higher accuracy if
the average similarity of selections if the past event pattern is similar to the future event
pattern. Location predictions allow our system to even compare selections for future
locations.
5.4 Evaluation
To show the benefits of our RECEP approach we evaluated our reuse methods with an
operator graph that resembled the one of the traffic scenario (see Chapter 3) and compared
it to the baseline approach—the basic MCEP approach. Moreover, to measure the benefit
in terms of realistic processing costs, we considered a second setup in contrast to this
mobility setup. In the second setup (basic setup) we determined the overhead of finding
covering selections for different complex operators without mobility.
In the mobility setup, a number of vehicles (numCars) was selected at random as
consumer with a square sized spatial interest. In order to test our approaches with
different parameterizations for the operator, we used a generic count-based window to
select the inputs to the operators. If not stated otherwise, we used all operators of the
same type as processing neighbors, which allowed us to evaluate the full potential of
RECEP before analyzing how the restrictions imposed by processing neighbors affect the
system.
In the basic setup, we systematically derived a meaningful threshold for the throughput
under synthetic workloads. We deployed one operator per query that implemented an
average function at a random location in the service area. To emulate computational
more complex operators, e.g., an operation that scans every pixel of an image that is
comprised in an event, we assigned a parameter to the operator that allowed us to repeat
the average operation several times on the same selection. We generated an evenly
distributed workload of atomic events and spatial interests had a size of 14 of the service
area.
Since our main goal is to reduce the number of processed selections in order to save
computations, we measured our computational savings in terms of actually processed
selections (proc. selections). The output similarity was always determined according to the
formulas given in Section 5.2 by annotating each event with the set of atomic events it
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Figure 5.4: Batch Execution Evaluation of the RECEP System
depends on, or in case of batches, with the average similarity of the batch. The actual
measured similarity is presented as the average precision and recall over all detected
situational information (avg. similarity). Most results are presented as relative results, in
particular relative to the baseline, MCEP, without reuse.
Scalability of the Set Cover Heuristics.
With the mobility setup, we tested how much computational savings we can achieve with
MQC and MNH (our basic approaches of Section 5.3.1), how much these approaches affect
the similarity, and how significant the overhead is. We varied several control parameters.
At first, the similarity threshold. Secondly, the side length (in m) of the spatial interest
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Figure 5.5: Scalability Evaluation of the RECEP System
(r). Note that with larger spatial interests the overlap of the interests increases. For these
experiments we fixed the size of the temporal batches to 10 s and the number of cars that
queried for traffic to 25, the frequency of initiating the processing phase was set to 1 s.
Figure 5.4a presents the computational savings when reusing batches of selections. The
x-axis depicts the similarity threshold and the y-axis the fraction of actually processed
selections in comparison to the number of processed selections in the baseline approach.
When decreasing the similarity threshold, the system is able to reuse by far more selections
since more selections can cover each other. However, it can only reuse if the interest
overlap is high enough, e.g., in the case for r = 500 m the interests hardly overlap and
nearly no reuse is possible. Figure 5.4b presents the effect of the reuse on the actually
measured average similarity. Since all operators of an operator graph cooperatively keep
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Figure 5.6: Impact of Processing Neighbors
the threshold, the average similarity always remains above the threshold with a low
standard deviation (depicted with the error-bars). The overhead imposed by comparisons
of selections is depicted in Figure 5.5a on the y-axis as the number of similarity estimations
performed by the heuristics over the number of selections that were actually covered by
another selection. Here, we also compare the results for reusing individual selections
to the case when reusing batches. A key observation over all evaluations is that the
computational savings of the MQC are slightly better than for the MNH, however, with
the downside of incurring more overhead.
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Number of Overlapping Queries.
We also varied the number of vehicles (numCars) that queried for traffic. The higher
numCars, the more operators are deployed and more queries overlap on the very same or
similar spatial interest. We used the MQC for selection batches, while fixing the spatial
interest to 5000 m.
The results in Figure 5.5b depict the relative computational savings in comparison to
the baseline approach (y-axis) for different similarity thresholds (x-axis). Due to high
overlaps in the interest of queries, selections can be reused by more operators if more
queries are deployed, resulting in a lower percentage of processed selections.
Impact of Processing Neighbors
Since increasing the number of processing neighbors (kp) increases the potential to find
operators to reuse with and the spatial distance d between processing neighbors affects
the disparity (see Section 5.3.2), we also tested the effects of both parameters on the
computational costs with the mobility setup. In fixed time intervals of 2 s new processing
neighbors were selected. In this experiment, we fixed the similarity threshold to 0.5,
the spatial interest to 5,000 m and reused individual selections with the MNH heuristic
among 15 cars.
Figure 5.6a depicts on the x-axis the maximal number of selected processing neighbors,
on the y-axis the number of processed selections relative to the baseline approach. The
savings gradually increase with the number of neighbors since more reuse is allowed,
however, as depicted in Figure 5.6b, the disparity drops with the number of neighbors
and their relative distance to each other.
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Figure 5.8: Efficacy of the RECEP System
Impact of Similarity Prediction Methods
To study the impact of the different similarity prediction methods (see Section 5.3.3) we
conducted an experiment with the mobility setup, where the number of cars that queried
for traffic was fixed to 5 and r was set to 5,000 m.
Figure 5.7 shows how the different similarity predictions affect the actually measured
similarity (y-axis) for different similarity thresholds (x-axis). The optimistic approach
reused many selections with actually bad qualities, since it always overestimated the
similarity at run-time. The pessimistic approach missed many reuse opportunities, but
only reused selections with good qualities. The event pattern-prediction, and an approach
that evaluated the similarity over the events in current selection settled between both
approaches.
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Efficacy of the Set Cover Heuristic
The basic setup was used to determine how much delay is induced by applying the set
cover heuristics before actually processing the selections. The operators had to process a
set of 10, 000 selections and sliding windows that each comprised 30 events. We used the
event pattern prediction method to reduce the overhead for estimating the similarity and
a naive implementation of the MSH.
The results depicted in Figure 5.8a show how the ratio of the throughput without
reusing to the throughput by applying the MQC changed with the complexity of the
operator, i.e., how often the average was computed (Operator Complexity). We also varied
the number of deployed operators in that area. Our system clearly benefits from a high
number of operators, since many operators can reuse the processing. Moreover, the higher
the complexity of the operator, the better the performance of our approach, since the
overhead of finding covering selections is always the same and eventually amortizes.
Figure 5.8b depicts how the throughput ratio changed with the number of batches. More
batches require more comparisons and estimations of the similarity, hence our system
preforms especially well when the number of batches that have to be reused per operator
is small.
Discussion
Our simulation showed the benefits of our approach in reducing the number of actually
processed selections by up to 90% while maintaining a high average similarity for sit-
uational information of above 0.65. We also confirmed our analytical results, that the
MNH algorithm reduces nearly the same amount of processed selections (around 1%
worse than MSH) while reducing the overhead, the number of comparisons between
selections, by an order of magnitude of 100. Moreover, we showed that the more queries
are deployed and overlap in our system the higher the reduction in processed selections,
since the same selection can be reused by more operators. Furthermore, we showed that
the number of processed selections shrinks with the number of processing neighbors, as
more possibilities for reuse can be exploited. However, we also show that an increased
number of processing neighbors increases the disparity.
5.5 Related Work
Reuse has already been studied for a broad variety of queries. For example, the shared
execution of queries and reusing partial results is a common technique in location-
based queries to improve the query latency, scalability, computational load, or band-
width [HM12a, GL06, XMA05]. For example, if two range-queries that provide a con-
sumer with objects overlap in their spatial interest, the result of the overlap can be cached
and reused. However, these reuse techniques are highly specialized for the individual
queries and not tailored for a more general reuse approach. In CEP, reusing results
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from an overlap can lead to false negatives and false positives, e.g., when aggregates are
computed separately on the overlap and the non-overlapping area.
Multi Query Optimization for one-shot queries have been studied in data-base sys-
tems [PS11] and Data Mining [JSA05]. Moreover, CEP and (streaming) data base sys-
tems [XLT06, HFAE03, CDTW00, RSSB00] typically enable reuse by finding completely
overlapping sub-sets of operators that process the same input events. However, this is not
suitable for overlapping interests in sensor data. The similarity can degrade arbitrarily,
e.g., if no event of interest lies in the overlap. Other methods that can work on streams
that comprise similar input event [AG12, HRK+09, KWF06, KFHJ04, BDF+07] or share
processing in a setting with parametrized operators [YRW09] are mostly tailored towards
specialized operators and not tailored towards a general solution as presented in this the-
sis. Consider that aggregates could be processed on the overlapping and non-overlapping
interests, and then combined by applying the same aggregation again. However, this is
not applicable for all operators, e.g., averaging the temperature over two averages from
two sub-ranges is not the same result as the average temperature of the whole range.
Moreover, while these methods are tailored to provide exact results, our approach allows
to control the degradation in the similarity.
Filter operations [MSHR02, TKK+11, XJ09] allow for reuse with respect to containment
relations. For instance, in distributed publish/subscribe systems routing paths are merged
if filters overlap. This reduces the bandwidth and computing costs. Take for example
two subscribers, one that filters for events with temperatures > 20 and another one that
is connected to the same host for events > 30. If on a preceding host an event with
temperature 33 arrives, only one filter (> 20) has to be evaluated reducing the computing
costs and the event has only to be sent once. However, this is only possible because filters
are per-event operations and do not change the content of an event.
The sharing technique for cyber foraging presented in [VSDTD13] allows to efficiently
share computations of several components in a video application. This works well, since
these components are designed for incremental updates. However, our goal was to
provide a more general sharing technique. Similar to our selection manager, a MJoin
operator [RZRD09] takes all streams of join operators of the same query. However, with a
different goal: the reordering of operators.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a method for sharing computations between stateful
operators in distributed CEP systems—the RECEP framework. In the context of a
MSA application we showed the potential of RECEP in decreasing the computational
overhead and resources needed by CEP systems in meeting quality requirements of
consumer. Our method exploited two inherent characteristics of many CEP systems:
overlapping interests in sensor data and the fact that slightly inaccurate results are ac-
ceptable in many application scenarios. Besides introducing the basic algorithms in
maximizing the number of selections that can be reused, we proposed a comprehensive
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set of run-time mechanisms that ensure the feasibility of our approach in a large-scale
and highly dynamic deployment.
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In this chapter, we provide an overview of the results of this thesis and an outlook on
possible research directions in this field.
6.1 Summary
The abundance of sensors in the environment enables many exciting new applications.
Mobile situation awareness applications are one such class of applications, which further-
more have a spatio-temporal reference and are event-based as well as latency-sensitive.
Event-based applications are typically programmed using a CEP model. CEP systems are
widely adopted, e.g., Twitter uses a stream processing engine for discovery, realtime ana-
lytics, personalization, search, revenue optimization, and more [Sto14]. Companies like
IBM [AGWY11], Oracle [Ora15], or Microsoft [GHAB07] provide CEP solutions. However,
it is challenging to implement a CEP system when it includes mobile consumers with
an interest in nearby, recent situational information. The work presented in this thesis
addresses these challenges with our MCEP middleware system. Consumers register a
MCEP query with the system and in return are informed about situational information
of interest. The situational information is detected by a so-called operator graph, which
processes atomic events that occur in a dynamically changing spatial range.
The mechanisms behind the MCEP system improve the ability to detect and react
to events in the presence of a very large number of mobile consumers and producers
of mobile situation awareness applications. For instance, it is necessary to update the
spatio-temporal range as mobile consumers move through time and space in order to
keep the results detected by the operator graph relevant. Our findings have shown
how dynamic operator reconfigurations can be performed efficiently while maintaining
consistent results by exploiting a window-based execution model. Our evaluations have
demonstrated that this way resource savings of up to 99% can be achieved, in the context
of a traffic scenario.
Mobile situation awareness applications need to be informed about recent historical
situational information as well as current, live situational information to react to all
situations of interest. The processing of recent historical events causes a delay until live
situational information can be detected, whenever the location of the consumer changes.
We have proposed methods to address the problems caused by this delay. The metrics of
interest that we improve are the precision and recall with respect to atomic events that
represent the input to the MCEP query’s operator graph. In particular, we propose a
method for the opportunistic computation of historical events, based on a prediction of
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the consumer’s future locations. We also propose a pipelining method to look several
steps into the future which enables us to process large numbers of historical atomic events.
An opportunistic computing method that over-provisions operator graphs allows us to
compensate for partially inaccurate location prediction results. With these methods we
can achieve near zero latency for delivering historical situational information while our
system achieves a precision of up to 0.8.
We have also shown how to minimize the resource usage by proposing methods for the
opportunistic deployment and migration of operators. In particular, we demonstrated
that it pays off to plan migrations ahead of time according to the mobility of users or
dependent migrations. Costly migrations of state, in terms of network utilization, can
be amortized by selecting suitable targets in a time-graph data structure that models
the expected costs. Furthermore, we present how application knowledge improves live-
migration systems. We exploit a window-based execution model to infer which state has
to be transferred for a better serialization of operators. This way, additional resource
savings of up to 40% are possible.
In the context of mobile situation awareness applications, we have also shown the
potential of MCEP in decreasing the computational overhead and resources needed for
the detection of situational information through reuse. Our method exploits two inherent
characteristics of many mobile situation awareness scenarios: overlapping interests of
multiple consumers in situational information and the fact that slightly inaccurate results
are often acceptable. Besides introducing the basic algorithms for maximizing the number
of selections that can be reused, we propose a comprehensive set of run-time mechanisms
that ensure the feasibility of our approach in a large-scale and highly dynamic deployment.
These methods allow us to reduce the number of actual event correlations of a situation
detection by up to 90%.
6.2 Outlook
There are several possible paths to extend the work presented in this thesis in future
research. One is to support real-time processing of big data streams, e.g., through parallel
processing. Another direction is to off-load more tasks to mobile devices and even
integrate them into the processing, e.g., in order to save energy. We briefly discuss the
opportunities and challenges of these directions in the remainder of this section.
Real-time Processing of Big Data Streams
At the point in time when applications react to events, they trigger decisions like buy-
ing or selling stocks, updating a traffic route, or changing the configuration in power
consumption. Therefore, the utility of such decisions is strongly dependent on (i) the
time at which events are delivered by the CEP system, and (ii) the view of the application
on the set of delivered events at decision time, which should be consistent, i.e., at time
of decision all relevant events are present (no false negatives) and no false events (no
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false positives) are delivered. For instance, taking a turn without receiving an event
about traffic congestions or reacting late to the occurrence of such an event restricts a
consumer in its ability in finding optimal traffic routes. Applications can only react fast
and consistently to events if the CEP system can ensure the detection of events with high
probability within an application-definable latency bound. This is highly challenging
since many applications like monitoring the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) encompass
very high event rates. Over the trades and quotes, many events such as changes in
their short term or long term trend can be detected with CEP operators to find specific
patterns as an anomaly in stock trading or to support algorithmic trading. However, work
on measuring the performance of such operators [BDWT13] shows that the sequential
design—inherent to most state-of-the-art CEP systems—achieves at best a processing
throughput of 10,000 events/s (using commodity hardware of a data center). Therefore,
efficient parallel execution of dozens of processing entities is a necessity to speed up CEP
systems such that they are capable of meeting application-defined latency bounds.
The critical issue of data parallelization is to efficiently determine suitable ways to
partition the event stream into substreams, where the latter need to comply with the
stateful processing steps performed by CEP operators and ensure the produced event
streams become indistinguishable from a sequential execution. Finding the appropriate
partitioning is part of ongoing work at the University of Stuttgart [MKR14, MKR15].
This approach is best described with a split-process-merge architecture, which allows
for dynamically adapting the degree of parallelization depending on the event arrival
rate and the operator’s latency budget. The splitter preprocesses the incoming event
streams and determines the points at which a new substream starts and ends. Then, the
substreams are assigned and forwarded to operator instances depending on their load.
One problem that needs to be addressed in that context is the task of assigning selections
to operators. Streaming subsequent overlapping selections to distinct operator instances
will impose redundancy in communication since overlapping events will need to be
streamed multiple times.
To be able to configure and adapt parallel operators that are able to meet a given latency
budget, we need to model the latency imposed by a specific operator configuration. For
example, a latency model is needed to decide which configurations are best suited to
achieve a given latency. In addition, also at run-time we rely on the latency model in
deciding when a configuration becomes critical with respect to the given latency bound.
Detection on Mobile Devices
Over the last decades, the world suffered from devastating catastrophes, like the nu-
clear disaster at the Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant [AP11] or the 2010 Haiti earth-
quake [CNN10]. Event based systems offer the means to support rescue teams and
victims in such tragic situations. For example, CEP systems can detect potential danger-
ous situational information, like aftershocks of an earthquake [LOBC12] by aggregating
accelerometer events from many distributed sensors. State-of-the art MCEP systems rely
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on an infrastructure support (for example, the one discussed in Chapter 2) to route sensor
data from the site of the disaster to a computing resource that processes events and to
transport situational information back again.
Although mobile communication infrastructures are widespread nowadays, in times of
crises these infrastructures are also prone to severe damage and may only be partially
available or not at all. Through advances in wireless communication technologies, mobile
devices are able to form ad-hoc networks as partial replacement of the infrastructure. For
example, events from distributed sensors can easily be disseminated in such an ad-hoc
network [SMK12]. Moreover, modern mobile devices possess sufficient computational
capabilities (see Section 1.1.1) to be able to detect situational information locally. This way,
mobile CEP systems can easily be deployed in an ad-hoc network.
However, the detection of situational information on mobile devices in an ad-hoc
network is even more challenging than a placement in a fixed infrastructure. First,
detections must deal with limited resources, since mobile devices have fixed computational
capacities and do not have the potential of data-centers to harness nearly limitless
resources. Second, energy-efficient detections become crucial to ensure a long service
time, since mobile devices are energy-constraint and typically rely on batteries that cannot
be recharged at a disaster site. Third, the detection must be robust to dynamic changes
in the topology, since mobile devices are constantly moving in and out of the wireless
communication range of other mobile devices and this way disrupting the mobile ad-hoc
topology. Such topology changes may not only lead to varying communication paths, but
also to network partitions, which may lead to a massive message and event loss which
needs to be accounted for by the detection.
State-of-the art CEP systems perform load shedding when limited resources run out,
i.e., they drop events [GWYL08]. However, mobile devices that are clustered over an
ad-hoc network can share computing resources in order to provide fog-like, distributed
computing resources. Yet, those resources are highly volatile due to the dynamics of the
underlying topology. The interesting questions in that context are therefore: “How can a
CEP system efficiently utilize resources of a cluster of mobile phones?”, “How can we
minimize the data loss from disappearing volatile sources?”, and “How can we manage
the CEP system in the mobile infrastructure with low energy consumption?”.
Moreover, to avoid sending large numbers of events over long paths in an ad-hoc
topology and this way waste energy, a placement (see Chapter 4) which minimizes energy
costs needs to be employed. In networks where an infrastructure is partially available the
question is to decide whether to place an operator in the infrastructure or on a mobile
device that represents the consumer. Initial work in that field [Bom14] has shown that an
energy-efficient placement depends on the number and size of events, their frequency, and
how computationally expensive a detection is. Concrete trigger points to make automated
decisions remain open issues as well as mechanisms that decide when and how much
state needs to be transferred from the infrastructure to the mobile device if the mobile
device moves into an area without access to the infrastructure. The placement in a pure
ad-hoc network requires to decide on which mobile devices to place the processing. Since
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the topology is highly dynamic, it also remains an issue how to constantly and securely
adapt the placement under high churn.
Approximated early results are often sufficient and preferable over concrete late results
(see Chapter 5). Which means that a reasonable amount of event loss is manageable
for a CEP system. However, the question remains if a CEP system can exploit this by
purposefully avoiding to send events in order to save the energy for transmitting them?
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